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ABSTRÀCT

Detailed energy analysis, encompassing aIl essential direct and indirect

inputs within appropriately defined boundaries and allowing for. major

technological advances in farm practice and process requirements, indicates

that the energetic efficiency of Canadian wheat production has remained

virtually constant over the past twenty-five years. After an initiaf faIl in

efficiencies from traditional practices rising fossil-fuel subsidies during

mechanization have been largely counterbalanced by increasing grain yields.

Since the mid-1970s production improvements have Ied to declining system

intensities. By 1981 under the pressure of higher prices the collective

errergy cost of appJ-ied inputs fell for the first time ever in the history of

industrialized farming. These findings suggest that (1) modern fossil

fuel-derived practice does not suffer from endemic or progressive efficiency

decay--thus invalidating secular claims to the contrary, and (2) that greater

productivity and greater efficiency are not mutually exclusive events: the

chance to simultaneously raise both exists. The continuation of

technological and processing improvements in concert with extended farm

conservation measures will in aII likelihood strengthen agricultura]

production in the 1990s. Thus, while the data indicate that some individual-

farms are now operating at levels far in excess of the transitional period

efficiencies, raising the national average up to at least a matching position

by the turn of the century should be possible.

(vii)
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I. INTRODUCTION

While only sporadically pursued before the epic turn of the 1970s, it

would not be fair to say that the role of energy has gone unnoticed in human

affairs. In fact its deterministic nature has been known about for quite some

tj:ne. As far back as the late 1800s the anthropologists Morgan (1877) and

Tylor (188I) writing at a time when steam was the porl'rer of industry and coal

in England was already being depleted at a rapid rate addressed the

fundamental role of energy in social development and expressed concern over

its long-term supply. Pointing to the phenomenon of energetic dependency in

their works it was implied that when a system based itself solely on the

consumption of resources known to be finite, it would aÈ same stage encounter

structural instability, and eventually enter long-term decline. Indeed

drawing on a foresight that presaged contemporary "neo-MaÌthusians" by almost

a century Tylor spoke at what was then a critical juncture of the civilized

world; it was drawing an irmnense supply of power from a new source, the coal

burnt in the furnace of the steam engine which was being used so wastefully

that economists were "uneasily calculating how long the stored up fossil fuel

would last, and what must be turned to next -- tide force or the sun's

heat -- to labour for us" (Ty]or, pp. 204-205). In the midst of a new fuel

era, our present situation appears much the same: we are again busy

calculating how long the "stored up" fossil fuel will last and investigating

once more the possibilities of the tides and solar energy for power. only

this time the fossil fuel being used so wastefully is not coal but crude oil,

and, more importantly, it is only this time that the consequences of our

excessive dependency permeate virtually all sectors of society.

Petroleum was discovered twenty years previous to the publication of

Tylor's work. However it experienced then only limited application, mostly in

the form of lubricating oils, and it was not until after the turn of the
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century that it found its greatest use. Às it began to power industry this

new medium quelled the earlier fear of waste and shortage of coal and greatJ-y

expanded the new industrial society's horizons. Yet the long-term

contingencies of dependency remained. Writing-in one of the more prestigious

journals of the day a far-sighted John Ise (1925) criiicized what he saw as an

over reliance on a singular non-renewable resource whose reserves in the

niddl-e of booming I920s appeared extraordinarily limited "for a nation...yet

young, a nation which should look forward to hundreds of years of industrial

activity" (p. 289). (At that time the no more than short-term existence of an

industrialized America based on a then best estimate of 9 billion barreÌs of

oil without a greater economy of consumption seemed i¡uninent.)

The discovery of many of the world's giant oiI fields over the next few

decades: Kirkuk, 1927 (Iraq); Burgan, 1938 (Kuwait); Ghawar, L948 (Saudi

Arabia) ; Safaniya, 1951 (Saudi Arabia) ; Rumaila, 1953 (Iraq); and Ahwaz' 1958

(Iran) did much to improve the fossil'fuet position of the world (and allay a

new round of attendant fears) but it neither alleviated the development of a

burgeoning dependency on fossil fuels for energy, and nor did it mask the

reality that shortfalls in cheaper domestic supplies \dere being financed by a

reliance on a few countries' more costly exports.

In fact for some years prior to the end of the second world war, the U.S.

regutarly produced close to two-thirds of the world's crude-oi1 output;

however, since 1946 about the same time as the rate of oil per meter of

exploratory drílling began its historic decline (Hubbert, 1967) the

proportion has steadily decreased" The importance of other sources meanwhile

has steadily risen. In I97O, the year U.S. domestic production peaked and

before its demands on foreign sources rose even more dramatically, it was

producing no more than about 15 percent of world totals.
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The situation that was taking shape was relatively clear to serious

investigators long before the next series of events actually occurred; but

with hindsight it should have been more widely apparent beforehand that while

the worfd's greatest industrial power and user of energy was becoming

increasingly dependent on foreign sources as its own production was falling

its growing demands woul"d pl-ace it in a state of unprecedented vulnerability.

Late in 1973 v¡ith no energetic saviour on the horizon -- it was becoming

increasingJ-y evident by this time that even in the best scenario atomic energy

would not be the panacea originally envisioned -- the OPEC nations, in response

to the growing demand for their product. \¡¡ere to collectively triple the price

of their oil exports and effectively shock North Americans into a deeper

understanding of how critical energy had become to their way of life. Faced

with seemingly inescapable shortages, the need for an improved efficiency of

end use, and the necessity for cheap nev,¡ energy sources, public interest was

quickly aroused and attention focused on potential remedies.

The resul,t was a short-term social phenomenon of dubious worth. For just

as it served to publicly highlight concerns over the long-term supply and use

of non-renewable fossil fuels (in an area which up until then had been the

exclusive domain of a timited number of somewhat obscure academics) and to

stimulate intensive research on many matters worthy of attention, it also

served to eclipse the importance of systematic inquiry into the ways in which

energy was being used; inquiry which in many \^¡ays was just coming on stream.

At the time, H. T. Odum (1971) had just published what remains to daLe

perhaps the most elegant, expansive yet lucid exposition on the role of energy

in human affairs. Building upon the thermodynamic principles of Lotka (1925)

and Schrðdinger (Lg44) he selected energy as the common denominator

integrating biotic and physical phenomenon into functional wholes, and in

developing a systems approach to energetic accounting laid down much of the
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groundwork influencing future energy analyses. Even though his work is one of

the most scientific in its articulation and synthesis of power, nature and

society it was not the first nor the only treatise on the topic. For example,

in'a much earlier somewhat more socially oriented dissertation, Leslie White

in the 1940s had reduced all specific, concrete motive forces of cultural

development to a single abstract conmon form, energy.

fn essence this work itself could be largely interpreted as a systematic

extrapolation of the ideas of Morgan and Tylor, however in one of its less

theoretical passages the author posits what subsequently has survived to

become one of the principal tenets of scientific energy analysis. "We can

measure the arnounts of energy expended; we can calculate the effíciency of the

expenditure of energy in terms of mea-surable quantities of good and services

produces. And, finally...these measurements can be expressed in mathematical

terms" (White, L943, p.355). In addition a publication by Cottre1l (1955)

stands out worthy of comment by virtue of its attempt to quantify what the

magnitude of several such flows woutd be. In fact hís rudimentary approach to

detaiting the energetics of human-, animal- and machine-based agricultures

represents one of the first.

Nonetheless, at its most feverish, the fl-urry of investigative activity

which accompanied the energy crisis attitudes of the nid-1970s and which was

oftentimes spirited by apocatyptic visions of the future lead to the

publication of energy-related studies by a host of overnight experts, ranging

from t-he patently absurd "How to recycle a cow burp" (Colligan, 1914) to the

sublimely futuristic "Solar power from satellites" (Glasser, I977) .

Worry over the present standard of living has caused much effort and huge

amounts of public money to be channeled towards studying ways in which the

expanding of energy supplies -- in the directed attempt to exploit the

frequently accredited correlation between energy consumption and GNP -- could
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be made possible to sustain and even promote economic development.

Unfortunately in the course of such actions seemingly líttle attention has

been paid to questioning the relative need for greater .consumption, the cost

effectiveness of precipitated measures, or even the potential for conservation

within our economy. Instead the path of feast resistance has lead to what are

ostensibly political pursuits of often questionable productive value: be it

in the formulation of national energy plans; the resolution of boundary

disputes, ownership or revenues; the social underwriting of oiI exploration

and production; or the promotion of nuclear, solar, or alternative power

sources. Often fashioned in a haphazard manner, such pursuits typically

contain an excessively misplaced emphasis. Indeed, it is disturbing to

discover once such activities have been accounted for that little research

time has actually been spent on quantifying how energy is consumed by our

society, Iet alone how it has been in the past or will be in the future.

Subsequently, in our pursuits for more we are virtually ignorant of the

potential for less. Efficiencies remain largely unknown and, by extension,

the degree of avoidable energy wastage und.etermined. The outcome in terms of

policy, of course, can be no other than a manifest lack of controì over future

events. An example of our oversight was the largely unforseen resiliency of

the North American economy to the random stress of shortage. Both the U.S.

and Canada have on several occasj-ons not only slowed the growth of demand but

even reduced overall lertels of energy usage in response to higher prices'

while at the same time expanding their respective economies. In Canada alone

such events have occurred orr three separate occasions during the past decade:

L975,1981, 1983; indicating that in addition to there being substantial- room

for improvement, savings can be realized wiLhout sacrificing the industrial

progress and standard of living which had been formerly thought inpossible

(i.e. the frequently posited GNP: energy consumption argurnent) "
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The important point for this discussion is that this development was

largely unforseen. Yet not all" such developments are quite so welcome by

their results. For example, as epposed to the relatively innocuous effects of

conservation, the unprecedented closings of schools, factories and businesses

in the U.S. in the mid-1970s caused considerable hardship. It seems petty it

must be emphasized that in the midst of the fervour surrounding public and

professional debate over our energy futures systematic inquiry must not be

forgotten. In terms of the focus of these debates it shoul-d also be stressed

that Iiving in a natural world, physical realities are paramount: they

subsume all economic rhetoric. The economic rational is of course irnportant,

but it is not at the root of our dilenuna, it is our physical dimensions which

are, and it is the quantification and analysis of real-world systems which are

essential to an understanding of the limits of economic ones. Without such

investigation rational management and wise choice of conservation strategies

are simply not possible. Vlhat is realistic or potentially attainable cannot

remain within the realm of quantitative speculation, in an era of dwindling

fossil-fuel reserves, policy dírectives aimed at encouraging quantitative

exploration and the best use of what remains are not only expediential- but

imperative. In response to the need for a better understanding of energy

systems, energy analysis is a technigue of timely and critical importance.

Energy Analysis

The setting within which process analysis is typically performed depends

almost entirety upon the basic laws of energy and maLter. Although

comprehensive inquiries maximízing the potential of the approach in practice

are relatively few and largely of recent vintage the necessitlz e¡ having at

hand a repertoire of generally accepted well tested guidelines was recognized

early in the 1970s " In response to rising concerns over the supply and use of

non-renewable fossil fuel energies and in recognition of the discipline's
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long-term potential, the International Federation of Institutes for Advanced

Study convened in 1974 and again in 1975 (IFIAS, 1974¡ 1975) to examine then

existing nethodologies and provid.e reconmendations for future studies. In a

comprehensive set of conventions, guidelines and proceduresr-the committee

suggested the adoption of the title energy analysis for any endeavour which

consisted of the applied empirical investigation of energy sequestered in the

provision of goods, processes and services to an identified system. Such

investigations should be performed within the parameters of the suggested

g.r:idelines and include as well an analysis of generated findings for purposes

of policy review.

In its simplest form energy analysis consists of assembling data on the

physical quantities of alI fuels and electricity consumed in a studied

process, and the application of corresponding enthalpies. In this form,

however, the scope of the method, while it nay oftentjmes be adequate for the

requirements of a macro-scopic interpretation, may not be sufficiently

informative for purposes of decision making in those areas where the technique

is particularly cogent. Therefore, in its more encompassing and, by

extension, more revealing form the boundary of study is expanded to include

the embodied energy of non-fuel inputs; that is, the process energy

requirements lenns) of the manufacture of intermediate requirements.

ln normal use such analysis usually includes the calculation of input

costs through several stages or system levels. For example: leve1 one

includes the enthalpy of fuel inputs, plus the direct requirements of

electricity; level two the enthalpy of fuel inputs, the direct requirements of

electricity, their associated production costs and the embodied energy cost of

non-fuel inputs; level three in addition to those costs involved in levels one

and two, the energy requirement of capital (i.e. the PERs of the machinery
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used to produce the commodities); level four the attendant costs of the first

three levels plus the PERs of machíne tools; and so on.

In principle the evaLuation should carry on through progressively lower

and lower input levels, continualllz 6sv.loping and extending the system's

universe, until each and every input has been traced back into its original

components -- be they particles in the lithosphere, hydrosphere or atmosphere.

But in practice significant contributions beyond the third leve1 are only

rare. In fact past the third fevel contributions are normally so small that

the error incurred by ignoring them is typically subsuned within the

j-naccuracy of calcufation. Analyses proceeding through leve1 two, and in most

cases level three, will capture on average 90 to 95 percent of the systems

attendant requirements (IFIAS, ]-974). (The Workshop recorunends that whenever

possible, analyses be carried back to the level of which the contributions are

comparabJ-e with the uncertainties in the contributions from preceding levels. )

The goal of energy analysis is rather straightforward: that is, to give

a precise physical description of the operation of real-world processes.

After approximately a decade in existence, four of its more irnportant

applícations have become (after Chapman, :-.974):

1. The exposing of particular processes in detail and
allowing the deduction of energetic efficiencies for
purposes of focused conservation efforts.

2. The constructing of energy budgets in the attempt to
gain a better understanding of the thermodynamics of
industrial systems.

3. The determining of consumption at a macro-levef for
purposes of estimatíng aggregate demand and indicating
lucrative avenues for reduction.

The deriving of requirements of basic technologies and
the pinpointing of the consequences of sophistication,
supplementatior-r and modification on both short- and
long- term usage.

4
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The attainment of these ends has made necessary in practice a high degree

of methodological rigour. For purposes of amassing a hierarchical data base

such rigour allows for individual consistency and a comparability between

studies. Nevertheless, because of the frequent information problems which

plague many inquiries (problems which can in effect serve to linit the number

of inputs and level of analysis) , the application of findings and subsequent

referencing between studies must be undertaken with due caution. In the

attempt to ascertain the scope of analysis and establish a basis for

comparison it should be clear: (1) what subsystems of the world have been

analyzed, (2) what inputs have been included in the analysis, (3) what

enthalpies have been assigned to primary fuels, (4) what efficiencies have

been ascribed to process i-ndustries, and (5) what conventions have been

employed to partition energy costs within sectors, industries, plants and so

on. The neglect of any of these prerequisítes introduces the potential for

misleading conclusions -- regardless of their calculation accuracy. The

findings, themselves, of any study which leaves room for doubt in regard to

such measures must be viewed as suspect and interpreted accordingly.

The degree of error allowed by the success analysis approach to

accounting is generally quite low; somewhere in the order of 10 to 15 percent.

However where the quality of support data is poor, or as is true in some

instances where it simply doesn't exist, or alternatively when the sensitivity

of calculation doesn't require the precision and fine detail offered by the

approach, a Iess time consurning economically-styled input-output approach can

be employed.

In this approach, accounting procedures require as a first step the

construction of a multi-variate input-output model incorporating either

individual industries or industry*wide groupings as trading partners. Input

numbers are drawn from statísticaf records and applied in terms of monetary
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exchange units. Resul-ts of exchanges are therefore recorded in terms of

dol1ars, not physical quantities. For example, concentrating soleLy on the

exchange or purchase of fuels and efectricity gives the value of those

cornmodities. The sum of those commodities gives the total value of consumed

energies, and, when divided by the product or process in question, it gives the

dollar cost of energy per unit. Equating the average selling price of fuels

and electricity for the period then gives the appropriate quantities. Using

the Canadian food system as an example, the production sector consumed in 1971

some 175.3 PJ of energy in total. on an energy intensity basis this

consumption equals roughly 35.5 MJ per dollar's worth of output.

In dov¡nstream application derived intensities are sinply compared against

sales figures or the price of the commodity to yield desired resul-ts. Thus a

tonne of wheat produced by an operator in l97l and selling for $49.38 required

roughly ($49.38 x 35.5 MJl$) = L.75 GJ to produce. Associated input-output

tables and energy intensities for a number of industries and products have

been compiled both for the U.S. (Herendeen & Bullard, L974¡ Wright, 1974) and

Canada (Deachman & Hamilton, 1978) for the years 1967 and 1971 respectively.

The attractive elegance of the models and ease of downstream application

belie, however, a nunber of drawbacks which seriously undermine the usefulness

of the once-calcufated values: because of structural, technological and price

changes within the economy they are restricted to use only ín the year of

calculation (Herendeen and Shiu, 1975); requiring an average five to seven

years to process they are largely out of date when published; due to

homogeneous categorization they cannot be accurately applied against end

products more disaggregated than the inputs themselves, and lastly, through

the use of statistical data normally designed for other purposes, and the use

of money proxies for physical units. ínaccuracies characterístically up to 30

and sometimes 35 percent are introCuced (Berry, 1978) . (Tt should be noted
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that in the case of the Canadian model some attempts have been made to

overcome this final difficulty by recording inputs as much as possible in

physical units of exchange. Coefficients were. in several instances, however,

tested against process data and found to be lacking, the energy cost of wheat

production cited earlier, L.75 GJltonne, v¡as more than 50 percent below that

found by the physical analysis in this study, whiJ-e bakery costs on a similar

basis were 20 percent above. Therefore, while the method of derivation

appears to offset some of the problems associated with proxy variables the

results must still be treated as highly suspect -- and of course stilt liable

to the difficulties referred to above.)

Following the recognition of these problems, the input-output approach

and the process analysis approach have been cornbined in the attempt to make

the best of both worlds: first, by using the process technique for the most

crucial requirements in the first and second level-s of input (where precision

is important) and second, by applying input-output intensities for those of

lesser importance, the third and fourth level of inputs (wherein a process

approach the calculations are time consuming) (Bul-lard et al., f976) . However

the logic of the combination is somewhat askew, for the inherent 30 to 35

percent error probability of the input-output approach is itself far greater

than the residual 10 to 15 percent of energy unaccounted for by the process

analysis at these levelsl Therefore it is entirely possible that greater

accuracy could be had by siroply orunitting those energies and the application

of input-output intensities altogether.

As a result the most fitting application of the input-output technique

is in the providing of gross overviews of inter-sectional energy exchanges and

in the identification of large industrial consumers (Corunon & IrfcPherson,

1982) , while the process analysis itself remains most valuable in its

application to specific production and commodity requirements. If the major
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complaint against the approach is the time consumed in arnassing the necessary

background data, then the situation can only improve as time goes on as more

studies are performed.

Agr iculture and Enerqy

Man is an animal, and above all else his first and foremost requirement

is food. Such a simple reality is exceedingly distant, however, to the

average North American whose primary concern is likely the upcoming evening's

television schedule. Yet throughout history it has been the procurement of an

adequate food suppty that facilitated ecological (and of course economic)

success, both for the individual and of the society as a whole. This is a

fact which continues to loom large in the minds of most of the world's people

-- people who don't have access to the great productivities of !{estern

agriculture.

Essentially our present-day system of fossil-fuel subsidized farming

represents the culmination of a long series of evolutionary events begun some

ten to tweLve thousand years ago. At that time in the Fertil-e Crescent where

many people were stripping wild grains by hand (Harlan' 1975) the appearance

of the flint-bladed sickle marked the beginning of an energetic era. Wielding

this small stick-like implement (or what in Georgescu-Roegen's (1976) more

eloquent phraseology is an "exosomatic extension") man effectively and

significantly extended the range of applied energy beyond the hitherto

existÍng limits of his hand only capabilities. Since that time it has been

primarily through the application of progressively larger and increasíngly

more po\^¡erful implements: first in the form of sma1l hand-heId tools' then in

the form of modest animal drawn apparatus, and finally in the form of imrnense

mechanically driven machinery (each delivering greater and greater quantities

of energy to the production process) tnat the practice of raising foodstuffs
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has come to be what it is today: economically efficient, physically

productive, and energetically intensive.

. Industrialízed agriculture is extremely productive. For example, a

prímitive farmer could generally manage to grow enough food to support a

family of say five to seven members with a few rudimentary implements and his

own physical labour. Under serni-industrialized conditions with the addition

of more sophisticated tools, draft animals and fertilizer, the more modern

farmer can produce a greater surplus, enough to feed a number of fa¡nilies of

similar size. But it is the industrialized operator, as could be largely

anticipated, in command of a full complement of modern inputs ranging from

diesel- tractors, inorganic fertilizers, synthetic pesticides and sprinklers,

who supports the greatest nu¡nber, supplying J-iterally hundreds of individuals

and tens of like-numbered families. In fact the contemporary American

farmworker serves as an example of one of the most productive agriculturalists

on earth. In 1981 the typical farm operator could feed hi¡nself, 50 others at

home, and approximately 25 more abroad. with quality products (USDA, 1982). An

even better example is the Prairie grain producer who in I98I produced enough

wheat to meet the annual food energy requirements of more than 675 people.

fn energy terms the transition is equaJ-1y as impressive. Producing

subsistence crops at pre-industrial-ized levels yields somewhere in the range

of 25 to 30 l"lJ of food energy per man-hour of labour input.

Semi-industríal-ized systems can yield upwards of 35 to 50 MJ per man-hour of

labour, while aggregatively under fully mechanized condítions it is not

uncommon to find returns as high as 3000 ¡{J per unit of labour input (Leach,

L976a). Just as these íncreases are impressive, however, they are at the same

time costly" In productive economies as in näture there is never any 'free

funcht' and in terms of non-renewable resources the energy price to pay for

encouragíng labour productivity is high. To illustrate thís point the best
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route is to compare the extremes in production requirementsr at one end of the

scale prinitive cropping systems and at the other end a mature food industry.

In the first example, the animate labour and organic fertilizers of

traditional society are pure transformations of solar energy and, conseguently

the drain on non-renewabl-e fossil energy resources is either nil or very smalI

indeed. Assuming the energy subsidy to be zero then, the requirements of such

a system are striking in contrast to those of a fully mechanized one. In the

U.S. in the late 1970s the combj-ned fossil-fuel subsidy of both direct and

indirect energíes sequestered in growing crops and raising livestock amounted

to just over 2.0 x tO12 MJ in total or roughly 0.25 t of crude-oil eguivalent

per capita (USDA, 1978). Poor countries typically have not only low energ'y

subsidies in agricufture but low overall consumption of fossil fuel for alI

industrial purposes. Comparing per capita consumptions ín U.S. agriculture

and poor country per capita energiy consurunation for all purposes we find the

resultant figures to be almost identical. If all downstrearn subsidies in the

food industry were added on in the form of the various energies consumed in

the processing, packaging and distributing of final food products' subsequent

U.S. values would grow by a factor of five, and rise to become four times as

great as typical poor country total energy consumption per capita.

Comparing food energy outputs with production energy inputs results in

the widety recognized efficiency ratio, which has been often used to gauge the

performance of different agricultural systems. Às production energies rise in

the transition from one developmental stage to the next the measurement itself

can be quite telling. General-ized for each of the above systems and in order,

efficiencies ranging from 40 to 15. 10 to 5 and 0.5 to 0.1 are not unconrnon

(Leach, I976b). As more and more machinery requiring fossiÌ fuels comes into

use and as synthetíc fertilizers are introduced, efficiencies must decline.

Thus, just as the industrialized mode of production encounters the greatest
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gains in productivity it also incurs the greatest losses of efficiency: in

both cases change is equal to roughly two orders of magnitude over the human

labour only system.

Examples of human labour only, human and draft animal labour, and machine

labour corn-croppíng systems comparing energy inputs, production outputs and

efficiency ratios have been collected in Table I.1. Maize farming is

practiced in many areas worldwide and under methods that differ dramatically.

In Africa a farmer may struggle to dissipate 400 MJrrha of so1ely muscle energty

in his production endeavours, grows a crop yielding 900 kg/ha, which produces

an efficiency ratio of 35. His counterpart in Mexico delivers three times the

animate muscle power by harnessing oxen and plow, produces a crop of 1.5 times

as large, and obtains an effíciency ratio only one-ha1f as great. In the

final case, that of corn production in the l"lidwest, energy inputs are two

orders of magnitude higher, yields five times as high and efficiency ratios

only one-tenth the human labour systemrs.

The success of Western civilization has had at its base throughout

history a híghly productive system of grain agrj-culture. In the future it

will continue to depend upon bountiful harvests to feed itself while at the

same time supply a greater number of the world's people with its surplus.

Yet, what is becoming increasingly clear in this era of energy restraint is

tlat success in the future may not be determined so much by productivity

alone, but by productivity in concert with energy efficiency. Awareness of

the limited nature of fossif fuels and of fossil fuel-derived inputs has lead

to widespread recognition of the ultimate non-sustainability of our present

agricultural system. Turning tens of thousands of North American farm

operations back into primitive production units is clearly unrealistic, but

the wise management of our limited energiy resources and a definite improvement

in production efficiencies are imperative if r,¡e are to extend the usefufness
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of this method of food production. More importantly, however, ís that if this

imperative is going to be seriously embraced then we must first investigate

how non-renewable resources are being used within the system in the atbempt to

identify where those avenues for greater efficiency 1ie.

Since the early 1970s a nu¡nber of energy studies have been published on

various aspects of western agriculture. In North Àmerica these inquiries have

consisted largely of macroscopic input-output accountings of the U.S. food

system (Hirst, I974¡ Steinhart & Steinhart, :.974), mixed input-output and

success analysis accountings of productíon at the state level (Lane et aI. ,

1973; Cervinka et aI., L974¡ Coble & Le Pori, 1974; Lee, 1977¡ Patrick, 197"7)

and a grouping of more detailed investigations on individual crop productions

(Clarke & Johnson, L975; Alfen et al., L976¡ Avl-ani & Chancellor, 1977¡

Berardi, 1978; Brigg1e, 1980; Pimentel et al., 1983). In Canada inquiries

which do exist and which follow a general input-output, mixed, or process

analysis approach have pertained to food production as the national level

(Downing & Feldman, L974¡ Ílarkentin, L976), food production at the provincial

level (Stevenson & Stoskoph, 1974¡ Southwell & Rothwell, L977¡ Stirling, Ig79¡

Jensen, 1981) and a nunber of more focused single-form investigations (Jensen,

L977 ¡ Thompson & Gimby, 1979) .

Unfortunatellr, however, virtualty all these studies are limited in

coverage to just a single year or t\,vo, and

One study conducted at the provincial level

covers a ten-year span of inputs to Prairie

consequently lack temporal insight.

largely incomplete for it includes onJ-y two

Unfortunately also is the fact the Canadian

in Saskatche\,ran (Gayton , 1982)

small-grain production, but remains

variables: fuel and fertilízer.

lacking in both methodological

only inconsistencies of data,

rigour and substance.

stand out in particular as

A number contain not

oversights, unsubstantiated and

and even thírd-hand quotations,

studies

but calculation

unreferenced information sources, second*hand
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and a preponderance of indirectly obtained resource coefficients -- which all

serve to critically undermine the usefulness of their findings. As a result,

in Canada (nuch more so than in the U..S.) we know precious little about the

energetics of our agricultural systems, be they raising livestock, growing

grain or producing vegetables.

In the case of the farm surveys there are some allowed insights, but

Iittle more: the information generated does not fulfiII the proper

statistical requirements to be a sample, and subseguently cannot be employed

as representative data. This situation is regrettable. After surveying the

Iiterature it became embarrassingly clear that in these studies of energy' as

in many other areas of empirical research, Canadians have relied far too

heavily on other countries for their information; clearly, there is great roon'.

for improvement.

Compared to these general agricultural inquiries the works by Heichel

(f973), Pimentel et al. (1973) and SmiI et aL. (1983) stand out, and out of

these three, it is the l-ast two which together represent perhaps the most

dj-ssagregated and extensive reviews of energy use in agriculture to date.

Pimentel and his colleagues in their original 1973 edition, and updated

version (Pimente1 & Terhune, L977) investigated the energetics of U.S. grain

corn agriculture during 30 years of continuous practice and evolution.

Spanning the period I945 to 1975r 1zeârs that circumscribe both the transition

from traditional to mechanized practices and subseguent intensification, the

conclusion reached in both studies was that the change to mechanization

involved not only a substantial drop in energy efficiencies but more

importantly, that within the mode itself, the energry costs of production have

been rising with time" Both suggestions are of course significant enough in

themselves to warrant concern, but being issued arrridst growing concerns over

future energy supplies it is the latter which is particularly troubling"
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Since its publication the findings have become widely publicized in

professional journals and cited repeatedly as clear evidence of an

industrially progressive, yet inherentLy specious, food system.

In an equally dissagregated and extensive inquiry of corn production in

the U.S., Sníl and his colleagues in a major expose published some 10 ]¡ears

later took issue with the earlier studyts findings and pursued the topic

further. The new analysis, covering approximately the same time period and

including a broader base of production inputs, corrected the analytical

omissions, oversíghts and double countings that existed in the earlier works,

and incorporated as weII the factors of changing technology and evolving

process efficiencies. From these improvements the new d.ata supported the

original conclusion of a transitional drop in effÍciency between modes, but as

opposed to falling efficiencies with intensification, it was suggested that

after accounting for the PERs of those inputs which had themselves improved

over ti:ne, the energetic costs of corn agriculture had remained virtually

constant during more than 20 years of industrial advancement. In addition it

was predicted that production efficiencies would likely improve in the future,

rising above what they were in the 1970s to become perhaps as much as 50

percent greater by the 1990s.

As evidenced by its greater depth and methodological rígour the later

analysis is clearll- an improvement over the earl-ier one, yet it must be stated

that even with the new findings, questions of wider implication still arise.

For example, can the findings be replicated across a broader range of

agrícultura1 situations and practices? Have other crops and system evolved

similarly? And what of anticipated improvementsi are they like1y to occur?

Of course, what must be realized is that for legitimate ans\¡rers, more studies

must be undertaken. without a foundation of empirical evidence the results

from one study -- or in this instance two studies with divergent results *-
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cannot be unilaterally applied across aIl crops and practices, or assumed to

be indicative of alL índustrialized agriculture. Vlhat is reguired is a

modicum of restraint. Ànalyses must be performed across a broad range of

crops, practices and different systems, and the results found to be consistent

before far-reaching implications can be liberally ascribed.

One of the principal goals of this study is to suppJ-ement and broaden the

existing base of knowledge and to supply the information required for more

responsible generalization. Another purpose is to generate particularly

Canadian data under particularly Canadian conditions on a region and activity

of international importance and finally, as was discovered partway into the

study, my investigations b'ere to pull together a host of previously uncompiled

resource data, and develop not only an energy analysis but a resource analysis

as well as this key economic sector.

Unlike hybrid grain corn production, growing the worldrs most important

cereal grain is a much less-demanding and less-diverse undertaking. Wheat, as

it is grown under North American conditions, is one of the more frugal

agricultural crops, yet despite its lower overall level of inputs, the

production process itself has undergone extensive modification over its period

of modernization. Occurring at approximately the same time as mechanization

in the U.S., determining the performance of this dissimílar yet emminently

distinguished world crop under comparable conditions makes for a relevant and

compatible inquiry.

The Prairie Production System

Canada's 20 percent contribution to the world wheat trade is somewhat

anomalous considering that at close to 25 million tonnes in 1981 its crop

production made up no more than one-twentieth of world tota1. However,

because of above average production and Iory domestic consumption the countryrs

export to production ratio is high. Virtually all wheat produced in Canada is
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grovrrl in the relatively homogenous 5OO,OO0 km2 prairie region of the western

interior. Here, in the indigenous grassland ecosystem where climatic and

physical factors combine to create a natural environment favourable to its

agriculture, Triticum aestivum is physiologically and morphologically weIJ-

suited. As a sexually autogamous species of the Grarninae family, the plant

itself is characterized by self-pollinating and synchronistically maturing

fl-ower parts, ensuring both a minimum of genotypic variability and an

extremely high fecundity rate. As a result the plant is easily propagated

under a broad range of growing conditions and practices.

In addition to its fecundity one of the more beneficial attributes of the

wheat crop, one which allows for its large scale success as an agricultural

commodity despite the extremes of Prairie estimate, is the capacity of each

plant throughout the growing season to adjust its vegetative and physiological

development in response to intraseasonal variations of moisture, temperature,

light, nutrient supply and various other environmental factors. Cultivars

developed in Western Canada over the past I00 years have capitalized upon this

ability and effectively maxi:nized the plants ecological potential -- and

economic possibility -- in all but the severest of conditions.

A crop's net primary production is conditioned by a host of climatic

factors, each acting on its own, and in concert to enhance or ameliorate

growth. Of course, it is impossible to discuss all affecting variables

outside of a paper devoted soleIy to the topic, but based on climatalogical

observations by Hare and Hay (I974) and agronomic data from Peterson (1965)

and the University of Manitoba (I977) evidence suggests that while the wheat

crops maturation period of 90-100 days is tenuously close to the frost-free

maximum it is, on average I sufficiently wíthin the bounds of seasonal

limitations to provide adequate returns. The crop's heat requirement of 1100

degree days is below the average of 1200 to 1600 received; the mid-surrmer
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daily mean temperature of 20oC is near optimal for the plants C,

photosynthetic process, and the intensity of the growing season light is above

the plant's saturation threshold (i.e. the light energy of maximum :

photosynthesis, which for wheat (Thompson & Hill, 1949) is approximately 1800

)
kJ/m-/hr) throughout much of the day.

Similarly the extreme latitudinal position of the Prairie region as it

stretches south to north some 300 km on average from 49oN to the boreal

transition zone, running in an approximate line northwest from Riverton,

t'lanitoba to Peace River, Alberta, given tlre extended photoperiod (up to 16.S

hours at the summer solstice) favourable for the proper development of this

'long-day' species. Yet, with regard to aÌ1 other meteorological parameters,

it is undoubtedly that of moisture which is most notable. Alone moisture is

the most critical limiting factor in large-scale agricultural production,

occurring at irregular intervals and falling in notoriously unpredictable

amounts. Fortunately, however, what does fall is normally enough. The

climate is classified as humid continental and on average one-half of the

yearly 250-350 mm of precipitable moisture is received during the approximate

three month growing season.

In terms of pedology, the rich Prairie soils belong to the brown, dark

brown, black and dark-grey groups of the chernozemic order (CDA, f978). Built

up over thousands of years of organic deposition from the native xerophytic

and mesophytic grasses they originally contained a fertility that was high and,

a structure which was excellent from sma11 grain production. However, like

any soil resource, without proper conservation practices they have suffered

progressive deterioration since first brea-Ì<ing; and while it is known they

respond well to both organic and J-norganic forms of fertilization, they have

nonetheless continued to lose minerals under conventional practices"
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Col"lectively then, on the production side the fortunate combination of

these climatic, pedalogic and topographic features has been responsible for

tÌ¡e establishment and expansion of commercial farming in the region. In fact

it is the physical features of the landscape, characterized by minor relief

only (typically flat to low rolling, broken only by the occasional hiIl,

ravine or broad river val-Iey) which manifest the continuous topography

excellent for the efficient operation of a wide range of agricultural

equipment -- spanning both draft animal and machine labour eras. Of the

combined Manitoba-Saskatchewan-Alberta land area of some 175 million hectares

close to one-quarter is considered capable of sustaining continuous

production; and out of this another one-third or approximately 13 million

hectares is considered prime for the growing of wheat (Action et al., 1980).

Wheat agriculture has been practiced in llestern Canada and has been a key

economic activity for well- over L00 years. Beginníng with a few meagre

hectares at the Red River Settlement -- now !{innipeg -- in 1812 (Buller, 1919)

the crop has been produced in ever increasing quantities over a variable but

typically expanding area. As detailed in agricultural reports (statistics

Canada, 1981a) the most rapid expansion of seeded areas in the region occurred

between the turn of the century and the end of VJ!üI. Growing from a relatively

restricted base of approximately 850,000 hectares in 190I, wheat areas jumped

yearly to become 9 mill-ion hectares by 1921. Afterwards, expansion slowed:

it increased only marginally to reach 10.5 mill-ion hectares a decade later,

shrank slight1y, and oscillated around the 9 nillion hectare mark for the next

35 years.

In fact what was true then of wheat was true of nearly all Prairie

cropJ-and: by the I920s the majority of good quality arable land was under

cultivation. Occasional- expansions and contractions of pì-anted areas after

that time, of course occurred, but where they have it has been mostly related

to changes in the extent of summer-fallow practices"
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Specific data previous to the 1950s does not exist, but from known

rotational practice, indirect references and rater records, it can be

reasonably estimated that at any given time, roughty one-third to one-half of

Prairie cropland would have been in fal-low. rn 1958, the first year practices

\¡¡ere accurately detailed, close to 80 percent of the wheat crop was sown to

sunmer fallowed land (Statistics, 198lb). This percentage dropped on average

during the 1960s' rose to record highs by the early 1970s (reaching almost 90

percent in 1971) and dropped again to lows of around 50 percent in the early

1980s. Corresponding to these varj-ations in fallow were a rjse in seeded

areas: to 11 million ha in the 1960s, a fall to 5 million ha in the early

1970s and an increase to 12 million ha in the earty l98Os.

New breakings of arable land in Western Canada over the past 20 years

have been extremely smaIl. Land that now remains (a small amount exists in

the Peace River district) is typícalIy of marginal quality (Simpson-Lewis et

ã1., 1979) and so demanding of productive inputs that even under extremely

favourable conditions its utilization could scarcely be justífiec1 because of

prohibitive costs.

The original cropping system of the region were highly labour intensive.

EarJ-y settLers with little more than their own muscles and a few rudimentary

implements toiled long hours in the attempt to gain satisfactory returns from

the relatively unyielding but generally responsive soils. Under comparable

conditíons in the Northern Pl-ains agricultural district the USDA (1964)

estimates that. approximately 140 man-hours \¡vere required to farm one ha of

wheat land. By 1981, the requirement had fall-en to just over five hours"

Animal labour which at first consisted primarily of oxen and then horses,

quickly appeared on the scene and supplanted many of the heavier farm tasks.

It was in turn replaced by machinery, but in essence the era of draft animal

labour was relatively long, much longer in fact than is commonly recognized.
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Delivering substantial quantities of energy in the 1930s and I940s their input

was important for over a century, and extended beyond the point when machinery

first became available. For example, the first self-propelled steam-driven

combine was built in 1887 (Nyberg, 1957), and the first-gasoline tractor in

1900 (Symes, 1980) , yet it would not be until the expansionary pressures of

the post-WllII period were being felt that they would be decisively displaced.

OnIy then did farmers, faced with an economic stirnuli to increase production

(the real price of wheat more than doubled between 1940 and 1948) and a

limited land base, begin to replace their animals with tractors in substantial

numbers. By the late 1950s there were some 285,000 tractors and relatively

few remaining horses.

The widespreacl employment of tractors, marked the beginning of the

mechanization period and brought with it higher grain yields, rising levels of

production, greater productivity, expanding farm size and an overafl reduction

in the number of commercial operators. The typically Prairie wheat farm in

the late I940s averaged 1100 kg/ha. Three decades later under modern

practices these yields had almost doubl"ed, coming close to a good harvest

average of 2000 kg/\a in 1981. Over this identical period production rose

from 10 million to nearly 24 million tonnes; farm size grew from just over 40

to almost 120 hectares; while the actual number of farms growing wheat fell

from 213,000 to L06,000. The data for these and a series of interveníng

periods have been assembl"ed in Ta-ble 1.2.

For the most part the data in Tal:le 1.2, and the diffusion history of

mechanized practice ìn general, reflect an orderly evolution. However on

several occasions, inconsistencies are evident and warrant explication. For

example, in 1961 both production and yield were less than half their value

five years earlier. To account for this, it was moisture (or rather the l-ack

of it) causing one of the worst d.roughts on record which led to massive
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crop failure in virtually all districts. Ten years later it was the seeded

area, the average farm size and again productions that were depressed. The

causal agent in this instance however was not weather but government fiat.

After receiving one of the fowest'prices ever producers were Literally paid

not to produce and, in response, idled large tracts of land. After the event

it was several years down the road before the effects wore off.

In addition to the above indicators of change, the farm population itsetf

in absolute terms was in 1981 approximately one-half of what it was thirty

years earlier. As a proportion of the total Canadian population it decreased

accordingly; falling from a high of 50 percent in the mid-1940s to a Iow of

roughly 10 percent in the early I980s. Collectively these many industrial and

structural changes had a dramatic effect. The wheat system of the 1980s had

fewer operators, working on fewer farms, prod.ucing more grain, with less

labour input than ever before. As was indicated earlier, however, the

associated resource and energy costs of modernization have been high, and it

is to quantification of these inputs that we must now turn to.

The Boundaries of Inquiry

Preceding the estimation of actual energy values, the first step in

determining wheat system energetics involves a detailed accounting of the

physical resources consumed in a typical one-year production cycle. In

general the picture provided by economic indicators is that the consumption of

major inputs has grown substantially over the past 30 years. Ho\^/ever, when it

comes to more precise quantification the detailing of these events ís

inordinantly time consuming.

In Canada where the manifest bias towards economic description has led to

a definite absence of hard data, economic índicators and monetary detailings

are oftentimes much too vague and indefinite *- falling prey to all sorts of

mitigating circumstances and qualifying factors *- to be of great val-ue in
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physical analysis. And this is in addition to'normal'problems (for an

enlightening exposá on the inaccuracies contained within common economic

observations see Morgenstern, 1963). In fact in a number of instances where

the reconstruction of past events was possible whil,e those of the present were

not, it could be reasonably concluded that things have gotten worse with time.

A favourite example of this is the Statistics Canada series entitled "Detailed

Energy Supply and Demand in Canada" whereby in arnalgamating a number of more

dissagregated reports the organization has obtained results which are anything

but "detaiLedtt.

This is not to imply that the required information cannot be obtained, in

most cases it eventually can; but the situation is extremely unfortunate, for

so little is at hand when needed. The necessary data for this study

invariably lay scattered across a broad array of public and private,

functioning and defunct agencies. Compounding the collection problem were

inherent discontinuities in statistical series, changes in survey design, and

variances in statistical technigue. This introduced the requirement of a time

consuming search for definítional- explanation and the necessity of extensive

cross-referencing for data verification. Empirically such difficulties are

bound to introduce unavoidabte error. Yet the simplicity of the wheat

production process itself, the aggregate level of investigation, and the

reliability of severaL of the key indicators did much to mitigate the

inconsistency of the written record, and reduce the probability of significant

error from occurring. Taking all- these considerations into account an

implicit degree of error of 15 percent woul-d appear reasonable.

Studies reflecting the true energy cost of secondary goods, processes and

services which are indigenous to specific Canadian conditions have rarely been

performed" Thus the second step in determination of the energy budget for

wheat production involved the undertaking of process analyses for several of
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the intermediate input themselves. This requirement became especially

important where foreign values were found to be too far removed to be

representative of actual conditions. For example, the PER of nitrogen

fertilizer as it is often used in Canadian agricuLtural studies was calculated

by British researchers for that country's specific manufacturing and farming

conditions, and is roughly one-third higher than the average value under

comparable Canadian conditions. If the British value were to be used in this

study it would have led to an inaccuracy greater than the requirements of

transportation, herbicide, phosphorus and potassium combined! In cases where

foreign values were considered appropriate they were subseguently employed.

Lastly, as a final step, the PERs of major production inputs \¡¡ere, where

it was at aI1 possible, adjusted historically to reflect the technological

advances which have transpired in the efficiency of their fabrication over

time. Surprisingly the effect of these calculations has a substantial impact

on resufts. Using nitrogen fertílizer again as an example, the energy cost of

its manufacture has declined by approximately one-third since the beginning of

the study period. Not accounting for this improvement, in fact not even

accounting for industrial improvement in any of the inputs, regardless of

their being manufactured off the farm, would have fed to deflated production

values for earlier years and substantially skewed findings throughout. In a

wider perspective, this inclusion is doubly important for its omission would

virtually deny the fact that the wheat system and mechanized agriculture

depend upon an integrated industrial superstructure for their existence.

Western agriculture has a huge and necessary industrial support base --

advancement or change in any of the constituent sectors will have a

corresponding effect on the system itself.

In summary by developing a comprehensive approach to accounting, data

as it presented in this study allow for the measurement of three distinct
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variablesi each contributing in its own way to the energetics of production.

They are: (1) the actual level of inputs, (2) the constituent mix of inputs,

and (3) the PERs of those inputs over time.

Of primary importance to the design of this study was the consumption of

energy in its equivalent non-renewable forms. The tJ:ne span of coverage was

chosen to encompass both the transition from earlier traditional practices and

mechanization in its intensifyj-ng stages. Information was assembled into

eight specific tirne slots and recorded both as physical inputs in terms of

natural units and as energy inputs in terms of either enthalpies or embodied

energy equivalents. The j"nterval of the last th'o entries was shortened in the

attempt to capture any adjustments which rnight have occurred in tJ:e system

over time as a resurt of rapidry rising fossir fueI, electricity and

fertifizer prices during the 1970s.

System boundaries were set to include only those direct and indirect

energies consumed in the production activity proper: beginning in typical

sequence with seedbed preparation, fertilization, crop planting, spraying; and

finishing with the final harvest and delivery of ripe grain to its ínitial

market. Direct inputs to the system included the various fuels consumed by

on-farm machinery and the vehicles transporting major commodities to the farm

gate' as well as the business portion of electricity utilized by services

contributing to on-farm operations.

Indirect inputs consisted of machinery, nÍtrogen, phosphorus, potassium,

herbicides, seeds and in the early years animal feeds. AlI values were summed

to totals, prorated on a cropped hectare basis, and compared. to yields of

wheat in corresponding years. Where particular data r¿ere not available,

information gathered at the leve1 of all field crops was considered to be

suitably representative of actual wheat grain requirements, and utilized

accordingly" In the cases where this was made necessary, the si-nilar:ity of
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agronomy between the predominant grains prevents any significant discrepancies

from occurring.

The incorporation of productive factors v¡as linited onty to those

activities which were attributable directly to the fanning operation as a

functioning business enterprise. This approaeh excluded consumption of fuel

by automobiles in personal use as well as those energies associated with the

general maintenance of farmhouse and family. presumably, these fixed

expenditures would occur regardless of one's particular occupation. Along

this same line of reasoning. the human labour input, (which at best is only

minor in mechanized systems), was also considered a given and subsequently

assigned no energy cost. Again it must be stressed that fundamental

importance was placed on the societal use of a single non-rener¡/abLe resource,

energy, and foì-lowing this emphasis was placed on the depletion of it and only

its finite reserves.
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TABLE T. I

HUMÀN, ANIMAL AND MACHTNE LABOUR GRAIN CORN PRODUCTION SYSTE¡,IS

Farming System
Energy lnput

(MJlha)
Production

(kg,/ha)
Energy Ratio

(output,/input )

Human labour only
Africa*

Human and animal labour
Mexico* *

lulachine l-abour
United States***

400

1, 350

19,000

900

1, 500

5r000

35

T7

4

*C1ark, C" and Haswell, M

Agriculture, 4th ed.
(f970). The Economics of Subsistence

l"lacmiIlan, London.

**Lewis, O. (1951). Life fn A Mexican VilÌ Tepostlan Revisited.
University of IJ-linois Press, Urbana, fL.

***Smil, Y., Nachman, P. and Long, T. V. (f983). Energy AnaIysis and
Agriculture: An Application To U.S. Corn Production. Westview
Press, Boulder, CO
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TABLE I.2

VIHEAT PRODUCTION INDICATORS 1946.198}*

Year
Seedç

( 10"
d Area
ha)

Pr
3a(10

uction
tonnes)

Yield
(kg,/ha)

Wheat
Farms

Average Farm
Size (ha)

1946

19 51

1956

196l

1966

L97L

L976

198 1

9,170

9,603

8,928

9,975

11,812

7 ,643

Lo,949

L2,r45

10,696

L4,424

15,000

7,O76

2I,963

l_3 ,880

22,664

23,84O

l1 15

I462

L679

710

186 r

1816

2070

1967

2L3,3'7O

192,3I0

170,460

165,990

I5I,22O

II7,070

rLz,87O

106,020

43

50

49

60

78

65

97

]14

*Derived from Statistics Canada, 1946-1981. Census of Agriculture, five and
ten year series, Minister of Supply and Serivces, Ottawa.
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II. LÀBOUR

Levels of Demand fn Wheat Production

One of the most distingn:ishing characteristics of North Ameriqan

agriculture over the past 200 years has been the dramatic faII in its

productive labour requirements. In the field steel plows which replaced

wooden ones, cuftivators first drawn by horses then by tractors, grain drills

of evolving desígnr pr€ss€rs, movrers, reapers, binders, threshers, swathers

and combines have, alone and ín combination, served to reduce the tirne spent

by workers performing farm tasks. A good example of this is manifest in the

wheat-harvesting operation over time. Under the primitive conditions of

cutting with a sythe, and the subsequent requirements of binding, shockíng,

threshing and baggi-ng, the entire harvesting operation may have consumed

upwards of 100 hours of labour per hectare of wheat. The use of a horse-drawn

binder and stationary thresher accomplished the same task in roughly seven

hours (Peterson, 1965), while today's direct combining uses up no more than 30

minutes (Reed, 1980). On a broader scale, the United States Department of

Agriculture estimates tì:at in the early 1800s the full cycle of wheat

production would need close to 140 hours of concentrated physical fabour

(USDA, 1964). By the mid-1960s the associated demand would bottom out at

about five and one-ha1f hours.

Data on the history of labour demand in wheat production are presented

graphicaÌly in Figure 2.1. Separating the fall of requirements into three 50

year blocks, we find a reduction of 70 hrs,/ha between 1800 and 1850, 35 hrs/ha

between 1850 and 1900f and 18 }:rs/ha between 1900 and 1950 (the approximate

beginning of mechanization in wheat agriculture). Reductions continued during

the mechanization period and by 1975 requirements had fallen by an additional

l0 hrs/ha. In total, the cumulative decrease is impressive: roughly 135

hrs/ha in 175 years. However, as is evidenced by Figure 2.1, the line of
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decrease is not linear. If we break the I75 years into two distinct

periods -- one spanning the traditional mode of production, 1800-1900, and the

other mechanization between 1950 and 1981 -: we get two uneven declines of,

respectively, 128 and 5 hours. On a percentage basis, the delines are equal

to 93 percent and 4 percent of the original input of I38 trr/hra.

Implications are clear: at the time of the onset of mechanization the

majority of labour-saving devices were already in place and labour

requirements were already at very low leve1s. Although this may be somewhat

of a revelation, it is of course, no more than the natural outcome of

preceding events (i.e. the l-abour demand curve is reverse logistic).

Mechanízation did reduce labour reguirements substantially (by about 50

percent) and accomplished it in a relatively short time (a dozen years), but

by virtue of the approaching aspnptotic limit, reductíons could be no more

than minor in comparison to past declines. In fact since the early 1960s,

during more than two decades of ongoing industrial improvement, there has been

no significant change in requirements. Apparently at roughly five to six

man-hours per hectare the bare minimum of physical necessity has been reached.

And of course with such low levels already in place, it is highly improbable

they could fa11 any further in the forseeable future.

Compared to the per hectare la-bour requirements of other crops; for

example, rice (31) , corn (17), buckwheat (15) , hay (14), sorghum (I1), oats

(I0) and barley (9) , wheat is lower in virtually all respects (usoe, 1964).

This reality stems from the fact the system is extremely frugal in its

production requirements. The basíc agronomic inputs of' for example,

fertilizer, pesticides and irrigation are significantly lower than for say

corn or rice and as a result time spent in application is less and, moreover,

the crop ítself requires only minimal care while growing, with the result that

out of total labour requirements the rnajority is spent in preparing soil

and harvesting grain.
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So far we have been using aggregate U.S. data for the purposes of general

description. Hov¿ever, the averaging of values disguises the many regional

differences stemming from topography, soil and climate. For example, in one

of the prime wheat growing regions of the U.S. (South Dakota, North Dakota,

Kansas and Nebraska) operators have the lowest requirements in the nation with

a labour input almost 20 percent below the national average, and 10 percent

better than their closest rivals. Here land is flat, fields are free from

obstacles and the farms expansive. As a result, scales of operation are

corresPondingl.y 1arge, equipment is above average in size and field machinery

can be operated at high speeds. Straight combíning in this region for example

takes only half the time it requires in Appatachia, where uneven topography

and small- irregularly shaped fields offer obstacles to large efficient

machinery.

Because of the virtual absence of applicable labour data for Canadian

agriculture, data from the Northern Great Plains district in the U.S. were

employed to represent Western Canada wheat farmíng. Differences which do

exist between the two systems will be no more than minor owing to the

contiguous nature of the regions and comparable agronomic practices.

Accounting For The Energy Cost Of Labour

AIl industrial processes, be they agricultural or otherwj-se, involve

physical labour and, by extension, energy which can be apportioned on a human

basis in one of three ways: (1) on the basis of the energy content of food

consumed by an índividual while going a]¡out his daily activities, (z) by

estimating the power delivery of an individual's muscles to the task at hand,

and (3) through a calculation of the energy cost of goodsr processes and

services upon which the workers depends for a comfortable exj-stence. yet

despíte its obvious contribution to production activities (and regardless of

calculation method) Iabour is typically ignored in industrial energy analysis
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(Boustead and Hancock, 1979). As the quietly celebrated and universally

honoured mainstay of traditional agriculture, however, Labour is virtually

synonymous with the practice itself. Nevertheless, industrialization has

brought with it great changes r êrrd it was decided that this inquiry woulo

fo1low the lead taken by other industrial studies and disregard Lhe energy

costs of labour. However, the contributing conceptual and logistÍcal- reasons

for doing so give rise to some engaging questions of principle.

Deríving costs through the first approach (i.e. food consumption) is

accomplished by the direct apportioning of the farm operator's food intake on

a 24-hour basis to the time he is actually involved in production related

tasks. The average farm worker in Western Canada (Duckham and Masefield,

1970) between the age of. 20 and 39 and weighing 65 kg, has a nutritional

energy requirement of about 12.5 M.l per day (FAO,/WHO, L974). Labouring an

average of seven hours per day the energy cost attributable to each working

hour is 1.8 t"lJ. This value can then be applied against yearly wheat

production inputs to yield total requirements (Table 2.I). On this basis, it

was found that t}re average energy cost, like the input of labour itself, felI

close to one-half between 1948 and 1981.

This simple approach to labour energy costs capitalizes upon the

homogeneity of human dietary intake, which can be easily standardized across

the normal farm population, but there are clearly problems with the procedure.

Such averaging cannot take into account the particular nature of the

production tasks involved, and cannot distinguish the changes that have

occurred in those tasks over time; which include, for example, the historic

reduction in requirements that have accompanied the release of energy

intensive hand labour, and the replacement of many tasks by machines. The

second approach already mentioned does, however, take this into account and as
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a resuft is much more revealing. Focussing on the muscular energy expenditure

of the task it measures the actuaf work performance.

The assimilation of power machinery into commercial wheat production hras

especially rapid. Yet even in-the mid-1940s, nearry one-quarter of the

man-hours needed to produce a crop were still in the form of labouring

performed by the hands or with hand-held tools (USDA , l-947). Great physical

effort was required for the heavy tasks of shocking, hauling and threshing of

grain. However with the diffusion of intensive practices which followed,

tractors and combines soon displaced what was left of the traditional inputs,

so much so that by the late 1950s the corresponding requirements of hand

labour had been halved. Extrapolation from these early figures suggests that

hand labour was all but non-existent by the late 1960s; however, it was

assumed (after Srnil et aI., 1983) that the variety of miscellaneous

activities, such as shovelling grain, connecting or disconnecting implements

and cleaning clogged machinery would always require some effort, so a minimal

requirement of five percent hand labour was consj-dered appropriate for the

wheat system even under complete mechanization.

The other 95 percent of work not performed by the hands alone now

consists of activities which do little more than direct large flows of

mechanical energy by the means of operating switches, levers and wheels. The

energy expenditures associated with such efforts are predictably minimal,

falling somewhere between 8 and 2I kJ/mín, with the average taken as 15 kJ/min

(Passmore and Durnin, 1955). To put it another way. the present physiological

costs of every day farrning tasks vary between two and four times the resting

or basal metabolic rate, which for the 65 kg reference man is just over 4.2

kJ/min. In comparison to such light activities performing a ph.ysiotogically

moderate task, could raise the multiplier to six, while in some cases

performing extremely dífficult tasks could raise outputs to as much as ten
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times the basal metabolic rate. Holr'ever such heavy requirements are rarely

ever encountered in modern wheat agriculture.

ln fact, it is the lowering of activities from the categoríes of heavy

and moderate to light, which characterize the transition to mechanized

practice. For exampl-e, comparing the replacement of walking with a

horse-drawn plow by the seated driving of a tractor, Hettinger and llrithrs

(1953) found that the attendant energy expenditure of the operator fell by an

estimated one-third, which in effect served to downgrade the activity from the

moderate to the light category. rn this study, values of 23 kJlmin (1.4

ul/ht) and 15 kJlnin (0.9 ¡aJlhr) were used for moderate and light categories

and were applied against the proportional contributions of hand and non-hand

labour to calculate the reguirements of muscular energy shown in Table 2.2

The third approach to computing energy requirements involves the

calculating of what Slesser (1973) termed the energy subsidy or life support

cost of labour. In the method one attempts to establish the sum of all

energies sequestered in goods, processes and services consumed by the

individual in his society. The basic approach entails the dividing of a

country's energy consumption by the hours its popuJ-ation worked to derive an

intensity which can then be multipled by the particular system's labour input

to yield a final- cost. Variations on the approach have been presented by

several authors (Jones, L975; Hawthorn, r9l5¡ Fluck , Lgj6; I9g1) , but in all

cases they have been unable to avoid the obvious double counting.

As noted at the beginning of this chapter, no energy cost has been

assigned to human la-bour: none of the approaches proposed above was

considered logically satisfactory. Reviewing each in order, ít shoutd be

noted that in the initial approach the catculations involved no partitioning

of operator food intake between farm related and non-farm related tasks.

Instead, all intake was assigneC solely to the performance of production
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duties. The underlying assumption here can be only that all the farmer's

daily requirements, waking or non-waking, work or leisure rerated were

required for the growing of a crop. But such rationalization is obviously

questionable; for to suggest that an individual eats only to work is clearly

fal-se. People eat to live, and work is onty one part of life. No society

employs its members solely as food converters, consuming foods to liberate

economically productive energyt regardless, even if it did, such energy woutd

account for only a small proportion of total intake. Assuming the typica]

North American spend eight hours each in bed, work and non-occupational

activity, then one-half of a moderateì,y active person's consumption would go

towards maintaining basic bodily processes and functíons, another one-quarter

to the supporting of recreational pursuits, and only the remaining one-quarter

would go towards meeting labour-related expenditures. Ultimately, from the

sedentary lifestyle exhibited by most North Americans, it might make more

sense to gauge requirements by choice of recreation rather than by occupation.

People would likely consume more if less time vJere spent working!

Alternatively, of course, food consumption could be divided amongst its

various constituents, and onJ-y the appropriate fraction charged to the growing

of the crop. Cost.s coufd then be apportioned on basal metabolism plus a

performance mutliplier, or simply the multiplier ítsetf. However, regardless

of method, neither overcomes the fact that food consumption for the most part

is given and largely independent of occupation. Moreover, they do not

overcome the fact that even if we were to accept the approach, it woutd not be

the energy content of the food that is important. The overid.ing concern of

thís study is to quantify non-rene\Á/able fossil fuel and fossil-fuel derived

energy consumption, if anything then it would be the energy costs of

producingr proc€ssing and distributing the food that are critical.

Where the initial approach suffers from an inability to distinguish

between activity*related costs, the second offers an improvement by better
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detailing task and effort, and in Èhis sense is a better measure of labour's

true thermodynamic input. In reality, though, such irnprovement may only be

minor. Tasks can only rarely be measured in great detail (categories may

contain up to a 50 percent range within their own boundaries) and again, as

with the minimum that exists for food, there is a minimum of muscular

expenditure which must be considered necessary in order just to live. As

agricultural tasks can now be categorized as light (15 kJ/min) energy

expenditure will rarely be raised above this leveL. Fifteen kJ will be spent

whether one is gainfully employed or not, and therefore, must be taken as a

given cost.

Finally, in the so-caIIed life support energy approach to accounting --

while it nay serve as a conveníent yardstick by which to roughly measure a

society's energetic performance -- in much the same way GNP accounting

broadly defines a society's economic performance, iÈs employment at the leve1

of description required by process analysis is inappropriate. Gross measures

are highly inaccurate indicators of underlying realities: we sirnply cannot

define the energy cost to society of maintaining an agricultural worker with

íntensity values that allow for no differentiation between occupations. These

values as they are normally derived show no more than a homogeneous breakdown

of nationaf totals, where every member in society is allotted an identical

proportion of the whole. As a consequence, the subsidy ultimately shows

little.

But there is a more fundamental argument which limits the usefulness of

this approach; that is, the presence of the double counting which cannot be

expelled regardless of the calcul-ating procedure. What this amounts to, is

that as long as a worker consumes a product, process or service, created

and distributed within the society of which he is part, he is in effect

supporting himself (insofar as he himsel-f contributes in a productive manner)
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by his own fabours. In principle, of course, it is conceivable that the

countless goods and services consumed by an individual in work-related

activities could be separated and accounted for -- albeit on an arbitrary

basis amounting to a task of monumental proportions -- and subsequently

assigned to him as a subsidy cost, but the doubl-e counting would still remain:

Ít may be now somewhat more refined, but by virtue of the circular nature of

the problem (and the circuitry of social interrelationships) it still exists.

Life-support energies can also be seen in the same light as the two

previous cost-of-living arguments: that is, regardless of one's particular

occupation a fixed cost will be incurred. Only in this instance the basic

prerequísites are socially not physically defined. In accordance with

cultural norms an individual will on average owrì a home and furnish it, drive

a car and clothe himself in spite of the type of job he or she has, and,

ultimately, there will be little quantitative difference between the banker,

broker or tradesman. Assigning such cost to a farm operator would again show

Iittle.

Human labour presents itself as a production input unique among farm

requirements. As an agent of power delivery it is categorically sinilar to

the inputs of draft animals and machinery, yet at the same time it is

fundamentatly different. Animals and tractors are maintained expressly for

the purpose of performing work, and can be pastured or turned off when not in

use, but human labour is not and cannot be. Work is an activity, one amongst

ñê.rllr which in essence makes up only one part of the day, and one segment of

existence; and, moreo\¡er, individuals do not reduce their food intake or store

their thermodynamic potential while unernpÌoyed.

Labour, of course, plays a pivotal role in agricultural production, but

in modern farm practice its function is largely as a switch rather than a

source of power" The energiy input of labour is undeniabry small, and,
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essentially, has changed little over the 1958-1981 period. As a result its

exclusion from the system's energy budget will have l-ittle practical effect on

total requireqents. The central idea in this study of Prairie wheat

agriculture is, ultimately, not human labour but rather determirting how much

society must draw upon its depletable sources of energy to produce wheat.

Hì.rman labour is renewable, it is not depletable: it will exist whether or not

wheat is produced. This, of course, is not the case for draft animals and

machinery, and it is to a quantification of these two inputs that we now turn.
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TABLE 2. T

FOOD ENERGY REQUIREMENTS OF LABOUR
IN $THEAT PRODUCTION

Year
Labour Input*

(hrln¿¡
Energy Cost**

(r'r,:¡¡u¡

1948 10. 0 L8.2

1953 8.1 14.8

1958 7"2 13. I

1963 9.8

1968 10. 2

L973 10.9

l.977 10.4

1981 10.0

*Labour input calculated for Northern Plains Agricultural District from
usDA, 1982. Economic rndicators of the Farm sector: product ion and.
Efficiency Statistics 1980. Statistical BuIletin No . 679.

DC.
U.S. Department

of Agriculture, Washington,

**AduÌt male; 65 kgi 20-39 years of age; with daily food intake of I2.5 tlJ;
working 7 hr/day¡ consuming I.8 MJrzhr.
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TABLE 2.2

MUSCULAR ENERGY EXPENDITURE OF HUMAN EFFORT

Year
Labour Input*

hr,/ha
Hand Labour**
hr Percent

Energy Expenditure***
MJ/ha

1948

195 3

19 58

I963

1968

197 3

I977

198I

10.0

8.1

7.2

5.4

5.6

6.0

5.'l

5.5

23

16

1l

(2.3)

(1.3)

(0. 8)

(0.4)

(0.3)

(0.3)

(0.3)

(0.3)

10. I

?o

6.8

5.1I

6

5

5

5

2

5

5

5

5

5.1

*From Table 2.1

**carculated for wheat farming from usDA, Lg4j, progress of Farm
l'lechanization. Misc. pubr. No. 630. u.s. Depar€mènt or egriculture,
washT"gto", Dc up to 1953 with extrapolation of linear decrease to
minimum of five percent.

***Derit'ed by nultiplying hand labour by 1.48 t"lJ/hr and the remainder by
0.9 MJ,/hr.
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III. DRAFT ANIMALS

No fewer than 30 years ago animal power was still- the "modus operandi" of

agricultural practice. At that time, before mechanization was well under way,

fulì-y three-guarters of commercial farms in !{estern Canada owned and

maintained draft animals. Not until the early 1960s were those animals which

remained finally pastured. For the first few intervals of the study period,

then, animal power was a significant component of wheat-production energy

reguirements.

The type of animal employed in Prairíe agriculture changed with time and

underwent at least one major transj,tion before the diffusion of tractor power.

During the early years of Western settlement it was the powerful slow moving

ox which supplied the primary energy needed to break t}re new land and work the

soils into a fertile seed bed. Data on the precise number of animals existing

during this period are not generally available, but in 1886 the Canadian

Dominion Bureau of Statistics recorded the presence of some 14rOO0 oxen, which

at the time made up just one-third of the estimated work force (DBS, 1886).

Their prominence was relatively short l-ived (numbers had been already falling

for some time) and with the spread of farming throughout the region over the

next decade the more agile faster-moving horse soon replaced those that

remained. Horses were well suited to prairie farming conditions, and their

numbers quickly swelled to reach close to 2.5 million by the mid-I920s.

Canadian Department of Agriculture records indicate that the draft

animal work force never exceeded the level it attained in this prosperous era,

and it soon entered a historic decline from which it never recovered

(statistics canada, l98I) " within 20 years it was one-half its former

Ievel. The initial cause for the demise, one which preceded the widespread

displacing effects of "tractorization" was the economic depression and the
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severe droughts experienced during the 1930s. Both events did much to depress

agricultural' activity throughout the region, and while tractors were availabte

during this period, endemic high costs, heavy fuel consumption and frequent

repairs made their operation onJ-y marginally economic. The ultimate doom of
the animal work force, however, came with the period of rapid post-vrar

agricultural expansion and the intensification of modern practices. Arl

example of the speed with which this took place is shown by the drop in
numbers over the initial five years of the study period. Between I94g and

1953 more than 500,000 animals disappeared from service. By the late l959s

the transition into mechanized prod.uction was virtually complete, and by the

early I960s few if any animals were functioning ín a productive capacity.

Estimates for the 1949-1963 period are shown in Ta_ble 3.1.

calculations of the energy input of d.raft animals is based entirely upon

the embodied energy costs food consumed while in service. According to data

complied by Grest (1936) an average horse in western canada between the ages

of three and 20 years would consume roughly 1900 kg of feed annually under

typical working conditions. out of this total mass approximately 1430 kg

would consist of hay, 350 kg of oats and I2O kg of rnixed sma1l grains. During

the phase-out of draft animals in the l-ate 1940s and I950s horses which

entered service most likely worked fewer hours at less strenuous tasks as

tractors becarne more prevalent. Data compiled by the u.s. Department of
Agriculture (USDA, 1964) indicate that this indeed was the case for animals in
the u.S., and it also indicates that under these conditions less feed woul-d be

consumed. Comparable Canadian fig,ures do not exist, but consid.ering the

maqnitude of tlie aecompanying decrease (ten pereent in the U.S. between L945

and 1960) the exclusion of this variable will have only a minor effect. As a

result the constant feed value of l-900 kg per annum was used in cal-culations

for each interval.
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Before deriving energy input costs, the feed requirements per animal must

be multiplied by the total nu¡nber of working animals, and divided by the area

of principle crops to obtain consumption values on a per hectare basic. The

results of these calculations for the years in question are sho\,,rn in Table

3.2. To arrive at the corresponding production costs of feed, each

contributíng type was computed on the basis of wheat equival-ents; that is, the

total mass of 1900 kg was treated as if it consisted wholly of wheat. The

method, while it is general in its approach, was considered legitimate even

though wheat itself makes up only a small proportion of the overall quantity,

for its costs of production are in essence not much different from those of

the other small grain and forage inputs. Small discrepancies where they do

occur wil-l- be in all- Iikelihood subsumed within the error of calculation.

Of paramount importance to process analysis is, of course, that energy

which is consumed in the growing of the wheat crop, not the energy content of

the grain itself. Such values are important to studies of biomass production

and metabolic conversion efficiencies but not to the reguirements of

conunercial production. Therefore, in constructing the finat energy costs of

animal feed, \,ve must wait until all production input have been summed to total

in a later section and the enerqy intensities of wheat production calculated.
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TABLE 3, I

DRAFT ANIMÀLS ON PRAIRIE FARt"lS

1948- 198 r

Year
Total Animal
Population*

Idled Population**
Percent

VJorking
Population

1948

L9 53

1958

1963

1968

L973

L97'7

1,289,0I3

577 t723

343,I73

246,767

Not appl.

Not appl.

Not appl.

Not appl"

20

20

20

25

1,031,210

462,l.78

27 4 ,538

185, 075

198 t

*statistics canada, 1948-1981. census of Agricurture, five and ten year
series, Minister of Supp1y and Services, Ottawa.

**Idled population consists of horses and mules younger than 3 years and
oLder than 20 which were considered incapable of achieving ful1 working
capacity. The last recorded value is an estimate based on annual
attrition.
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Tab1e 3.2

ANNUAÏ, FEED CONSUMPTTON OF PRAIRIE
DRAFT ANIMÀIS

Year

Annual
Feed Consumption*

kgThorse
Horses per

100 ha**
Feed Consunption

kg/ha/year

1948

1953

19 58

1963

1968

I973

r977

I98I

r900

1900

1900

1900

appl.

appl.

appI.

appl.

5.9

2.5

5

0

1

I

112

47

29

I9

Not

Not

Not

Not

*Grest, E. G. (1936). An Economic Analysis of Farm Power in Alberta and
Saskatchewan. Canadi an Department of Agriculture, Ottawa, Ontario.

**Product equals working population divided by total area sowrl to principle
grains in Western Canada.
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IV. M.ACHTNERY

The determination of machinery's input to the wheat-production system is

an involved task which is somewhat circuitous in nature. The probJ-ems

involved in its accounting are many, there are great disparities in cultural

practices, in the form and scale of operations, in the type, size and age of

mechanical equipment and, of course, between the different periods of study.

Disaggregated information is rare and both farm and regional inventories are

few. Because of these difficulties there was little chance of calculating

directly how much machinery was being used during the study period to produce

wheat. As a result machinery is perhaps the least certain among aII

production inputs, and results should be interpreted accordingly, as

indicative -- not definitive -- esti¡nates of actual on-farm requirements.

The approach taken in this study (after Smil- et a1., 1983) was to compute

the eguivalent energy input of the average mass of farm machinery depreciated

or lvorn out in servicing one hectare of wheat during a one-year production

cycJ-e. The conmon denominator in all calculations was the typical Prairie

tractor and its proportional contribution to overall eguipment manifests.

After a process of scaling to derive mass values for each interval, embodied

energy costs (which were themselves historically adjusted to reflect

efficiency improvements over t,ime) where applied to hectare requirements to

arrive at Èhe equivalent energy expenditure.

Field Operations

During the nineteenth century people of predominantly European stock

brought the cultural practices of Eastern Canada, the U.S. and Europe to

trnlestern Canada (Buller, 1919). t{orking the fertile tand, farmers originally

practiced continuous cropping broken only by the occasional year of summer

fallow to control weeds or restore depleted soil moisture. In this manner the

native Prairie ecosystem supported "intensive" cropping for many years (with
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little or no fertilizer inputs and very few soit conservation measures), untit

about the turn of the century, when cultivated areas rapidly expanded and

fallowing became more widely practiced. After years of what in essence were

longer rotations, the two-year wheat-fallow cycle became the most comrnon

cropping sequence in the drier southwest and southcentral areas of the region,

while the three-year wheat-wheat-fallow cycJ-e became popular in the

surrounding areas where the soil moisture regimes would permit (Peterson,

1e6s).

The pace of early farming was geared to the use of draft animals as

traction power and, for the most part, equipment was designed accordingly.

Standard tillage implements included the mouldboard plow, the disc and

spike-toothed harrow, and the ordinary cultivator. The size of the equipment

was typically limited by the number of animafs that could be harnessed in one

team and was generally less than five metres in width (Anderson , L967). with

the advent of tractor power the use of much larger eguipment became

widespread. As the negative side effects of this eguipment became

recognizable in turn, the use of Iighter, less destructive types replaced

these early varieties. The new equipment included subsurface impJ-ements such

as the Noble blade, heavy duty cultivators, rod weeders, and a broad array of

surface implements collectively known as disk-tillers (Symes, 1980). The

mouldboard plow by this time had fallen into disuse on alt but the wettest

soil-s. Equipment sizes continued to grow over the next 25 years and had

peaked by the early 1970s. fn 1973 it was not uncorrunon to fínd a 150 hp

tractor pulling a ten metre span of tillage implements in one unit.

Throughout the period of meehanization many tillage implements incorporated

fertilizer and seed boxes as standard equipment, effectively replacing

operations that were well done in two or three passes with one.

Actual field operations have not changed radically since wheat farming

was first established¡ they include seedbed separation, crop seeding,
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fertirizer application, herbicide spraying and combining in the farr. A

typical sequence consists of primary tillage with a heavy-duty cultivator and

a harrowing implement in the fal-l (with the possible addition of fertil-izer

and herbicide application), and secondary tillage in the spring with a discer

or seed drill preceded by a heavy-duty cul-tivator with attached harrows and

equipped with mounted seed and fertiLizer hoppers. A subsequent operation

might include soil packing in either the sane or a separate operation, or

harrowing with a spike-tooth or tyne harrow.

After seeding is complete herbícides are normally appJ_ied by a

tractor-drawn or tractor-mounted sprayer when the crop is in early stem

extension stage. Dusting by plane is not a conmon practice in Western Canada

and is usually economic only for extremely large-scaled operations. Following

spraying the wheat requires little in the way of care during the growing

season, except for perhaps the periodic application of insecticides where

localized infestations occur. The only other operation of significance is the

harvesting operation, which is either performed in one pass by direct

combining or in two by swathing and threshing separately. Threshed grain is

then simply augured out of the combine into an accompanying truck and driven

directly to the nearest elevator for shipment to market, or alternatively to

on-site bins for storage.

Machinery on Prairie Farms

In the estimation of machinery inputs what must be relied on are gross

averages of what could be expected to be found on a typical ¡¡¡heat farm. The

normalizing of data uftimately has the effect of concealing great variations

between individual operators, but at the same time the level- of description

allowed by the approach is sufficient to reveal the magnítude and change of

machinery over time. The first step in the calculation procedures involves

1Jie identification and. quantification of equipment typically employed for each

period in the time series.
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A broad-based compil-ation of equipment complements on four model farms in
liTestern canada serves as a convenient starting point (Table 4.1). Data from

the physical manifests sho\'rn in the table were drawn- prinarily f rom two

Canadian Department of Agriculture studies (Johnson, 197la; 197lb) which

refl-ect the number, size and distribution of major items found on farms during

the late 1960s- Minor items such as tools, augers, 9âs tanks, small motors

and so on ' v¡ere excluded because of their insignificant mass. Estimates of
the weights of individual pieces were based on averages computed from a number

of sources. Farm implement weights were obtained from prairie Agrícultura1

rnstitute evaluations, rmplement and Tractor Redbook listings and company

literature. Tractor weights were calculated from Nebraska Tractor Test

reports' while truck weights were drawn from current dealer sales quotations.

The mass listings of Table 4.1 consist either of the mean of sel-ected

manufacturer's makes and models within a specific size range (as in the case

of tractors where five categories are listed) or values prorated on a mass

unit basis (as in the case of drag harrows at 112 kg per meter of width). The

most elusive items in the manifests were the self-propelled combines, with

weights displaying great variation nominal descriptors of small-, medium and

Iarge based loosely on grain cylinder size had to be used. Tillage equipment

included the mass of fertilizer and. seed-box attachments, while larger truck

weights were recorded with steel grain boxes as standard equipment.

Predictably' as the size of an operation increases so too does the size,

po\'ver and mass of machinery used to farm it. Tractors are more powerful and

more numerous' combines become bigger, irnplements wider and trucks heavier.

However when machinery complem.euts are prorated on an areal basis, the reverse

is true; both power and mass become less. For exampJ_e, from Table 4.1, the

1000 ha model has twice the totaL mass of tractors, trucks, combines and

implements, and twice the tractor horsepower of the 100 ha farm, but only
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one-quarter the mass and one-quarter the horsepower per hectare. What this

implies, of course, is that the larger the farm the greater the efficiency of

machinery use. The underlying causes of such improvement are many, but aside

from inherent scales of efficiencyr ân important causal variable is the

falling mass to power ratio of larger machinery. Data in the tabl-e also

indicate that there is a surprising regularity in the ratio of tractor to

total equipment mass: tractor mass alone accounts for an average one-fifth of

all eguipment by weight in each instance. As a result of this apparent

consistency, from a knowledge of tractor values al-one we make rough estimates

of total complements for a range of other farm sizes.

How does this all relate to actual farms and their machinery

requirements? The average-sized Prairie wheat farm in 1968 covered close to

94 ha. Drawn from agricultural census data (Statistics Canada, 198la) and

seeded area reports (Statistics Canad,a, 198Lb) thís average size lies very

close to that of the first model farm listed in Table 4.1. However, the

average size must be weighted to account for the predoninance of larger farms

in the region. Combining the values for Saskatchewan (67 percent of the wheat

area at lt8 ha,/farm), Alberta (22 percent of the wheat are at 74 ha/farm) and

I'lanitoba (lL percent of the wheat area at 56 ha/farm) we get a weighted

average of 101 ha, a value so close to that of the model that it can be

considered identical.

Assuming the ratio of tractor mass to inventory mass has remained

constant over time, machiner)' and implement totals for other years in the time

series can now be estimated by using 1968 as the base year, and scaling

accordingly. Before doing this, however, we must derive tractor-mass values

for each year in the time series. A number of calcufations are required in

this process, for which the first set of input data are assembled in Table

4.2.
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The totaf number of tractors in service in Western Canada almost doubled

during the study period, rising from approximately 180,000 machines in 1948 to

just under 340,000 by 1981. The most rapid increase came during the decade of

transition into mechanized practice; between 1948 and 1958 the number of

tractors on farms rose by more than 50 percent. By 1958, in fact, there were

more tractors per hectare than at any other time during the entire study

period. Accompanying their increase in numbers \,{as, of course, the dramatic

use of horsepower ratings. Information drawn primarily from equipment sales

records (Statistics Canada, I977) indicates that the horsepower of the average

Prairie tractor more than tripled, from a low of 25 in the earliest period,

1948, to a high of 83 ín the latest, 1981.

For the calculation of tractor mass in each period it is important that

an allowance be made for the faIl in unit weights which has occurred since

1948. The result of lighter construction materials and improved mass to

horsepower ratios, average unit weights dectined from about 62 kq/hp in 1948

to around 48 kg/hp Ln L977 (Tabte 4.2). As a result, the average tractor in

service in the late I970s was developing identical power with only

three-quarters the mass of the comparable type 30 years earlier. All

indícations were that this trend should have continued into the last interval

of the study period, yet in an interesting turn of events between 1977 and

198I unit weight rose. Attempting to discover the underlying causes for this

reversal data on some 400 tractors of various manufacturers makes and models

sold in Canada between the years 1971 and 1981 were collected. The units were

grouped into six categories, each based on horsepower ratings, and the weights

caLculated. l"lass to povrer ratios fell between most of the categories,

declining from 59 k7/hp in the 11-29 hp range to approximatel¡'

50 kglhp in the 74-L64 hp range (Table 4.3), though, in the category of

highest ratings, the 165-387 hp range, the ratio went up appreciabty, to 54
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kg/hp -- an increase that is the direct result of these tractors

four-wheel-drive capabilities .

At this stage of the calculatíons it is possible to verify the earlier

estimate of inventory mass. UsÍng the total number of tractors in service in

1968 from Table 4.2, 317,110, the figure is multiplied by the mass of the

average tractor in the same year, 3016 kg, and by five again to account for

the tractor to equipment ratio to result in a regional aggregate of roughly

4,782 X 10- tonnes of assorted tractors, trucks and implements. Dividing this

total by the number of hectares so\¡¡n to all crops in the Prairie region,
2

20,926 X 10' (Statistics Canada, I98Ib) yields a product of approxirnately

228 kg/}ra; a value just six percent higher than the originally calculated mass

of 2I5 kq/ha listed for the 100 ha farm manifest in Table 4.1. Considering

the inherent uncertainty in calculations of this kind the results are

surprisingly close. The value of 215 kg/\a was used for the 1968 reference

year in subsequent computations.

To complete machinery mass estimates, tractor power was derived by simpty

multiplying the number of tractors per hectare by average horsepower; tractor

mass \,ùas calculated as the product of tractor po\¡¡er and unit weight; scaling

factors were obtained by dividing tractor masses into the 1968 reference

valuei and machinery mass for each year computed by multiplying the 215 kq/ha

index value by the appropriate scaling factor. Results for the 1948-t981

period are shown in Table 4.4.

The majority of improved agricultural land in the Prairies has always

been sown to cereal grains, of which wheat accounts for by far the largest

proportion. Considering most cereal grains in Western Canada are produced

under similar agronomic conditions and comparable agricultures, the

requirements for one wil-l be much like the requirements for any other.

Assuming this to be the case, the tractor mass and tractor power data for
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years other than 1968 and cal-culated across all Prairie cropland will be good

indicators of what is needed for wheat in particular. The combined mass of

machinery used on wheat farms then has risen dramatically over time, from

75 to 215 kg/1ta between 1948 and 1981. As could largely be expected.

guantities rose most over the decade 1948-1958, and least during the years

which folrowed. rn fact the evidence suggests that by l-973 some type of

saturation point has been reached. Remaining unchanged for each of the last

three intervals, the mass of 275 kg/\a may be all that is needed to produce a

wheat crop efficiently. Indeed if the future changes outlined in Chapter XIII

are correct, it may be more than what is necessary for efficient producÈion.

Energy Cost Cal_culations

Calculating the energy cost of machinery requires as a first step the

derivation of an appropriate factor from the conversion of mass values into

corresponding energy equivalents. Embodied energy costs arrived at by a

number of investigators show substantial variation. Ranging from a low of 64

MJ/kq for combines and tractors to a high of 116 ltt¡/kg for tractors alone

these estimates dispray a variance of close to 1oo percent (Ta-ble 4.5).

Notwithstand.ing each study's claim to legitimacy, I sinpty took an average of

the energy costs from each study and employed it as a representative value in

downstream calculation.

The product of averaging, ST MJ/kg, is typical of rate r960s process

technology and can be compared to a carefully calculated study of North

American automobiles perfonned at about the same time (Berry and Fels , Ig73).

liaving production requirements not unl-ike that of most farm machinery it is

indeed surprising to find that the value calculated by Berry and Fels is

identicat to the one already arrived at. A further comparison reveals that

this r¡aIue is ve::y close to the 85 MJ/kq used by Smil et al. (1983) in their

study of corn production in the U"S.
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As with the majority of industrial energy analyses, studíes pertaining to

the energy requirements of machinery are of relatively recent vintage, with

little information being available prior to 1970. However, historical data on

the energy costs of farm machinery's major construction material-, steef, are

available as far back as the early 1940s, and indications are that its

attendant reguirements have fa1len significantly since that time in virtually

all producing countries (Decker, 1976). Using historical data for the U.S.

iron and steel- industry (the majority of farm machinery in use in v,Iestern

Canada is manufactured with U.S. Steel) compiled by Batel-le Columbus

Laboratories (1975), the reference value for farm machinery was adjusted to

incorporate the changes in efficiency which occurred between 1948 and 1973

(Table 4.6). over this period the average energy cost per kilogram of

finished steel- fel-l from 56 to 40 MJ, and reflected in the embodied energy

cost of farm machinery, the result was a drop from 106 to g7 vÐ/kg.

Efficiency increases in modern steetmaking have come about through

progressive improvements in process technology (for example, better blast

furnace and open-hearth operation, prant design and systems control) and

through standard good 'housekeeping' practices (Leckie et al., l9g2). since

1973--the date of the l-ast Batelle Columbus entry -- the closing of ol-der

facilities, the increasingly widespread use of scrap metal and the intensified

shift towards continuous casting have extended efficiency gains into the

present (afsr, 1982). According to U.S. Department of Energy estimates (DOE,

1983) there was a 15 percent improrrement in the U"S" iron and steel industry

between 1973 and l98l-' a reduction which when incorporated into the last two

interval-s of study translates into farm rnachinery intensities of 82 MJ/kg for

1977 and 75 MJ/kg for 1981. Thus in a full sequence of energy savings

spanning just over 30 years of industrial advancement requirements have

dropped 31 MJ/kg, or an impressive 30 percent"
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With the establishment of machinery's embodied energy costs, the only

remaining step in estimating the full cost of farm machínery inputs is the

addition of an energy factor for equipment repair and maintenance. The

procedure itself involves a rather straightforward multiplication based on the

physical weight of replacement parts necessary to keep an operator's trucks,

tractors and implements in good running order. Replacement parts, as they

consist mostly of steel, can be simply assigned the same manufacturing energy

cost per kiJ-ogram as the original machinery and ad.ded on as a percentage to

total costs. However' the quantity of replacement parts clearly depends upon

the servicea-ble life of the equipment in question.

The estimated wear-out life of farm machinery in Western Canada ranges

from a l-ow of 13 years for combines to a high of approxirately 25 years for

soil packers (Johnson, 197Ia). Tractors, the backbone of any grain operation,

have been esti:nated to last approximatety 15 years with average upkeep. Such

values are, of course, generalized across a broad array of dísparate farm

practice and maintenance schedules. Excell-ent maintenance could extend

equipment service life by up to l0 years, while poor maintenance could equally

reduce it. (On one 1000 ha grain farm surveyed in central Saskatchewan a

Massey Ferguson 88 tractor purchased in 1960 was stiLl engaged in active field

work at the time of writing.) An average of 15 years was chosen as a

representative value for all items in the eguipment manifest. Compared to

American society of Agriculturar Engineers standards (esan, rggr) such an

estimate is not out of l-ine.

Itlaintenance and repair estj:nates are equally applicable to Canada as they

are to the United States " Computing an energy cost for replacement parts,

Berry and Fels (1973) estimated that just under two percent of the total free

energy cost of manufacturing an automobile couLd be added. Pimentel- et aI.

(1973) ín estjmating a comparable cost for farm machinery applied a six
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percent figure to their ca1cuJ-ations, and used a machinery service life of I0

years. Smil- et al. (1983) after consultation with a number of farm implement

and tractor dealers assigned a value of eight percent, and used a machinery

service life of 12 years. Totaf accumulated repair costs according to the

ASAE (1982) are exponential in nature and therefore lead to an increased

repair rate over the lifetime of the equipment. Following this, the 15 year

service life of machinery used in this study required the slightly higher

energy cost for repairs of ten percent.

Somewhat surprisingJ-y the issue of energy costs for farm machinery repair

and maintenance has recently been the focus of some debate, and on at least

two occasions has led to the pu-blishing of extraordinary results. In one

paper F1uck (1982) applies an ASAE busíness costing formula (Ep, 391) which

puts total accumulated repair costs aL 1-29 percent of the equipment's original

list price. Taking this as a direct correlate of energ-y costs he concfudes

that the energy requirement for repairs and maintenance should be 129 percent

of the initial manufacturing input. while replacement energies and mass

values are equivalent, this means that I29 percent of original machinery mass

will be replaced during a machine's lifetime. Yet, putting this in physical

terms, a 3000 kg tractor will consume an average of roughly 4000 kg of

replacement parts during its useful life ! This is obviously an incredibly

high figure.

Aside from the relative magnitude of such a value the calculation process

is itsel-f flawed. By basing his derivation on ÀSAE standards Fluck

inadvertently included the remuneration of labour as a physical commodity.

Doering (1980) foresaw this error in an early publication and corrected for it

by assigned two-thirds of the 129 percent value to labour. fn subseguent

calculations the procedure was again, to equate monetary and energy costs,

with the result that the repair cost was estimated to be one-third of
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equipment original energy requirements, or foll-owing the sarne energy to mass

rel-ationship as before, the 3000 kg average tractor would now require about

1300 kg of replacement parts during its life-time. This value is less than

F1uck's 4000 kg, but it is nevertheless extrenely high; prorated over a te¡

year machine life, it would require an annual input of r30 kg!

Despite lower levels, Doering's calcul-ation is flawed again in exactly

the same way as was Fluck's: on both accounts error lies in the use of

monetary costs as a proxy for energy requirements. such an approach is

consistent with standard input-output accounting, but it is not consistent

with the process analysis approach the authors assumed. As can be seen from

the foregoing calcu1ations, the results of such comparison lead to grossJ-y

distorted values. There is simpty no inherent relationship between monetary

inputs and physical mass; and any correlation based on this is categorically

invalid. The proper approach is to estj¡nate specifically the mass of

repracement parts and assign to such mass the equivalent energy cost.

The energy eguivalent of farm machinery depreciated or worn out in

servicing one hectare of wheat for each period in the time series are shown in

Table 4.7. Final values were obtained by multiplying mass per hectare

machinery outputs by corresponding energy intensities and by l.l0 to account

for repairs and maintenance requirements, and by dividing the product by 15,

the average number of years a machine would be in service. Results for each

year indicate that over the study period energy costs grew from a low of

583 lvlJlha in 1948 to a high of 1755 MJ/ha in 1973. After 1973 inputs

surprisingly fetl; to 1654 Ln 1977 and again to just over 1500 in 198I. Egual

to machinery energy costs more characteristic of the late I96Os, the value of

1981 is in fact 15 percent lower than the all time high recorded in 1973.

Considering that between 1973 and I981 production itself grew by 50 percent,

the reduction is impressive indeed" During this period farmers held machinery
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inputs constant, reductions came solely from a l-owering of unit energy

requirements as a result of improvements in industrial efficiency. In the

future with further technological advancement and more efficient machinery use

it is entirely likely that the minor improvements of the past can be extended.



TABLE 4.1

hiHEAT FARM EQUIPMENT MANIFESTS

Farm Size (ha)

Item

Tractor

Combine

Sv¡ather

Cultivator

Discer

Drill

Equipment Size** No
100

wt. (kq)
250

vÍt. (kS) No

2040

3450

6560

r070

L470

2L90

1902

450
wt. (ks) NoNo

1000
wt (ks)

<30hp
30-36 hp
37-49 hp
50-74 hp
>74hp

SmalL
Medium
Large

Doubl-e disc
4.9 rn

6.4 m

1
I

;

1

I

I

I

I

1

L470

24AO

6560

920

I270

2190

1630

I

1

I

1

I

1

I

L470

2400
3450

7700

l-220

1700

2L90

L902

I
I

i

;
I

;

1t

I

2

;

2040
2400

5880

8840

l-220
2 t30

2440

2l-90
2880

3800

3.1
¿.?
Lq
5.5

m

m

m

m
I

I

I
4.3 m

4-9 m

3.7 m

7.0 m

I

;

;

I

3-7
4-3

m

m

m

m

m

1

I

I

Drag harrow 5.5
9.1

1r.0

620
1020

12 30 1 230



TABLE 4.1 (continued)

Item

Packer

Sprayer

Equipment Size** No

Farm Size (ha)

250
vÍr. (kq) No

450
Wt. (kq) No

100
v{t. (ks)

1660

370

l_725

2L t5O5

3 ,870
L2,L55
9,350

2L5

No
1000

r{t. (ks')

3.7 m

4.3 m

4.9 m

6.1 m

8m
1m
5m

4t
t
t

q

13.
16.

I

I

I

I
1

I

;

I
t
I

1

I

I

1

I
l

1940

500

L725
2725

22lO

500

I725

4760

34, I05

7 ¡32O
21,505
12,600

76

28

2770

630

l.725
2725
4760

Truck t-3/
r-1+
2-3

Total weight (kS)

Tractors only
Machinery only
Implements only

l4ass intensity (kg,/ha)

Power intensity (hpllOO ha)

27,620

5 ,4gO
16,50O
1r,120

110

38

50,305

10,320
28,955
2L,35O

50

1868

*Manifests based on Johnson' L. M. 1971. l4achinery Costs on Prairie Wheat Farms in Central
Saskatchewan, and. Johnson, L. M. L97L. Machinery Costs in Central Alberta Economics Branch
Publications 7L/LO and 7L/I6, Canadian Department of Agriculture, Ottawa.

**Both equipment size and weights averaged from rmplement and Tractor Redbook (various editions),
Nebraska Tractor Test listings in Agricultural Engineers yearbook (various editions), and thePrairie Agriculturaf Machine ry Institute (various publications) .
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TABLE 4.2

TRACTORS IN PR.AIRTE AGRICULTURE

Year
Number of
Tractors*

Average Pto
Horsepower**

Average Unit
lJeight (kglhp) 't**

Tractors
l-00 ha

Dert'

198 I

I977

1973

1968

1963

1958

1953

L948

336,92O

329,660

3I5,720

317, I00

299,5OO

288,340

247,52O

Ig2,43O

83

80

74

58

42

33

28

25

50 1.41

I.52

1. 55

I.52

1. 59

1.61

1. 33

48

51

tr,.)

54

57

58

62 I. 05

*rnterporated from statistics canada r946-l9gL. census of AgricuEr¡re,five and ten year series, Minister of suppty anaEffiãsftiGawa.
**Calcul-ated on a power take-off basis. Assuming a typilife, the average tractor in use in any given year wasyears ear]-y. Horsepo\'rers were derived from statistics

, Catalogue 63_203,
Supply and Services, Ottawá.-

caly 15 year service
sold roughly 7
Canada, L942-L977.

annual, Minister of

***Typical weights averaged from Nebraska Board of Tractor Test Engineers,r940-r977,. TIle.Nebraska Tractor Tests. Department of Agricurturelngrneering, University of NebrasÈã,-f,in"oln, NE.
È"Values egual the number of tractors divided by the area seeded toprinciple field crops from statistics canada, l_g4g-1gg1, r.ield cropResponding_series, catarogue 22-oo2, seasonar, Minist"r'oì-E,rffir.aServices, Ottawa.
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TABLE 4.3

WEIGHT TO POWER RÀTTOS FOR DIFFERENTLY SIZED TRÄCTORS*

Tractor Size
Ranking Hp. Range

Number in
Sample

Maximum
Mean hp

Average l'lachine
Weight (ks)

Weight to Power
Ratio (kg,/hp)

Small

Medium

Large

I7-29 45 22.7

30-36 29 33.9

37-49 50 42.5

50 - 74 91 60. 3

75 - l-64 134 113 .0

165 - 397** 53 226.6

1342

1947

2230

3 156

5694

r2069

59. I

57 .4

52.5

<a "

50.4

53. s

*Tractor data drawn from Nebraska Tractor Tests, t97I-198I. In
The Aqricul tl¡ral Engineers Yea rbook, annual, American Society of
Agricultural Engineers, St. Joseph, MI.

**Four-wheel-drive models .
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TABLE 4.4

MACHINERY EI'IPLOYED TO I^IORK ONE HECTARE OF hIHEAT
1948 - 1981

Year
Tractor Power

(hp,zlgg ha)
Tractor Mass

(kg,/I00 ha)
tr4ass Index
1968 = 100

Machinery lvlass
(kSlha)

l98r

I9't7

I973

1968

I963

1958

1953

1948

r17

r22

11s

67

53

37

26

1. 28

r. 28

l. 28

1.00

0.79

0. 66

o .47

0. 35

215

275

275

2t5

I70

I42

10]

75

88

5850

5856

5865

451 6

3 618

3021

2146

16L2
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TABLE 4.5

EI.4BODIED ENERGY COSTS OF FARM MACHINERY

Source Ttem
Energy Cost

(¡lJrzkg )

Doering

l{akhi j ani and
Lichtenberg

Herendeen

Clark and Johnson

Tractors, combine

Trucks

Farm Tmplements

Farm Implements

Tractors

64

7L

79

104

II6

References:

Doering, o. c. rrr 1980. Accounting for Energy in Farm Machinery and
Buildings. In Pimentel, D. (ed.). Handbook of Energy Utilization
in Agricul-ture, CRC Press, FL , pp. 9-L4.

¡4akhijani, A. B., and Lichtenberg. A. D

Environment 14: 10-18.
1972. Energy and Well-Being

Herendeen, R. A. 1972. The Enerqv Cost of Goods and Services Oakridge
National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, TN, 55 pp.

Clark, S. J., and Johnson, !r7. H. 1975. Energy-cost budgets for Grain-Sorghum
TiJ-lage Systems. Trans. ASAE 18: 1057-1060.
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TABLE 4.6

ADJUSTED FARM MACHINERY ENERGY COSTS

Year
Energy Cost per Unit Mass

(MJ'lkg)

198 r

I977

L913

1968

1963

1958

1953

1948

88

75

82

87**

92

97

103

106

*Adjusted fign:res represent the energy cost of machinery, in
service during the year listed.

**Average of values listed in Table 4.5.
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TABLE 4.7

ENERGY EQUIVALENTS OF MACHINÐRY USED IN
PRAIRIE WHEAT FARMING 1948-1981

Year
Input Cost*

(¡aJ,zha )

198l 15 l3

r977 L654

l-973 175 5

1968 I3 87

1963 IT47

1958 l1 10

1953 763

I948 583

*Input cost = (Mass per ha) . (energy cost er unit mass) . (repair cost)
(estimated service life)
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V. FUEL

Factors Affecting Relative Consumption

As in the preceding chapter where it was the farm operator who was

personally responsible for the maintenance and repair of his equipment, it is

again the operator in this section who is ultimately responsible for how much

fuel that machinery will consume in the perforüance of a given task. To

reduce running costs efficient operation and efficient use of fuel can be

obtained by having all equipment in good running order, by timing operations

properly (to reduce the distance of travel and idling requirements) , by using

the right machine for the job andrin generalrby simply pursuing sound

business practice. However, there is a limit to the savings these measures

can bring about and regardless of the attention paid to detail, an operator

must produce under a given set of environmental varíabtes which vary greatly

from farm to farm and over which he has little control. Varíables include

local soil type and soil conditions, topography, climate, field size and

shape, as well as the presence of obstacles on the land such as windbreaks,

ponds, ditches, and so on, and each has an impact on potential fuel

consumption. For example, tilling fine-textured soil such as clay will

require more fuel per hectare than a comparable coarse-textured soil such as

sandy loam.

l'loisture content will affect fuel requirements, as will working depth.

vlet sticky clays use far greater amounts than dry loose loams -- in some cases

as much as soils with a hard and dehydrated consistency -- and it has been

estimated that increasing the depth of cuttivation under typícal prairie

conditions will double horsepower-hour and fuel- reguirements (Ridley, 1961) 
"

The presence of hills, ridges, valleys, pot-hoIes and the area of land

worked will also affect fuel consumption. Tn Nebraska it was found that fuel

use \das higher on smaller than on larger fields (Shelton & Von Bargen, 19g0) 
"
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Differences were not necessarily due to improvement in field efficiencies, but

rather were the result of less road travel between holdings. Field speeds

themsel-ves are an additional factor. The faster the pace of the operation the

higher the'rate of fuel consumption. This is not true in all- instances

however, for some implements such as discs tend to penetrate less at higher

speeds and demand lower draft requirements. In addition to environmental

variables, the variety of wheat being grown and the yield of the crop will

affect requirements. For example both solid stems and heavier stands reguire

more po\¡¡er to combine (Bigsby, 1959).

The machine which is responsibl-e for by far the largest proportion of

on-farm fuel consumption is, of course, the conmon tractor. yet, while

accounting for its consumption of fuel is typically a straightforward process,

it must be pointed out that in terms of work per unit of fuel consumed the

actual size of tractor has little bearing on field efficiencies. Butterworth

and Nix (1983) report from OECD tests that aII cl-asses of diesel and gasoline

tractors consume approximately equal quantities of fuel per horsepower-hour of

energy delivered. Of course, within each class there are great differences

amongst the various makes and. models, but on average results should be

expected to be simil-ar. For example, Iarger tractors pulling wider implements

may spend less time tilling the field, but they invariably consume fuel- at a

much higher rate. To further this point one U.S. report indicated that 1arge-

and small-sized tractors used roughly the same amounts of fuel on a per

hectare basis when given identical tasks, whereas intermediate sizes burned

slight.ly less (Tompkins & carpenter, Lg77). (These findings apply

specifically to gasoline-gasoline and diesel-diesel comparisons, not to

gasoline-diesel tests, in such cases the diesel engine by virtue of its

greater mechanical efficiency is categorically superior.)
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Specific fuel requirements for a number of common wheat farming

operations have been collected in Table 5.1. The assembled. data were drawn

from estimates for North Dakota, which has similar conditions. to those of

Western Canada, and were collapsed into categories of low, average and high

consumption. Data of this type (and indeed as has already been pointed out

for farm practices themselves) are highly variable and defy precise

guantification. Non-fa1low land fuel requirements for primary tillage range

from a low of 5.0 I/ha to a high of 75 l/Ìta: a fífteen-fo1d difference in

values! Moreover, after summer-fallow, with a Low fuel, consumption, one pass

with a field cultivator may constitute only one-fifth of total requirements,

while under the high use category the same pass may constitute more than 50

percent. What is also worthy of mention is that somewhat surprisingly as much

fuel may be consumed in sunmer-fallow and after-falIow practices as in

continuous cropping. This in fact has been found to be the case in Western

Canada, the proportion of cropland left in fatlow from year to year has little

effect on overall fuel use (canada Grain News, 1984). Given such variability,

compiling fuel-use statistics on a task-by-task basis could only lead to

grossly inaccurate resuLts. However, it is possible to gauge farm consumption

totals on the basis of regional aggregates, and this was the approach taken.

Estimating Prairie Fuel Use

Historically the input of fuel has always constituted the foremost

energy reguirement of producing wheat in lJestern Canada, yêt, there has been

lÍttle systematic coverage of its use. Nonetheless by selectively extractingr

from a broad array of published statistics on the major contributing types

(gasoline, diesel fue1, fuel oiIs, tractor fuel, stove oir, kerosene,

lubricating oiJ-s and greases), a reasonably accurate picture of consumption

was obtained. Major fuel types were collapsed into three categories, and
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their total consumption for each period between 1948 and 1981 is recorded in

Tab]e 5.2.

In this study, farm consumption included all farm activities in their

capacity to use of refined petroleum products (tubricating oils and greases

are not fuels per se but as they do constitute a refined product their

inclusion within the group is 1ogical) anC not just fieJ_d operatíons al-one.

Total-s include fuels burned by tractors, trucks, combines and any other fuel-

consuming machinery which can be assigned to the farming operation as a

functioning business enterprise. However, private automobite use is excluded

from totaÌs as are the heating costs of farm housing. Following the energy

cost of living argument (see Chapter II for details) such uses were considered

to be basic costs guite unrelated to the requirements of prairie production.

Aviation fuel for aerial spraying was ignored because of its negtigible

contribution, while custom work involving activities, such as primary tillage,

seeding and harvesting, has been included as a cost for which farm operators

are considered responsible. The transporting of production inputs, such as

fertilizer, seed and pestici-des, from the dealership to the farm gate are also

incl-uded as is the movement of harvested grain to its primary distribution

point.

As could be anticipated, consumption of liquid fuels increased in

proportion to the diffusion and intensifying use of po\"¡er machinery. For

exampls, between the years l-948 and 1958, when the mass of machinery employed

orr \,üheat farms doubled, fuel used doubled as well-. Up untíl the mid-1970s

quantities continued to rise. As long as petroleum prices rose l-ittLe in

constant doll-ars -- they had the least of all inputs or farm services between

1948 and 1973 (Statistics Canada, 1984) -- consumption of aggregate fuels

increased, rising from approximately 900 x to6 t to 2600 x to6 l. After the
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1973 petroleum price hikes the indexed price of farm fuel began an upward

swing which brought it to a level even with other inputs by 1977. In that

year the quantities consumed on the Prairies peaked at roughly 3000 X 106 1,

or 15 percent above what it had been. four years earlier. However at precisely

the same time as fuel prices began to escalate more rapidly than the price of

any other input, levels of consumption dropped, and dropped dramatically; by

198I consumpti-on had fallen 20 percent. This reduction in fuel use combined

with the fact machinery inputs remaíned stal¡le over the same period, indicates

that farmers had become much more efficient in their use of fuel, and it

suggests also by extension that in I98I there \,\7as excess machine capacity.

rn the short history of Prairie fuel use initial varieties quickly gave

way to the preferred use of gasoline. Early model tractors burnt an

assortment of petrol-eum products; including virtualty all grades of fuel oil,

tractor fuel, distillate, stove oil and kerosene. rn fact as a major

industrial consumer of petroleum products tractor engines are unigue in that

they are the only large class of engine d.esigned. to run on such a broad array.

By the late 1940s, however, the use of these moders was waning and with

mechanized practice came gasoline tractors. By 1953 gasol-ine was the number

one Prairie fuel and by 1958 it was virtually the only fuel of significance,

capturing then close to 85 percent of the farm market.

In high-powered tractors diesel engines are preferred to gasoline and

subsequently' as the average horsepower of Prairie tractors rose, so to did

the use of d"iesel fuel. Diesel-fuel consumption had been steadily growíng

since the late I950s yet the most rapid increases cane about during the 1970s

and early 1980s when its consumption almost doubled from 735 x 106 1 to 1325 X

^I0- 1. During the same period the average rating of tractors sol-d in Canada

passed the 100 hp mark. The dieseÌ engine is durabl-e, gives good performance

and wj-th a compression-ignition design it is inherently more efficient than
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the comparable spark ignition gasoline engine. Under top-working conditions

mechanical efficiencies should reach 35 percent for diesel and 28 percent for

gasoline models. Contributing as well to its widespread use is the fact that

the fuel itself contains 12 percent more energy per volume, 38.6 l4J/I versus

34.6 I4J/I for gasoline. rn the effort to reduce costs a diesel tractor

delivering on average 1.4 times as much power from a given litre of fuel (a

Ìitre which itself costs less originally) would be the logical choice. over

the last interval- of the time series diesel became Èhe most wideJ-y used fuel

and it did so largely at the expense of gasol-ine.

rn absolute term the 20 percent drop in fuel consumption between 1977 and

1981 is almost entirely accounted for by gasoline. Data cotlected by

statistics canada (1993) indicates that over this period: tractors in the less

than 60 hp range saw less working time; machinery in general was engaged more

productively; and many cultural operations were either combined or eliminated.

As wel1, reductions accrued from better vehicle maintenance, travel at slower

speeds, use of the most appropriate vehicle for purposes of general

transportation (i.e., restricting the use of pickups to related farrn tasks)

and combíning business trips away from home.

of the six princípal field crops which normally occupy more than 90

percent of the cultivated land in Western Canada, no one stands out as being

unique in its typical pre- and post-harvest reguirements (University of

Manitoba, ]--977). Cultural practices involving primary tillage in the fall,

secondary tillage in the spring and the seeding process itself for wheat,

oats, barley. rY€, flax and canola are all basically similar. Harvesting

operations as well- differ little; requiring in most instances no more than a

change of combine header. Thus, it was considered reasonabl-e under normal

conditions that the quantities of fuel consumed on a Prairie-wide basis wouÌd
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serve as an indicator of fuet consumed in wheat farming alone. An alternative

way to state this is that in general the amount of fuel consumed in the

production of a given crop will match its regional importance (She1ton & Von

Bargen, 1980). Therefore the wheat sown to roughly 60 percent of prairie

cropland would be expected to account for 60 percent of the region's fuel use.

Calculations of fuel- use were further simplified by the relativeLy minor

presence of non-grain related agrícultural activities. As a result, to derive

the proportional fuel consumption of wheat production alone, total fuel use is

simply divided by the seeded area of all principal field crops to arrive at

per hectare requirements.

In calculating the fuel use energy equivalent inputs were multiplied by

their corresponding enthalpies (according to standard Canadian values, shown

in Table 5.3) and summed to totals. For prorated usage totals were divided by

the area of all crops. The resul-ts of these calculations have been assembled

for each year in Table 5.4.

on an areal basis the intensity of fuel- use is much the same as it was

for total consumption: it increased dramaticaÌly until the late 1970s and

then feIl Lrack (to levels more characteristic of the late r96os) . The most

rapid increase occurred during the diffusion of machinery between l-948 and

1958. over this decade consumption nearly doubled, from just over 50 l/ha to

just under 95 l/t,a. Energy costs, of course, followed suit, rising from a low

of 1900 laJ/}ta at the beginning of the study period, to around 3300 MJlha by

1958 and to a high of just over 5OOO MJrzha by 1977 before it too fel] by the

early 1980s.

one variabl-e which was not included in the estimation of farm-fuel costs

is the so-cal-l-ed energy cost of energiy (i.e. the energies expended in the

extraction, transportation, refining and distribution of pet.roleum resources) "
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Published values range from roughly 2 to 20 percent of the farming fuel's heat

of combustion (Boustead & Ilancock, Lg]g) r âr¡d if they were to be included, it

would have been a process of simply multiplying the totals in Table 5.4 by.the

appropriate factor, be it I.O2, 1.05 or 1.10. However, several considerations

reduce the usefulness of this varia.ble. First, speci-fic costs for the fuel in
question and its initial origin are rarely known: the muttipliers that are

used are typically no more than nation-wid.e aggregates, averaged for the sake

of simplicity. Secondly, since efforts are continualJ-y being mad.e to improve

production efficiencies by both the introduction of new technologies and the

installation of sophisticated machinery, process requirements are constantly

changing. Thirdly, and most importantly, however, is that the additional cost

is so small that its omission wil-I have very littIe impact on overall farm

requirements. (This is, however, not the case for the energy costs of

electricity where associated production requirements will triple the actual

value of fossil-fueled generation.) A caveat is required here though, this

variable will gain greater significance in the future as the energy costs of

exploration and extraction of increasingly scarce oil reserves rise, and it

will then be of importance greatry out of proportion with today's.
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TABLE 5. I

SPECIFIC GASOLTNE REQUIREMENTS FOR FTELD OPERÂTIONS

Crop Machine

Number
of times

Over Field

Consumption
(],zha)
Average HighLow

Summer fallow

SmalL grain
after fallow

Small grain or
non-fa1Iow

Chisel Plow
Field Cultivator

Tota]

Field Cultivator
Grain Drill
Drag
Sprayer
Swather
Combine

Total

Moldboard plow,
packer, grain drill
Sprayer
Swather
Combine

I
2

a1

5.6
r5.6
25.2

32.I
52.5

9. 3 40.8 84. 3

I
I
I
I
I
I

]-2.6
aa

I.2
0.8
3.2

10.0

2.8
0"6
o.4
0.6
2.2
6.6

26 I
3

4
0
0
6

4.

1.
4.

13.

I3.2 30.0 51.4

I
I
I
1 10.

5.1
0.6
))
6.6

l¿

0.
2

I
2

0

75.
1.

4

0
0
6

4.
13.

Total 14. 5 48.2

source: Frith, R. R. and promersberger, vJ. J. 1974. Estimates of Fuel
Consumption for Farminq and Ranchinq Operation s Under Typical

94.O

North Dakota Conditions. BuIl " No. 493, Dept. of Agricultural
Engineering, North Dakota State University, Fargo, ND.

*To convert into diesel-fue1 requirements multipry by 0.73.
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TABLE 5.2

FUELS CONSUMED IN PR.AIRIE AGRICULTURE
1948- I981

Year Diesel-

FueloType
(r0-r_)

Gasoline
Percentage

DistributionOther*
Tot
(108i

198r 1324. 50

L977 969.60

l.973 735.12

1968 655. 58

1963 378.30

1958 226.r3

1953 200.45

1948 65. 15

LL29.92

20]-9.73

1828.44

160r.31

I375.76

L40L.62

IO72.60

65.61

66. 33

49. 03

47.t0

39. 95

38. 05

37 .24

100. 76

207 .84

s3/44/3

32/66/2

28/7O/2

28/70/2

2I/77 /2

13/84/3

r4/78/8

"7 /7L/22

252r.78

3038. 31

26II.22

2296.83

L792.L4

1665.00

1313.82

929. 08

*Consists of light-and heavy-fueI oils, tractor fuel,
Lubricating oils, and grease. Liquid petroleum gas
significant quantities.

stove oi1, kerosene,
ís not consumed in

Sources:

L948'Fuel oils, furnace oils, tractor fuel, stove oil, and kerosene, were
taken from Statistics Canada, Consumption of Petroleum Fuels In Canada,
Cat. 45-206, annual, 1945-1966, Minister of Supply and Services,
ottawa. Each fuel type was risted for tractors and other motor
vehicles. In the Prairies the middle distillates were considered to be
consumed solely on farms. Diesel fuel consumption was calculated as
the difference between the listed total and other vehicles. other
vehicle use was calculated from Statistics Canada, Ir4otor Carriers
Freight-Passenger , Cat. 53-0-20, annual, l-941-1956. In I94B no diesel
fuel use \¡{as reported by motor carriers in Western Canada. The Motor
Ygþicre' cat. 53-203, annuaÌ 1945-1959, listings of taxea gasoÏTil
subtracted. from the 'domestic consumption' category in statistics
Canada. RefÍned Petroleum Products, Cat " 4S-2O4 , annual 1945-197t
The result, less 15 percent to account for other untaxed uses (as
risted in cat. 53-203), is equal to the quantities consumed by farm
equipment. Lubricating oil-s and greases were a best estimate derived
from statistics canada, sares of Lubricating oils and Grease
1948- 1954 "

, annual



1958

196 3

1981

93

19 53 rbid,1948.

Fuer oils and furnace oils subsumed under tractor fuel. Tractor
fuel, stove oi1, and kerosene; ibid, 1948. DieseI fuel, gasoline,
lubricating oils and grease shown from detailed tistings in
statistics canada, 1958 Farm survey Report No. 3: Motor vehicles and
I*4achine on Farms, Cat. 21-510, occasional. Automobile use assigned
to farm operations was excluded from calculations.

Tractor fuel, stove oil, and kerosene in steady decline after 1958 were
cleleted from calculations. Diesel fuel, gasoline, Iubricating oils and
greases taken from Statistics Canada, Refined Petroleum Products Vol.
II: Consumption of Petroleum Products Cat. 45-208, annual, 1963-1977.
Diesel fuel defined includes all grades of dístiIlate fuet sold for
diesel engine use.

1968 rbid,1963.

rbid,1963.

rbid,1963.

Diesel fuel and
Farm Energy Use

I973

r977

motor gasoline calculated from Statistics Canada 1983.
Survey, 198I, Cat. 2t-519, occasional. Both sets

adjusted upward ten percent to account for farm sizes not included, and
adjusted upward again by varying amounts to account for custom work
listed ersewhere in the publication. Lubricatíng oils and greases
estimated from past performance at approximately 2.5 percent of total-
fuel consumption.
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TABLE 5.3

CANADIAN FUEL CONVERSION FACTORS

Fuel Type Enthalpy (MJ/I)

Motor gasoline

Diesel fuel

Kerosene*

Light fuel oil

Heavy fuel oil

Lubricating oils and greases

34.62

38.64

37 .64

38.64

41. 69

39.12

Source: EMR L984. Energy Statistics Handbook. Canada Department of
Energy, ltlines ,
Ottawa.

and Resources. l"linister of Supply and Services,

*The heating value of kerosene was applied uniformly to tractor fuel and
stove oiI.
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TABLE 5.4

LÏQUID FUEL INPUTS TO PRAIR]E $IHEAT FARMTNG
1948- 198I

Area Sown To TotaI Energy
fn Fuels

(rl¡

Equivalent
Energy Input

(MJÆa)Year
Fiel

(10
Crops
ha)

d FueI Use**
( r/ha )

1981

L977

I973

1968

I963

1958

1953

1948

23,854

2L,665

20,35l.

20,926

18,814

17 ,967

l-8, 595

I7 ,463

105. 7

I40.2

128.3

109.8

95.2

92.'l

73.9

53.2

92.934

109.321

93. 583

82.344

63.739

58.7L2

48.735

33.086

3896.0

5045. 9

4598.4

3935. 0

3387. I

3267.8

2622.3

1894. 6

*From Statistics Canada 1948-1981. Fietd Crop Reportinq Series. Cat.22-OO2,
seasonal, tr4ini ster of Supply and Services, Ottawa.

*Quantities of all fuels (in varying proportions) from Table 5.2,
area sown to field crops.

divided by
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VI. ELECTRICITY

Although a much smaller component of direct energy use when compared to

fuels, the input of el-ectricity to Prairie wheat production is significant.

Ranking fourth in the energy budget behind machinery, its increased usage has

been dramatic -- especially in the earliest years of the study period. The

approach taken in calculating energy equivalents was to first sinply gather

from central distribution statistics data on the overall quantities of

electricity consumed by agricultural operations. Effectively this served to

bring together alI production activities under one heading. The advantage of

this approach (as opposed to one based on an activity by activity accounting)

are twofold: first it obviates the possibility of double counting (which is

easily done in complex studies, for example, Pimentel et aI. (1973) recorded

electricity and irrigation as separate inputs even though the majority of U.S.

agriculture's irrigation energy reguirement is met by efectricity), and

secondÌy it a1lows the consolidation of a range of electricity consuming

operations, services and devices which might otherwise escape detection. In

downsLream accounting calculation adjustments were made for the energy costs

of fossil-fue1 generation.

There is, of course, one major drawback to the approach, by aggregating

activities into one consuming category there is a substantial loss of process

detail. Inputs which contribute to overall consumption include Írrigation,

drying, seed cleaning, grading and treating, augering, the heating and

lighting of buildings, as well everyday shop tasks that require power tools

such as sa\ds, drills, Ìathes, planers, wel-ding units, compressors, and so on.

Yet, in reality, the lack of detail does not take away from the objectives of

this study" In electricity we have captured a systems component, and while

exploring deeper we coul-d potentialty identify a whole range of contributing

"sub-system" cQmponents, such an undertaking would be in essencer more closely
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related to a farm survey study, and the identifications of specific

conservation opportunities, rather than to the regional- investigation of an

industry.

'Indirect evidence gives us a rough indication of where the etectrical

energy is going and how it is being used in Western Canada. A Statistics

Canada survey of farming operations in 1958 recorded the presence of some

90r000 grain cleaners, 700 portable driers, l-90r000 electric motors and more

than 14 million dollars worth of assorted power tools (Statistics Canada,

L967). A more-detailed record of the number of independent electric motors

(typically portabre and used in the capacity of power-take-off engines) gives

some idea of the diffusion and importance of electrical equipment over the

past four decades of Prairie farming. Throughout this period the number of

electric motors in service increased substantially, rising from just over

5,000 in 1941 to 115,000 in 1981. Responsible for much of this increase have

been the two production actj-vities of irrigation and crop drying.

Irriqation

while irrigation may be a significant consumer of electrical energy in

Western Canada it is so largely because of its high energy requirements -- not

as a result of its widespread usage. Irrigated areas have expanded since the

late 1940s, but only at a very slow rate. At- an arr time high of roughly

450,000 ha in I98t irrigated cropland accounted for only two percent of alt

crops sown in the region. Data on the extent of irrigation and the extent of

irrigated wheat have been assembl-ec1 in Tabl-e 6.2" vlheat until the míd-I96Os

was by far the single-most irrigated crop on the Prairies. In 1950 its 65,000

irrigated hectares constituted one-third of all cropland receiving water" The

reasons for irrigat-ing wheat, and for that matter any other field crop in a

climatic region where extreme moisture deficits are conunon, are

straightforward and economic. rrrigation can l-ead to as much as a 50 percent
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increase in yields (RusseL and Sonntag, 1978). Yet despite the potential for

returns the area of irrigated wheat over the past three decades has been

declining, both in absolute terms, and as a proportion of total irrigation.

Reflected in the overall increase of irrigation throughout the region

between l-950 and 1980 are the "other" cereals and forage crops which have

largely taken the place of wheat. Correlated with a rise in the use of

sprinkler systems expanding areas have presumably reflected an adequate return

on eguipment investment, in spite of the fact that both the economic and

energy costs of sprinkler systems are high. Tabl-e 6.3 shows the estimated

energy costs of nine conmon irrigation systems. Tncluded in the data are the

energies consumed in the fabrication of structural materials, the installation

of equipment and the operation of each type of system, and between them they

show a wide variation in total cost. Assuming the average southern

Saskatchewan irrigation requirement is 45 cm (Korven and Randa11, 1975), the

cost of supplying water by surface irrigation (without a runoff recovery

system) would be roughly 700 l4J/ha. Meeting the sane requirement with a

travelling sprinkler system would raise the energy input per hectare to

approximately 9500 MJ on average. Accounting for the fact that the efficiency

of simple surface systems are on average no more than 50 percent and that of

sprinkler systems 70 percent' more realistic energy requirements would be,

respectively, 1,400 and 13,570 I4J/lna.

Taking this last figure as an example of modern irrigating requirements,

it is readily apparent h'hy -- even with a 50 percent increase in yields --

wheat coul-d rarely justify the investment in a sprinkler system. At lower

cost, surface irrigation offers a much better return on inr¡estment, but here

too installation may be inappropriate: the climatic conditions of the region

are just too severe to guarantee returns. Evaporation throughout the region

is higir, the fertility of the soil is low and the g::owing season is short"
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Together such conditions can limit yields eve¡r when moistrrre is no longer a

critical variable.

what is true for wheat one yould think should be true for aLl prairie

crops, Yet the most energy intensive systems underwent rapid diffusion at

preciseJ-y the time the cost of energy underwent its nost rapid increase ever

in the history of modern fossil-fueled agriculture. over the ten-year period

1970-1980, sprinkler irrigation grew from 1100 to 3800 units, and from 55,000

to 3001000 ha. The reasons for expansion are not clear, but as one report

suggested causes were largely non-market oriented, and probably short-sighted.

The Environmental Council of Alberta (in the provice where most of the

increases took place) commented in I9g2 that ',current heavy government

subsidization of the capital costs of irrigation encourages decisions to

expand without ful1 cognizance of the costs of that irrigation" (Environmental

Council of A1berta, 1982, p. 50).

There are of course much cheaper \,\¡ays of bringing water to the fie1d. As

one researcher indicates, manipulation of the snow cover offers great economic

potential (Nichol-aichuk, 1980). Data on the extent of irrigated wheat are not

availabl-e after LglOt but indications are that it probably increased during

the expansionary 1970-1980 period. However, while areas are like1y less than

they were in the 1950s, the use of high-cost systems has undoubtedty increased

the energy cost of that which is now being irrigated. powering approximately

1300 units, electricity accounted for approximately one-fifth of al-l systems

operating in Western Canada in lg8I (Statistics Canada, 19g3).

PLvilg

Grain drying with heated air under the prevailing semi-arid conditions of

the Prai-rie environment is not extensive. Data from a Statistics Canada

survey (1983) indicate that no more than two percent of the 1981 wheat crop

was dried by this method. Wheat is typically harvested at or below lB percent
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moisture content and as such requires little more tìan ambient air to bring it

down the several points necessary for shipment. Where the prevailing weather

conditions permit one of the cheapest methods of drying the crop is to simply

leave the cut grain lie in the field several days and dry under the clear

Prairie skies. The most common form of drying is, however, with fan-forced

unheated air, and in 1981 an estimated 251000 electric motors were used for

that purpose.

The energy requirements of drying wheat with ambient air clearly depends

on both the moisture content of the air and the moisture content of the grain.

Each of these factors varies widely with tirne and location, and estimates

of the associated energy requirements can serve as no more than broad

indicators of what coul-d be expected. Fraser and Muir (1980) estimate that

the energ"y requirements of reducing the moisture content of wheat from 19.5 to

14.5 percent with unheated air ranges from a low of 95 MJ/t in Swift Current,

Saskatchewan (one of the driest areas in the region) to a high of 150 t"IJlt in

winnipeg, Manitoba (one of the most humid areas). Taking the figure for

Winnipeg, the average 2000 kg/ha wheat crop in southern l'lanitoba would need

roughly 300 l'lJrrha to dry if harvested under these conditions. Extending this

requirement across the whole region indicates that drying costs when incurre<1

can be substantial.

The Consu¡nption of Electric Energy

Electric-power statistics since the mid-1940s, recording provincial farm

consumption in categories separate from industrial and domestic service, do

not give a breakdown on specific crop or production requirements. However in

keeping with earlier considerations it is assumed that the majority of prairie

electricity consumption goes towards the region's primary activity, the

production of wheat, and that average consumption will be relativel-y

uneffected by the presence of other crops (which in any event have similar
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input requirements), or by the existence of livestock operations (which

utlimately have their major energy consumption in the form of Iiquid and

gaseous fuels). Naturally such enterprises will have some effect, but when

averaged across the great expanse of Práirie cropland their contribution to
prorated results can be no more than minimal.

Around the turn of the century, with the presence of thermar-generating

plants in urban centres and only a few small- hydro-electric stations in
Alberta and Manitoba, the generation, distribution and consumption of
electricity in rural areas was extremely linited. problems of row population

and undeveloped uses combined to present formidable economic and technical
problems to electrification. rn the late 1940s only five percent of farms in
Western Canada had central_ service.

The absence of electrical service from central generating stations before
1950 should not, however, leave the impression that electricity went unused.

For as one author recently pointed out the use of windmills was widespread;

fifty years ago nearly all farms in the u.s. had at least one operating unit
(Klueter, 1980). rn western canada during the 1940s wind electríc systems

were at least as popular as central servicing. Saskatchewan at the time had

cl-ose to 10,000 operating wind systems. Nevertheless, in response to the

growíng availability of central servicing and for obvious reasons of
convenience the use of windmills fell off, and by the mid-I95Os fewer than

half remained.

Late 1940s - early 1950s rural electrification allowed roughly 50 percent

of Prairie farms to be reached with electricity by 1953. rn that year cl_ose

to 125,000 km of rural pole line extending across l"Ianitoba, saskatchewan and

Al-berta -- up from 40,000 km five years earlier. rn 1958 lengths had risen to
250'000 km, and by the early 1960s 3OO,00o km of line was deliverying power to
more than three-quarters of the farm popul-ation. Approaching the point of
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comprete service expansion slowed thereafter and within 10 years

electrification was complete. since that time there has been a marked trend
towards double servicing of farm customers.

To separate production requirements from household usage, consumption

figures were carculated as the business proportion of farm service. Data for
the three prairie provinces were extracted from detaired. annua]- reports for
each interval- (statistics canada, 1981), and specific business al-lotments

taken as the average of an al-most exact agreement (62 and 63 percent) between

studies conducted in Western Canada in 195g and lggl (Statistics Canada , L967 ¡

1983) ' The breakdown of actuar contributions of each of the thermaL- and

hydro-electric aenerating modes to overall generation was available from the
Prairie Provinces Water Board (19g2) and has been employed for the calculation
of energy intensities. capturing the energetic difference of the two modes,

hydro-eJ-ectric generation was calcurated at its direct kwh. eeuivalent , 3.6
MiI' while the thermal-erectric generation was calculated at a 34 percent
conversion efficiency (i.e. one kwh equals 10.6 MJ) to yield generation energTy

intensities for each year in the time series. The results of these

calculations are presented in Table 6.4.

Regional consumption of erectricity understandably displayed its greatest
increase at the time rural electrification was just getting underway. During

this earl-y period between 1948 and 1953 which coincides perfectly with the
beginning of mechanization' consumption rose dramatically from Il.6 x 106 to
108.7 X 106 kwh. ïn later years increases were much l_ess (although still
substantial) and quite uniform. Between 1953 and 1973 consumption virtualry
doubled every five years, and by the early r970s total farm business use \,ras

one oroer of magnitude larger than what it had been 20 years previous. During

the decade which followed, even though percentage increases were farling,
levels of consumption continued to rise, and surprisingly so, for the price of
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electricity had more than doubted. However, with increases past the point of

inflection no\^/ evident (and rural- electrification, of course, complete)

consumption should level off in the near future. Accompanying the rise in

consumption over the time period of study vras an increase in the energy

intensity of generation. Reflected in a regional shift towards thermal power,

electricar energy intensities rose f rom approxjmatery 4.6 r'1J,/kwh in r-94g to
7.5 rvtJlkwh in 1981.

over the past three decades the total energy cost of electricity consumed

in Prairie agriculture has increased tremendously, rising from a low of 53.g

PJ to a high of more than 15.250 PJ between 1948 and 198I. The final set of
figures col-lected in Table 6.5 gives a detailed breakdown of on-site

consumption and areal costs. Annua1 electricity consumption per farm service

rose from I,I2O to 101316 kt\7h -- an increase equal to a full- two orders of
magnitude. Combining this information with total- use indicates that both

regional and customer use have increase simultaneously¡ that is, both the

diffusion of service throughout the region and the intensification of use by

those farms serviced occurred hand in hand. Starting in 1948 farm customers

virtually doubled their consumption of electricity every 10 years. However,

over the past decade annual rates of increase have fallen, from a high of 20

percent in 1971 to a significantry smaller eight percent in t9gl.

An interesting comparison can be made between rural and urban 1evels of

customer consumption. on a relative basis farm service total- requirements

(consisting of both business and household uses) remained lower than annual

domestic consumption rates until the early 1960s. Rural consumption continued

to increase thereafter and by 1981 the ratio of farm service to domestic

service was roughly 2:I. However, when business proportions are subtracted

from farm totals the situation is somewhat different: the resultant farm

household requirements have always been 1ower, though by a margin which has
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been steadily shrinking since 1948. By 1981 the two household services were

basically equal.

Dividing farm business consumption totafs by the area of field crops sown

in each year yields the associated input of electricity per hectare. Results

show that the consumption of electrical energy increased from l-ess than one

to more than 85 kwh/ha over the study period. l"lultiplying consumption by the

correspondíng energy íntensities gives final figures, which indicate that on a

percentage basis electricity has been the fastest rising energy input in

modern wheat production. On an relative basis though, its increase of 637

M.l/ha is far behind the input of greatest absolut-e increase, nítrogen

fertilizer.
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TABLE 6. I

ELECTRIC I',IOTORS ON THE pRAfRtES
194 1- 1981

Year No. of Motors No. per J-00 cropped ha

1941

195 1

5 ,232

52 ,496

2OL,978

75,86I

r15 ,000

0.04

0.28

196r 1. 06

L97L 0. 34

1981 0.48

*rncl-udes all independent units greater than I hp operated in listed year.

Sources: St.atistics Canada 194I-1971. Ce¡sus of Agriculture,
series, Minister of Suppfy anaffi

ten year

Statistics Canada 1983. Farm Energy Use Survey 1981. Cat. 2I-5L9,
occasional, Minister of Suppt y and Services, Ottawa,
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TABLE 6.2

IRRIGATED PR.ATRIE CROPI,AND

Year
Total Irrigated

Area (ha)

Irrigated Wheat
Area Farms
(ha) (No. )

Irrigated Wheat to
Total Irr. Total Ítheat

Area t Area t

1950

1960

1970

1980

196, 086

239 ,564

25r,715

456 tBl.T

64,995

37.784

25, lgo

n. a.

2842

2 113

L2I4

n.a

33

16

IO

n.a

o.7

0.5

o.4

n.a

n.a. = not available

source: statistics canada 1951-l9Br. census of Aqriculture ten year
series, lvlinister of Supply and Services, Ottawa.
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TABLE 6.3

TOTAL ENERGY INPUTS FOR COMI"ION ]RRTGATION SYSTET,IS

(À11 energy costs in MJlha) *

System
Installation

Energy
Pumping
Energy

Labour
Energy

TotaI
Cost

Surface without
Runoff Recovery

Surface with
Runoff Recovery

Sol"id-set
Sprinkl-er

Hand-move
Sprinkler

Side-role
Sprinkler

Centre-pivot
Sprinkler

Travelling
Sprinkler

Trickle

11. 67

20.33

69 .4L

18. 05

22.6I

43.9

32.66

59.97

3 .98

q¿?

87 .04

90.89

90.89

97 .67

I77 .36

54.94

0.05

0. 03

0.04

0. 50

o.25

0.01

0.04

0.01

r5.70

25.79

156.49

IO9.44

r13 . 75

141. 58

210. 06

rI4.92

*Based on a one cm net irrigation requirement,
efficiency and zero pumping J_ift.

75 percent pumping

source: Batty' c. i., Hamad, s. N., and Kerler, J. 1975. Energy rnputs To
Irrigation. J. of the Ïrriqation and Dra e Division (ASCE),
101: 293-307 .
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TABLE 6.4

AGRICULTURÀL CONSUI\,IPTTON oF ELECTRTCITY
IN hIESTERN CANADA

Farm Busines
Use (kwh X 10

Percentage Service
By Hydro

Energy Intensity
MJlk¡¡¡t'*

Equivalent
Cost (t.]¡

IYear *

19 48 4.65

1953 80 4.96

19 58 58 6. s5

t963 50 7.01

I968 7.26

197 3 46 7 .39

L977 41 7 .70

1981 43 7"50

*Calculated as 62.5 percent of farm service total as listed in Statistics
Canada 1948-1981 Electric power Statistics , Vol. If. Cat. 57-202, annual,l"linister of Suppl y and Services, Ottawa.

**Hydro-electric contributions calculated at 3.6 MJ/kwh and the remainder
at 10. 58 MJlkv,th.

11.5s8

108.711

286.725

528.961

865.923

I,294.L62

L t7IB.5r2

2,034,792

85 53.806

539. 514

1, 878. 101

3,710. 750

6,289 .375

9,57O.625

L3,233,L25

15,258.750
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TABLE 6.5

CONSUI"IPTION OF ELECTRICAL ENERGY IN PRAIRIE
WHEAT PRODUCTION 1948-198I

Year
Annua1 Business
Use (kl,¡hlfarm

customer) *

Consumption
kt'{hrzha

Intensity
ILI,/khnr 't *

Equivalent
Energy Cost.

MJ/ha

1948

1953

19 58

1963

1968

L973

I917

1981

I, I20

I,645

2 ,2OO

3,346

5, 145

7,469

9,336

I0,316

0.66

5. 8s

15. 96

28.L2

41. 38

63. 59

79.32

85. 30

4.65

4.96

6. 55

7.01

7 .26

7 .39

7 .70

7 .50

3.08

29. 03

r04. 53

I97.73

300.54

470.26

610.78

639.68

*Farm business use from column one, Table 6.4,
customers in each year.

divided by the number of farm

**From Table 6.4.
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VTI. FERTILTZERS

The Soil Environment

Among the most important environmental factors known to influence plant

growth: temperature, moisture supply, radiant energy, composition of

atmosphere, gas content of the soil, soil reactions, biotic factors and the

supply of mineral nutrient elements (Tisdale and Ne1son, Ig75), it is the

supply of minerar nutrients which is the most easily artered and

significantly conditioned by man's agricultural efforts. Traditional prairie

practices have always relied heavily on the nutrient reserves of the native

grassland soils to support field production, and while some fertilizers in

organic form have historically been applied in the attempt to maintain

fertility and build good soil tilth, it was not until the late 1940s that the

need for synthetic supplements became widespread. since that time

application of inorganic fertilizers has been responsible for much of the

production increases in Western Canada.

The history of fertilizer use in Western Canada can be best described

with reference to the fundamental principles of general ecosystem

developmenÈ. Composed of fresh litter, plant material, soil biomass, the

microbial byproducts of decomposition, enzl,rnes and material in various stages

of humificationr soil organic matter is the major storehouse and supplier of

more than one-half the essential nutrients of pl-ant growth, and by extension

is particularly important in providing the nitrogen, phosphorus, sulfur and

micronutrients necessary or corrìrnerciaÌ crop productíon (Campbell and

Bied.erbeck, 1980). Mature ecosystems (i.e. grassl-and climax) compared. tc>

younger or developing ones (i.e. anthropogenic sub-c1i¡rax) possess a far

greater capacity to entrap and hol-d nutrients for cycling within the

plant-soil- environment and support a much greater biomass than the

cornparative monoculture (odum, 1969) . Nitrogen fixation of natural grassJ,and
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at I kq,/N/year is approxinately double that of typical cul-tivated soils

(Vlassak et al., L973¡ PauI et a]., 1971), while biomass production can be

expected to be almost four tímes as great (Coupland and Dyne, LgTg) .

rn the evorutionary sense of seral development, the practice of

intensive agriculture reduces the voLume of both above ground and below

ground vegetation (e.9. shoots, roots and litter) and affects a regression to

the younger successional state. In a sub-climax soil the setback will be

accompanied by a gradual depletion of the nutrient poot through the process

of harvest removal, erosion, leaching, volatilization and denitrification,

and eventually lead to a situation where the antecedent high productivity of

the younger system can be maintained only with a compensating input of

nutrients from external sources. This is only a small part of the story, for

in addition to fertilization the inputs of irrigation, insect and. weed

control, genetic selection and machinery are also required, but for purpose

of clarity fertilization can be focused upon as a constituent in isolation.

When the majority of Prairie cropland was first broken around the turn

of the century there was a wealth of primary elements stored in the native

grassland soil-s following thousands of years of continuous deposition. with

Èhe beginnings of systematic crop production large and initially rapíd

decreases in soil organic matter occurred. The process was especially rapid

during the early years of cultivation (Campbell et al., 1976) and by the

I930s the situation had become serious. (As one report noted, the rise of

fertilizer sales experienced at this time was in direct response to the fact

that "ingred.ients necessary for healthy growth had been taken from the soil"

(Dominion Bureau of statistics, 1932, p. 4.)). By 1981, only an estimated 40

to 60 percent of origínal nutrient reserves on average remained (Rennie,

1979), while on badly-erodecl sites lows of as little as fO and 20 percent.
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have been recorded (PauI and Rennie, l-g]g). In the same year rates of

fertil-izer application reached an all time high with a combined input of just

over 40 kg per cropped hectare. In the wider perspective of ecosystem

development, it can be said that man, in his agricultural pursuits, maximizes

for net primary production; that is, for the quantity of phytomass available

for harvest at the year's end. However the agronomic costs pursuing the

strategy are high, and in terms of fertilizer use alone costs wilt rise in

the future.

Where nutrient inputs are not of a level sufficient to compensate for

loss, the depletion of soil reserves under intensive cultivation (where

erosion is not controlLed) wilI lead to eventual soil steri].ity. If erosion

is control-led, however, it is estimated that under conventional practices a

steady state may be attained around the year 2000. At this point nutrient

leve1s will be expected to sta-bilize at approximately 20 to 25 percent of the

native grassland content (voroney et al., rggr) . yet the removal of

nutrients in harvested grain still exceeds those which are applied annually,

and with present rates of removal being three times higher than harvest

losses (Laverty et a1., 1976) the use of fertilizer in Western Canada must

increase significantry before any eguilibrium is reached. That is, of

course, if the present levels of producLion are to be maintained.

There are in total approximately 20 elements which may be categorized

either as micro- or macronutrients essential to plant growth. out of this

group it is the nitrogen (N), phosphorus (p) and potassium (K) which are

::equired in the largest amounts (hence macronutrients) and which constitute

the three fundamental building blocks of conventional crop production.

Nitrogen, the most important of the three and required in the largest

amounts' fulfíl.l-s both a structural and metabolic rol-e in living plant

matter. structurally it serves as an integrar part of the chlorophyrJ-
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molecule (which captures the sun's energy for photosynthesis), and

metabolically is a fundamental constituent of plant protein synthesis.

Adeguate supply is associated with vigorous vegatative development and deep

green colour. Phosphorus functions as a secondary but critical element in

the energy transfer reaction, phosphorylation. Through its operation the

phosphorylation process Lowers the activation energy l-evel of chemical

exchange, overcomes a set of otherwise unfavourable thermodynamic conditions

and effectively increases the number of chemical reactions vitat to the

plant's life processes. Phosphorus is considered essentiat to good seed

formation and is associated with earry prant maturity and. ful-r root

development. Potassium is not, as both nitrogen and phosphorus are, an

integral part of the plant's molecular make-up, but acts rather as the

critical- catalyst in rnore than half a dozen independent physiological

processes (Tisdale and. Nelson, 1975). A deficiency in this nutrient greatly

reduces potential yield.

Fertilizer Applications

rn Canada' surprisingly, data on the actual quantities of fertilizer

applied in agriculture do not exist. However, owing to the fact that costs

of storage and difficulties of winter carryover to the producer are

prohibitive, detailed records of d.omestic sales wiIl be considered reflective

of actuar use. The total quantities of N, p and K supplied by chemical

fertilizers in Prairie agriculture between 1948 and 1981 have been calculated

in Tabre 7.1. (Prior to 1948, the use of fertirizers was minimal; that which

did exist was composed primarily of manures and conditÍoned animal

byproducts. Tn 1941 sales of ammoniurn phosphates were approximately

7 
' 
500 t) " Inputs I,vere calculated on the basis of ttre nutrient content of

direct forms only; mixed fertilizers while they are, of course, applied, are

used in amounts so small that their exclusion from the total consumption of
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nutrients wil-L be negligibJ-e. Manures and other organics were excluded on

the same basis; however, it should be noted that even if their quantities

were substantial such use would be excluded on enefgetic around.s alone --
they are the non-assignable byproducts of a different industry. The general

trend of fertilizer use in Western Canada is one of constantly increasing

use. Several periods show especially rapid increases; for example between

1948 and 1953 and between 1958 and 1963 where consumptions doubled and

tripled respectively. overall usage increased from roughly 14,000 to over

800,000 t between 1949 and 1981. rn terms of a constituent breakdown, p was

the most heavily applied nutrient until the early 1960s. potassium had its

first usage recorded in 1963 and has increased marginally since then. In

1963 as well N became the most widely used fertilizer and by I9B1 comprised

virtually four-fifths of overall use.

Deriving the quantity of primary nutrients applied to the prairie wheat

crop required the assumption that all fertilizer be allocated to and prorated

across each of the five principal field crops grown in the region.

Methodologically the assumption may appear somewhat sirnplistic, but in

reality it is all that is actually required. Five cropsr namely, wheat,

oats, barley, frax and cano]-a, occupy the vast najority of seeded and

fertilized land in the Prairies. Of these five, four have identical rates of

recommended application. Only canola displays a departure from the norm with

slightly greater inputs of N, but it covers too small an area to be

important. The use of chemical fertilizers in Prairie wheat production for

each year in the time series are presented in Table 7.2.

No distinction was made in application rates between wheat sown

to stubbLe or wheat sown to summer-falrow land. The quantity of each

primary nutrient applied to the wheat crop is simply the product of total
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quantities consumed (frorn Table 7.1) and the proportion of wheat to total

field-crop area, divided by the number of wheat hectares in each of the

corresponding years. Clearly applications differ bet:**een stubbte and

summer-falIow seeding (especialLy in terms of N), but for the purposes of

this study such a distinction would disctose no additional information or

serve any instructive purpose -- what it would require is a set of cumulative

and increasingly speculative assumptions. As many hectares receive no

fertilizer at all' average rates are typically less than actual field rates.

Inputs of chemical- fertilizer to wheat agriculture have risen

dramatically over the past thr:ee decades. Over the first decade of study

increases were moderate, doubling from just under one kgrlha to just under two

kg/\a. However after mechanized practices were in place by the late 1950s

increases were much more rapid, rising more than an order of magnitude

between 1958 and 1968, and almost tripJ-ing again by the final year of study

198I- Fertilizer consumption has shown one of the greatest percentage

increases of a1l inputs to modern wheat production. This growth is shown in
Figure 7.1. As can be seen from the compound line graph, applications of

each N, P and K have followed a simiLar pattern of increase. In absolute

terms -- much as in the case of regional consumption -- quantities of N

applied were initially lov¡er than P, but by the early 1960s the two had risen

to equal Ievels. The situation changed dramaticatly thereafter with N being

applied in even greater amounts. By 1981 it was being supplíed at roughly

3.5 times Lhe rate of P by weight. This Cevelopment of course had its

foundation in the pre-existing and evol_ving conditions of the soil_

environment: an earry emphasis on p was consistent with the

characteristically low levels of availabitity in prairie soils (Beaton,

1980); while the increasing dependence on N can be directly related to the

ongoing depletion of natives reserves.
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As stated earLier, increases in the use of fertilizer have followed a

more or less constant pattern over time. Yet several breaks in what

otherwise would have been a straight-line Iinear increase after the early

1"960s are worthy of mention. The first and foremost anomaly in fertilizer

use happened in 1969, and its occurrence was the direct response to falling

grain prices. In a market which had been declining for a number of years

world wheat prices fell to record breaking lows in 1968. fn Canada, the

nominal price of wheat which had been $65 per tonne in the nid-1960s fetl- to

$49. Calculated in constant dollars the real price of wheat \das lower than

it had ever been since the Great Depression. In response the federal

government instituted its "Less rnventory For Tomorrow" (LIFT) program which

essentially encouraged producers not to plant wheat in the attempt to buoy up

prices and so avoid overproduction. Areas sown to wheat were halved and the

idling of productive land became widespread. In 1969 alone summer-fallow

plantings rose to capture over 90 percent of seeded areas. Fertilizer use

fell accordingly. Applications which had reached close to 16 kg/ha in 1968

dropped to roughly 9 kg/ha one year later. World prices recovered. quickty

thereafter -- V'Testern Canada spring wheat setling for 968 per tonne ín L972

leaped to $165 in 1973 -- and the LIFT progran was discontinued. plantings

increased, the proportion of sum¡ner fallow in the Prairies decreased and

fertilizer apprications regained their earlier rate of increase.

Two anomalies occured in the trend line after I969i one ín L974-Igi5,

and another in 1979-1980, and both are best exp'tained by fertiJ-izer price

increases. Fertilizers show one of the lowest indexed price increases

between 1948 and 1973 (Statistics Canada, 1984). The cost of fertilizer was

slightty lower in 1970 than what it- had been in 1960, and only marginally

higher than what it was in 1948. Not until 19'74, in response to the rapidly

rising price of its major feedstock, fossil fue}, did the price of fertilizer
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increase significantty. Prices rose one-third by 1975, one-third by 1979 and

another one-third by 1981. The result of these increases was a comprete

turn-around in farm input pricing: by rggr fertilizer had become the

commodity with one of the highest indexed increases of al-l inputs. The shock

of these prices increases can be seen in the temporary leveling, decreasing

and increasing of fertirizer use throughout the 1970s (Figure 7.r).

From the developments of the past decade it is clear that price has an

appreciable and immediate impact on fertilizer consumption. However, what is
also elear is that after such shocks have been internalized., consumption has

shown a tendency to regain its former rate of increase. rn fact if one

extends the major trend line of the 1960s into the late I97Os, actual

applícation rates were only marginally lower than what could have been

predicted from extrapolation (Figure 7.I). yet in the face of such input

cost increases, the price of wheat has not kept pace. rn real prices

producers were receiving in 19BI about one-half what they were getting for a

tonne of wheat in 1973! of course, in the near future the price of wheat

might increase, but as evidenced by increasing production in several of
Canada's major export customers (e,g. China and India) the chances of this
coming about are slim. rn this price scenarío fertilizer inputs cannot

continue to increase indefinitely. To remain economic future production

practices must reduce the cost of this input by (1) improving the efficiency

of use, and by (2) using less expensive and less energy intensive forms.

Enerqies of Fertil-izer Synthesis and Use

Nitrogen

Earlf in the era of chemical fertilizer application the majority of N

supplied to the Prairie wheat crop was mostly as a component of commonÌy

used phosphatic materials. on a nutrient basis by weight N compri.sed
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anywhere between 11 and 18 percent of these materials by weight. However as

the native N reserves of the grassl-and soils diminished under intensifying

agriculture practice, the need for direct applications and higher grades

became widespread. Ammonium nitrate (34-0-0) became commercially available

in l'Jestern Canada in 1945, and was followed by urea (46-0-0) 15 years 1ater.

Not gaining widespread acceptance until the mid-197Os, anhydrous arnmonia

(82-0-0) was first marketed in the mid-I95Os. Nitrogen solutions were

introduced to the Prairie market in 1965, and a broad array of other

nitrogenous materials, including ammonium sulfate, ammonium nitrate phosphate

and urea combinations were developed and became available in the late t96Os

and early 1970s. Table 7.3 lists the various materials contributing to the

consumption of fertilizer N in wheat production over time. The calculations

incorporate assunptions identified under the preceding subsection and, as in

Tables 7.r and. 7.2, incrude the input of direct applications onry. A1l

commonly used varieties have been colJ-apsed into five categories and lísted

accordingly (as calculations were made on a more disaggregated basis such

aggregating does not affect totals). Arnmonium phosphate was including in the

listing -- even though it is more conmonly referred to as a phosphatic

fertilizer -- because of its significant N content.

As the percentage of total N supplied by urea and anhydrous ammonia

increased and surpassed the percentages of N supplied by each of the ammonium

sulfates, nitrates and phosphates in the mid-r97os, the shipping ratio

(defined as the quantity of material divided by the quantity of nutrients)

dropped, farring from approximatery 6.7 in 1958 to about 3.0 in l98l.

Anhydrous ammonia, with an N fraction of 82 percent, by 1977 was tJre largest

single supplier of N, constituting roughly one*third of total- applications to

the wheat crop. In 1981 urea \das the second largest supplier of N and, with

a 46 percent N fraction, was most heavily applied material.
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The drift towards greater utilization of anhydrous ammonia in a era of

rising energy and fertilizer prices is a natural development. Anhydrous

ammonia, utÍlizing hydrocarbons for both fuel and feedstock purposes, is the

source and starting point for virtually all nitrogenous fertilizers produced

in Western Canada, which when applied directly the single most inexpensive

source of inorganic N. Major expansion in Western Canadars N production took

place in the I970s, with the new facilities increasing both a¡runonia and urea

capacity by 150 and 450 percent respectivery (Rennie et al., 1979).

Virtually all ammonia and downstream nitrogenous fertilizers consumed in

I{estern Canada are produced }ocalIy. The abundance and availa-bility of

low-cost fossil fuels has directed the location of the industry to Alberta,

and has made the use of natural gas the feed.stock for ammonia synthesis. The

fírst petrochemical plant in North America to utilize natural gas in the

steam reforming process was in fact constructed in Alberta in 194I. Ammonia

itself is produced commercialty by the Haber-Bösch process in the catalytic

reaction of pure hydrogen and atmospheric nitrogen (Blouin and Davis , ;-1TS).

Several sources of hydrogen other than natural gas can serve as the feedstock

for the process; for example, naptha (from steam reforming), fuel oil (from

partial oxidation), and coal (from gasification), however, the ease of

hanoling and the lower production costs of the accompanying process have mad.e

natural gas the feedstock of greatest importance worldwide. ( It is important

to recognize that although costs differ between each method of production alt

are energy intensive processes, regardless of the hydrogen source. As a

gerteral rule, the energy cost of production increases as the C:H ratio of the

feedstock increases. )

Focusing on the manufacture of anhydrous ammonia, changes in the GER of

its production over time serve as an excellent example of the effects

improvements in technology can have in historical energy accounting. Data on
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the energy costs of its synthesis were collected for a period spanning 50

years of continuous processing advancement, beginning with 1930 and ending

with the requirements of the most modern techniques in 1980. They are

presented in Figure 7.2. The actual drop in the energy consumed per unit of

product over this time period has been dramatic, falting from 365 to

approximatety 30 lal/kg, an order of magnitude difference. Such advances have

been facilitated by the utilization of preferred fuels and feedstocks,

improvements in unit operations, increased scales of production and. overall

engineering d.esign integration. Advances in several of the processing steps

as wel-I as the integration of heating and power requirements (for example,

high pressure byprod.uct steam produced in larger plants provides the power

required by major compressors (Ennis and Lesur, L977) ) have given more

efficient operation, and since the late 1940s plants have increased in

size from 150t,/day to l500t/d.ay capacities.

Further efficiency gains in ammonia synthesis are, of course, entirely

possible, but as evídenced by the approaching asymptotic and thermodynarnic

limits in Figure 7.2, improvements of any significance are highly unlikely.

The two best claims for efficiency today are a world scale plant in Fort

Saskatchewan, Alberta with a cost of roughty 31 I'{J/kg ammonia (Chemical

Engineering, 1980) and an operation in Ohio with an estj:nated requirement of

29 MJ/kg (Ricci, 1979) 
"

Urea, the second largest supplier of fertilizer N to wheat production,

incorporates anhydrous arÌmonj a and its production byproduct cor. As a

resul-t, the urea manufacturing prant is typically part of the ammonia

production complex, and on a nutrient basis the product is more energy

expensive than ammonia itself" So expensive is it, that it is one of the

most energy intensive suppliers of inorganic N. Disaggregating energy

requirements from the botton up, ammonia constitutes the largest single input
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cost at approximately 27 MJ/kg of product. Conversion of the ammonia to urea

solution requires 5.5 I'U/kg, and further processing another 4.I or 2.5 MJ/kg

depending on its for-m. Summing each cost, the total will be either 36.6 or

35.0 MJlkg of prilled or granular product, or 79.5 and 76.L tqJ/kg of N.

fhe average North American energy requirements for anhydrous ammonia,

urea and a number of other comrnonly used nitrogenous fertilizers have been

collected in Table 7.4. Included in the List are values for a number of

additional P and K based materials which are applied regularly in prairie

grain agriculture. costs were drawn largely from surveys conducted

throughout Canada and the U.S. by the International Fertilizer Development

Center (l'ludahar and Hignett, 1982) and represent the actual consumption

ratios for plants operating in L979. Data in the study were calculated

across alì- production technologies, ranging from those of the ol-dest least

efficient plants to those of the most modern and efficient design, and

subsequently display little resemblance to often cited single plant or

battery-lirnit estimates. In production requirements, N is by far the most

energy intensj-ve chemical fertilizer; on average it is three to four times

more expensive than P and ten times as expensive as K.

Before computing the equivalent energies of N in Prairie production, two

importants sets of calculations are required. First, in the attempt to

develop a truer picture of actual requirements for the 33 year period of this

study, and basing calcul-ations on the fact that the technological

efficiency gains of ammonia synthesis can be transferred directly onto the

associated p.roduction costs of all downstream products, the energy costs of

the major N suppliers were adjusted for each interval ín the time seríes.

These values have been collected in Tab]e 7"5. Between t94B and 1981 the

drop in the GERs for anhydrous ammonia (98.4 to 57.2 MJ/kg), urea (119.0 to
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77.8 l'LJ/kg) and arnmonium nitrate (113.8 Lo '72.6 MJ/kg) have all been

significant.

second, in the attempt to capture changing application habits (i.e.

the fractional contribution of each type of N fertilizer to total use) the

approximate energy intensities of N by weight as applied was calculated for

each year in the time series. The example of 1981 is shown in Table 7.6. In

that year the energy cost of one kg of N vras 6s.9 w/kg. By including this

calculation and technoJ-ogical adjustments, the resultant energy intensitíes

of N in each period will encompass and reflect the results of both improved

manufacturing efficiency and a shift towards tJ:le use of higher analysis

products. The final calculations of N supplied to the Prairie wheat crop are

the product of the mass of N applied and the energy intensity of the

material. Energy equivalents for each year in the time series are shown in

Table 7.7.

The total increase in the cost of fertilizer N consumed in prairie wheat

production has been dramatic. Rising from a negligible 17 tv,J/ha in 1948 to

just over 2000 MJ/ha in 1981 the change is equal to two orders of magnitude.

rn 1981 N was the second highest energ'y cost in wheat production (only a few

points behind fuel) and the fastest rising input of all.

Phosphorus

Since the beginning of modern agriculture in Western Canada, phosphatic

materials have always made up the targest mass of chemical fertilizers

applied, and untj.l the early I960s it was in fact the supply of phosphorus --

not N -- which was of greatest concern to producers. Yet while it was

recognized early on that native soil alkalinity could be overcome by

annual applications of P, the actual biogeochemical condition of prairie

soils has not improved with time. Conventional cropping practices have
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exacerbated the situation where since cultivation began removaL has

continually exceeded inputs (Racz, 19Bl).

In simple form, the manufacture of phosphatic fertilizers which comprise

the overall P input invol-ves a process which starts with the solubilization

of various phosphate ores derived from a number of dissimilar beneficiation

and mixing operations. The ores,originating in deposits which have evolved

from various natural processes, can be divided into five categories: marine

phosphorite, apatite of igneous origin, residual deposits, phosphatized rock

and dried avian excrement (guano). Some four-fifths of world production

comes from the phosphates of sedimentary marine origin, of which the U.S. is

the J-argest producer (Cathcart, 19BO).

There are few suitable phosphate deposits in Canada with any real

economic potential. Therefore, where the finished phosphate products are not

imported directly, the Canadian fertilizer industry obtains its primary

requirement from rock mined chíefly ín Ftorida and to a l-esser degree in the

\'{estern states of ldaho, l"lontana and Utah. Such imports require transport by

rail of distances margins anywhere from a few hundred to several thousand

kilometers. Supplies up until now have come from high-quality ores 1ow ín

gangue; however, in the future it is expected that such materials will soon

be depleted and replaced by poorer quality or moïe expensive grades (Lehr,

1980). Average grades of ore now being mined in FÌorida are about five to

six percent P.

Phosphate rock in the U.S. in mined principally in open-pit operations

where recovery methods -- and energy costs -- differ widely according to

overburden thickness, and the structure and stratigraphic sequences of ore

beds. Concentrating is performed in downstream crushing operations fol-lowed

by hydr:o-separation or flotation to remove impurities" Rock at this stage is

reacted with sul-furic or phosphoric acid in a chemical process to convert the
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phosphate into a form readily usabJ-e by crops. The important products of

sulfur-acidulation are ordinary or single superphosphate (at about nine

percent P by weight) -- and, of course, phosphoric acid itself __ and from

the,phosphorous-aciduration concentrated on triple superphosphate (at

approximately 20 percent P by weight). The two superphosphate products can

be applied directly to the croprwhile the byproduct phosphoric acid is either

routed back for use in further phosphorus-acidulation operations or used

directly in a subsequent manufacturing process, with ammonia, to produce

ammonium phosphate. rn canada it is the ammonium phosphates in

concentrations of 11-48-0, 11-55-O and 18-46-0, which are used most widely

in supplying P to the prairie wheat crop.

In terms of the energy costs of phosphate production, the mining of the

sulfur input is by far the largest requirement. Consuming on average 9.3

MJ/kg of S, sulfur production alone accounts for close to one-third the costs

of ammonium phosphate fertilizers -- that is of course excruding the

associated energy costs of ammonia. Energies consumed in the production of
diamrnonium phosphate (DAp) -- which are basically the same as those consumed

in monoammonium phosphate (MÀp), the most popular variety of phosphatic

fertiLizer in Western Canada -- are presented in Table 7.8. rncl-uded in the

table are the energy requirements associated with using recovered S, which in
western canada (with one of the rargest supplies in the worrd) is the primary

source of alf production requirements. Meeting virtually ar] its

manufacturing needs with S recovered from sour and refinery gas (Rennie et

â1 " , L979) the production of ammonium phosphates in the prairies shows a 25

percent saving in energy requirements over the Frasch sulfur route more

commonly used in the U.S.

The major phosphatic fertilizers consumed in Prairie wheat production in

sel-ected years are shown in Tabf e 7 " 9. By a l-arge margin the a¡runonium
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phosphates are the major carriers of inorganic P; in fact, they were the only

suppliers until the late I960s. l,lithin this group itself there has been a

slight shift towards higher analysis varieties, reflected in a minor

improvement in the shipping ratio between l-977 and I98I. Ammonium nitrate

phosphate inputs have fallen off since first use in 1968, while applications

of both urea phosphate and ammonium phosphate solution became appreciabl-e in

I98I.

Phosphatic fertilizers were not adjusted to incorporate efficiency

improvements in their synthesis over time. Considering the relative

magnitude of the input and its cost (in comparj_son to N for example) such

calculations would have had only a minor effect. Moreover, as there has been

only a slight change in the constituents of overall use, it was not

considered necessary to adjust for proportional contributions. Therefore the

GER of P from fertilizer DAP at 9.3 lal/kg was employed as a constant value

throughout the study period and used in the construction of Table 7.10, the

energy equivalents of phosphatic fertilizers consumed in prairie wheat

production. Quantities of applied P and the associated energy costs have

shown a substantial increase between 1948 and 1981, and although used in

lesser quantities and energetically cheaper to produce than fertil_izer N, the

seventeen-fold rise from 4.7 raÏ/ha to 78.1 MJ/ha and the levels themsefves

are both significant.

Potassiqn

Potassium. although it represents agricutture's third most important

fertilizer nuLrient, is used in western canada in quantitíes far less than

those of either N or P. Having its first widespread usage recorded no more

than two decades ago its consumption is onJ-y just now becoming appreciabl-e:

in 1981 apprication rates for the first t-ime surpassed one kg,/ha. poÈassic

fertilizers have been given a variety of informal- and interchangreable names,
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most notably amongst them are potash, muriate of potash and sylvinite.

However' alf are synon)¡mous with various chlorÍde salts and sulfates which

serve as the principal carriers and out of this group it is the mineral

potassium chroride (Kcl) which is of greatest economic importance. The word

potassium originates from the New Latin potassa, a term which denotes the

original source of the element "pot ash", a white coloured lye-like residue

of the wood ash evaportated in cast iron pots by early agriculturalists.

Potassium, as the lithosphere's seventh most conmon element, is found in
large deposits in several areas through the world. !{estern Canadars deposits

at an estimated 50 billion tonnes are the largest and one of the richest,

supplying on average cl-ose to 25 percent of world demand. The prairie ore

body stretching some 750 km across central saskatchewan and western Mani-toba

was initiarly discovered in 1943, but it was another 20 years before

production became continuous. Ten mines, all in Saskatchewan, now work the

deposits: nine by conventionar room and pillar techniques and one by a

solution mining in a process where underground ores are dissolved by a

reducing agent in site and brought to the surface in solution form. Through

both methods the refined produce granular KCI with an average 50 percent K

analysis by weight is the finished material.

The manufacturing of K-fertilizer, unlike that of either N or p, is a

rather straÍghtforward process, involving production of a single product by

one industry, performing both production and refinement at a single location.

Because of this, analysis of the industry's energy requirements requires

Little more than a comparison of fuels and el,ectricity consumed with

quantities produced.

The t^lestern Canada potash industry had existed roughly 10 years before

the data on its operations became publicly avail-able. After 1973 statistical

sources began recording rudimentary d.ata on various aspects of the industry's
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performance (statistics canada, r974a¡ rg74b; r97ga; l97Bb, 1983). rn 1973

the industry consumed 23.2g7 pJ (415.12 X 106 m3 natural gas, 3,425 X tO3 t
?diesel fueJ-,.806.97 x tOr 1 gasorine, 6j3.4g x r03 t heavy fuel oir, 655.42 x

?Lor 1 right fuel oif , 311.87 x to3 t L.p.c. and 6g7.'tB x 106 kvüt¡ etectricity)
in the production of 3.700 x to6 t of K. simply dividing overarr consumption

by total producti-on yierds an average energy intensity of 6.3 ral/kg of K.

Comparable intensities for 1977 and 1981 are, respectively, 6.0 and 5.7 qal/kg

of K. The fuel and electricity figures from which these values were derived

include not only extraction and mirling requirements but the requirements of
building, heating and lighting, and business-rel-ated transport. rntensities
were the calculated average of both shaft-and solution-mining techniques.

Energy intensities were also calculated from data collected in an

industry-wide survey conducted in western Canada in I982. Comparing energy

consumption to production output, an intensity of 3.8 w/kg was calculated

from the information r received, although in this instance computed

intensities reflect only the requirement of the extraction and milling of ore

in shaft mines: solution-mining energy requirements would not be disclosed

by the company involved. Estimates in the u.s., however, put the cost per

unit of production at approximately four times the cost of shaft-mining

methods (B1ouin, 1974), which in the case of this study would be roughly 15

l'fi/kg of K. The suggestion is that the original investment for solution
mines in terms of capitat energy costs are low, low enough in fact to offset
its substantially higher operating requirements. However no data exist to
support this contention. rn the only other solution mine in North America

(located in the southern U.S.) concentration of the extracted solution is
performed in above ground open-aír lagoons by solar evaporation in the

attempt to reduce drying costs.
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The energy intensities calculated from statistical sources were believed

to offer the fullest description of actual conditions, and were therefore

employed in computing application energy costs. The quantities of potassic

fertilizer applied in Prairie wheat production between I94B and l-9BI and the

corresponding energy intensities have been assembLed in Table 7.I1. The

value of 6.3 MJ/kg for 1973 was applied where intensities \¡rere unavail-ab1e

for earlier years. From the data it is clear that the energy equivalent of

fertilizer K consumption has always been small, in part owing to the fact

that positioned above one of the most extensive ore bodies in the world the

soils originally had an adequate K content and. Iow fertilLzer requirement.

However, increases in both application rate and energy cost over the Last

interval in the time series has brought the input to a position of a little

more significance.
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FIGURE 7. I

CHE¡,IICAL FERTILIZERS CONSUI',IED IN
PFAIRIE WHEAT PRODUCTION
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FIGURE 7.2
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sources: rFrAS L915. Energy Analysis And Economics. worksho p Report No. 9,
Tnternational- Federation of Tnstitutes for Advanced study, Lidingo,
Sweden, 109 pp.;

0

Greenberg,8., Hill, G. T., and Newburger, D. J.Ig'79.
tr{arket Prices, And Process Innovation: The Case Of The

Regulatign,
Ammonia

Industry" WestvÍew Press,
Ennis, R. and Lesur, F. p.

Boulder, CO, 24:- pp.i
L971 . How Small NH" Plants Compete.
¡ L2L-I24; and Cheméntator 1980.Hydrocarbon Processinq 5612

Chemical Engineerinq 87(18): 19.
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TABLE 7.1

PRI}{ÀRY NUTRIENTS IN COMMON FERTILIZERS
CONSUI¡IED IN I^IESTERN CANADA AGRICULTURE

(411 quantities in '000 tonnes)

Year Nitrogen (N) Phosphorus (P) * potassium (f) ** Total-

1948 5.29 8.90 l_4. 19

1953 I1.07 16.52 27 .59

I958 10. 75 1I. 34 22.09

1963 42.67 39. 38 0.05 82.09

1968 I19.73 103.04 1. 89 284.66

lo?" 228.62 89. 07 r. 86 319.56

I977 369. 50 11r.50 2.00 483.00

1981 617. 11 168.8I 30. 83 8l-6.72

*Conversion: P^0_
¿5

X 0.4364 = P

**Conversion: K20 X 0.8302 = K

Derived from: statistics canada Lg4B-r977. Fertírizer Trade. cat
46-207, annual, l4in ister of Supply and Services, Ottawa,
and WFCA 1981" Annual Retait Fertil_izer Sales Survey,
Western Canada Fertil-izer Association, Calgary, AB.
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TABLE 7.2

APPLTCATIONS OF NITROGEN, PHOSPHORUS AND
POTASSIUM TO PRAIRIE WHEAT

Area Sown To Vlheat*
As a proportion
of principal

ha grains (percent)

Application Rates

v
(kglha) **

Total
N K

Year 10-

1948

1953

I9 58

1963

I968

197 3

r977

198 I

9 ,452

L0 t268

9,450

10,618

LL,967

8,419

9 t7g4

12,I2O

(sz¡

( 6o)

( s0)

( 65)

(64)

( s3)

(ss)

( 60)

0.3 0.5

o.7 1.0

o.7 0.7

2.5 2.4

oo 5.6

0.9

I.7

0.1 15

0.1 26.8

40. 6

4

9

6

1

4

12.5 4.9 0.1 17. 5

20.5 6.2

30. 7 8.4 1.5

*Areas from Statistics Canada 1948-1981. Field Crop Reportinq Series.
Cat. 22-002, seasonal, Minister of Supply anC Services, Ottawa.

**Quantities calculateC by equating percentage wheat area cf principat grains
with consumption figures from Tabre 7.1, and dividing the rèsult by
hectares sown to wheat.



TABLE 7.3

MAJOR NITROGENOUS FERTILIZERS SUPPLTED TO THE PRAIRTE
VIHEAT CROP TN SELECTED YEARS

('000 tonnes)

Fertilizer Material
1958

l,laterial- N content
I968

Material- N content
L977

I,4aterial N content
1981

lnlaterial N Content

Nitrogen
Fraction

Anhydrous Ammonia

Ammoni-um Nitrate*

Urea* *

Ammonium Sulphate

N-solution

Ammonium Phospha¡s***

Total N

o -82

0"34

o .46

o.2L

o.28

o -I2

o -23

3. 1r

1. 07

32.77

0. t9 5. 19 4.26 77.67 63.69

64.45

34.59

6.2A

4.92

29.28

160. r0 13r. 28

224.84 69.68

232.II 103.84

25.35 Ã ?')

42.55 11.91

404.39 48.24

370.27

2.94

I. 06 233.02 6I.26 2L8.75

28.20 8.37 75.20

o.22 l_6.77 3. 50 ?o o2

5.73 1.60 17.58

90 254.69 36-20 244-OO

5.38

3

115 - 21 203.2L

Shípping Ratio: euantity Material 6.73 4.54 3.26
Quantity N

*Tncludes ammoni-um nitrate phosphate in 27-r4-o and za-23-o anaryses**Combine<1 with urea phosphate ín 29-29-0 analysis***Made up of MAP (11-48-0 to 11-55-0), DAP (18-46-0), and ammonium phosphate sulphate (16-20-0 (14) ).
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TABLE 7.4

AVERÀGE GROSS ENERGY REQUTREMENTS FOR NORTH
AMERTCAN MANUFACTURE OF SELECTED NITROGENOUS,

PHOSPHATTC AND POÎASSIC FERTTLIZERS

Product
Nutrient

Fraction (t)
Average GER

MJ/kg Product \aJ/kg Nutrient

Nitrogen Fertilizers (N)
Anhydrous Ammonia
Urea: prilled

granular
Ammonium Nitrate

prilled
granular

Ammonium Sulphate
synthetic.
byproductD

N-solution

Phosphorus Fertilizers (p)
Phosphate Rockc
Single Superphosphate

granular
non-granular

Triple Superphosphate
granular
recovered sul_phur

Diammonium phosphateè
Frasch sulphur
recovered sulphur

46.9
36.6
?tr 

^

57 .2
79.5
76.r

34
34

24.9
24.4

71, L
71.8

2T
2T
22

60.0
22.4
57 .2

a2
46
46

I4

12.6

2

¿
d

L1
12.6

r.7
1.0

4.3
L.7

8.'7
8.7

0
0

1â

3.0

9-2

19. 5
11.5

2I.5
8.3

28.
9

6.0

20
2A

14.6
10.8

5

3

o?
0.4

o2
o.4

Pocassium Fertilizers (K)
potashr 50

Sulphur (S) I
Frasch process
Recovered

100
100

Sources:

all data from l"ludahar, M. S
Fertilizer. Technical BulI

OCenter, Muscle Shoals, AL.

. and Hignett, J. p. IgB2. Energy and

. IFDC-T*2O, International r'ãilffEËr-oevelopment
24I pp. r except where indicated.

Ammonium sulphate as a byproduct of coke-making in the steel industry.
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TABLE 7.4 Continued
c
UFor rlirect application purposes; dried and finely ground.
Value from Blouin, G. M. and Davis, c. H. 1975. Energy Requirements For TheProduction And Distribution of chemical- Fertilizers rn The united states.rn frocge9ings gf the Energy in Agriculture confelence-workshop, southern

"Regional 
Education Soà

costs derived from Blouin, G. M. 1974. Effects_of rncreased Energy costs on
lerf*.gl_Prgguction cosrs e"
rertirizã@Muscr-e shoals, AL. 30 pp. and Brouin andDavis I 19'75, ibid. The energy requirement of ammonia is excluded in

-nutrient column.
'Author's cal-culation of saskatchewan average of shaft and solution
omining techniques.
'Both values from Blouin and Davis , Ig75. ibid. standard Frasch process anda representative figure based on the re"oîãÇ of sulphur from sour andrefinery gas. (The desulphuration of oil exclusivery ror sulphur recoveryhas a process energy requirement of roughly 35 MJrzkg)
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TABLE 7.5

ADJUSTED ENERGY COSTS OF MÀJOR N
FERTILIZERS I948-1981*

Year
Energy Cost (Ut¿fg or N)

Anhydrous Ammonia Urea Ammonium Nitrate

1948

Ì953

1958

1963

1968

I97 3

I977

1981

98.4

q))

86.0

?oÒ

73.4

67.2

62.2

57 .2

r19.0

I12.8

106.6

100. 3

94.0

87.8

82.8

77 .8

113.8

IO7 .6

101.4

95. 1

88,8

82.6

77 .6

72.6

*1981- values from Table 7.4
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TABLE 7.6

ENERGY INTENSITY OF APPLIED NITROGEN

(Examp1e Calculation For l9B1)

Fertilizer
Materíal

Fraction of N

Supplied by
Material_ *

Energy Cost
of Nutrient**

(u,r¡t<s¡
Proportionate
Energy Cost

Anhydrous Ammonia

Urea

Ammonium Nitrate

Ammonium Phosphate

N-solution

Ammonium Sulphate

2L8,8O5/617 ,IzL

L73,069/6L7 ,I2I

LI6,I25/6l-7 ,I2l'

80,392/617 ,L2I

19,856/617 ,I2l-

8 t874/6t7 ,I2t

57 .2 20.28

77 .8 2I.82

72.6 13 .66

57 .2 7 .45

57 .2 1.84

60. 0 0.86

Energy rntensity of 1 kg of N 65.9I

*Derived from I,üCFA 1991.
Fertilizer Association,

Annual Fertilizer Sale s Survey. !{estern Canada
Calgary, AB.

**Individual val-ues from Tabfe 7.4.
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TABLE 7.7

ENERGY EQUIVALENTS OF NITROGEN
SUPPLIED TO THE PRÀTRIE V.ÌHEAT CROP

1948- 1981

Year
Applied l¡*

(kg/ha)
Energy Intensity

(tttr"'n¡
Energy Equivalent

(MJlha)

1948

1953

t9 58

196 3

1968

I973

I977

1981

0.3

o.7

7

5

9

20.5

30. 7

0

2

9

97 .2

92.5

88.0

84.4

82.6

7 4.I

70. 5

65.9

29.2

64.8

61.6

211. 0

8L7.7

926.7

L445.2

2023.L

12. 5

*Application rates from Tabl_e 7.2
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TABLE 7.8

ENERGY CONSUMED IN THE SYNTHESIS
OF DIAMMONTUM PHOSPHATE

Material or
Process Step

Frasch Sulphur
IIJ /kg Percentage

Recovered Sulphur
MJ/kS Percentage

Sulphur production
Sulphuric acid production
Phosphate rock preparation
Phosphoric acid preparation
Ammonia
Ammoniation and granulation
Product drying

Tot.a1

4.2
0.1
o.4
0.3
8.9
0.1
0.5

0.9
3.7
2.8

82.5
0.9
4.6

0.4
0.1
0.4
0.3
8.9
0.r
0.5

29.O
0.7
)q

2.2
60. 9
o.7
3.6

14.6 100 10.8 100

Sources: Blouin, G.
Fertilizer

M. I974. Effects of Increased Ene rqy Costs On
Production Costs And Technology. TVA BuIl. Y-84,

National Fertilizer Development Center, Muscle Shoals, A.L.
30 pp.; and Bl_ouin, G. M. and Davis, C. H. L975. Energy
Requirements For The production And Distribution Of Chemical
Fertilizer fn The United States.
in Agriculture Conference-lVorkshop
Board, Atlanta, GA. pp. 51-67.

fn Proceedings of the Energry
, Southern Regional Education



TABLE 7.9

MÀJOR PHOSPHATIC FERTILIZERS SUPPLIED TO THE PRAIRIE
hIHEAT CROP TN SELECTED YEARS

('000 tonnes)

Fertil-izer Material

Arunonium Phosphates* A.2I-O.24 3I.7j 5.67 233.L7 48.56 243.76 5l-.76 404.39 89.68
Ammonium Nit-rate

Phosphate** o. 06-0. I0 139. 96 17 . 38 IO3 .42 9.56 78.86 7 .34
Urea Phosphate*¡t* 0. 13

17 .46 1-86
Ammonium phosphate

Solution
14.57 2.16

Total P 5.67 65.94 6I-32 10I.04
Shípping Ratio: euantity Material_ 5. 60 5.66 5.66Quantity P 5. I4

*Predominant analyses: 11-4g-0, 11-51-0, rt-55-0, 16-20-0, and 1g_46_0.**Includes 23-23-0 and 27-14-0.
***Combined quantities of 2g-Zg-O and 34_17_0.

Phosphorus
Fraction

I958
Materiaf P content

1968
Material P content

L977
Material p content

1981
Material p content

0. 15
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TABLE 7.10

ENERGY EQUIVALENTS OF PHOSPHORUS SUPPLIED TO THE
PR.AIRTE IÁ]HEAT CROP 1948-1981

Year
Applied P*

(kg,zha)
Energy Intensity

(l,r,t7xg¡
Energy Equivalent

(1.4J,/kg )

1948

t9 53

r958

1963

1968

I97 3

I91 7

1981

0.5

1.0

o.7

2.4

5.6

4.9

6.2

8.4

o2

o?

q?

o2

9.3

o2

9.3

o?

3

5

I

6

4.1

tra 1

45.6

57 .7

78. I

22.3

*Application rates from TabIe i.2
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TABLE 7.17

ENERGY EQUIVA],ENTS OF POTASSIUM SUPPLIED TO THE
PR.ATR]E WHEAT CROP 1963-198]-*

Year
Applied K**

(ksÆa)
Energy Intensity

(MJ /ks)
Energy Equivalent

(ìaJ /ha)

r963 0. 003

1968 0. 104

l.973 0. I02

r977 0. I12

1981 1. 525

6.3 0. 019

0.655

0"643

o.674

8.692

3

3

0

7

6

6

6

5

*Potassium was not applied in significant amounts prior to 1963.

**Application rates from Table 7.2.
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VIIÏ. PESTICTDES

Nationwide it is estimated there are more than 2 r 8OO species of insects,

250 species of weed, 500 varieties of disease and 50 different nematodes

potentially threatening to Canadian agricufture. yet there are only about

300 insect and 150 weed species which occur in numbers \,varranting control,

and of this amount no more than a few dozen affect grain production annually.

Historically cuJ-tural- methods of pest management in prairie agriculture have

prevailed, however, v¡ith industrialization during the 1950s the use of

chemicals became widespread. Consumption of pestícides was l-imited in the

initial years of the study period, but by 1981 after rapid expansion some

81r000 t was being consumed annually in western Canada. rn this year alone

there were 350 different active ingredients registered for use in a broad

range of more than 17,000 products (CDA, l9g3). Out of the three main

categories of pesticide usage (insecticid.es, herbicides and fungicides)

herbicides use since the l-960s has grown the fastest and now constitutes the

major chemical input to Prairie wheat production. A brief review of both

insecticides and fungicides are in order before we turn to analyzing the

energy costs of herbicide use alone.

Insecticides

Fortunately for the Prairie grain producer, there are relatively few

insects which pose a potential threat in vtestern Canada. of the few that do,

they generally fall into the occasional pest category and requiring chemical

control only in localized areas where periodic infestations erupt and only

when existing culturaÌ and biological- methods have failed. Applications of

insecticide are Iimited therefore and be1ow levels considered significant for

the purposes of this study. Insects that infest growing wheat belong to

seven taxonomic orders, including grasshoppers and l-ocusts, wireworms and

cutv¡orms, maggots, cinch bugs, grain aphids and wheat midges. wheat stem
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sawf ies, and hessian f lies (peterson, 1965, I,{DA, Iggt) . Insects which inf est

stored grain include beetles, moths and v¿eevils (CDA, l97g). on an annual

basis it is estimated that current losses from infestation are no more than

ten percent and one percent, respectively, of field and stored grain (Turnock

and Samborski. 1980).

Traditionally, control of insects was attained by cuttivation (which

served to disturb the insects nurturing environment by bringing unhatched

eggs and larvae to the soil surface) and the frequent rotation of crops

(which served to change the species of host prants). poison bairs-

consisting mainly of a grain carrier laced with arsenic, prais green,

nicotene sulfate or rotenone, first came to be used around the turn of the

century. As stomach poisons, they were placed randomly about fields in
problem areas for subsequent insect ingestion. By the 1940s, the first of
the modern insecticides -- 1ed by toxic chlorinated. hydrocarbons of which DDT

(still the standard for effectiveness) is most widely known -- appeared in
western canada. As broad spectrum biocides they where much more effective in
controll-ing not only the orthoptera order but a wide range of other insects

as well. some 15 years after mechanization was werl underway, these

chemical-s were in turn replaced by the environmentally l-ess damagingr ,,et
more sel_ective carbamates and organophosphates.

Data from the agronomically comparable Northern plains district of the

u's' indicate that the insecticidal treatment of wheat is the 1east important

amongst all major crops, and additíonatly that applied quantities have been

falling since records were first kept in 1966 (schwartz and Klassen, l9g1).
rndirect evidence suggests that +-he use of resistant genotypes, fertilizer,
finely seeding, good seed-bed preparation. crop rotation and the Iimited use

of trap crops have been responsibre for this development. Data for
insecticide usage in western canada ar:e not available. However, applications
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were considered to be simiLar tc¡ those of wheat production in the U.S., and

at such levels were too small to warrant inclusion in energy-cost

calcul-ations.

Funqicides

of the diseases commonly affecting Prairie wheat production the most

important are caused by fungi and incl-ude leaf and stem rust, smut, mildew,

foot and root rot, blight, blotch, ergot, tanspot and speckled-teaf disease;

bacteria which include chaff and glume rot,- and viruses which include mosaic

and yellow dwarf. As a result of resistant cultivars, good sanitation, clean

seed and machinery, fertilizer and the proper timing of field operations the

incidence of these diseases has decreased with ti:ne. Eruptions, of course,

do occur -- the last great stem rust, caused by the fungi strain l5b in IgS4,

wiped out nearly one-third of that year's wheat crop -- and new practices and

new plant varieties will be continually in demand to offset recurring crop

susceptibility brought on by these hiqhly adaptive and evolving

microorganisms, but the necessity of chemical control is now limited.

However' regardless of their limited presence, diseases wilL always to be a

problern in spite of the best efforts by producers to control them; in Western

Canada wheat losses of ten percent are considered unavoidable (Turnock and

Samborski, 1980).

Chemical control of diseases is often accomplished by no more than a

simple fungicidal seed treatment. At present only an estimated one or two

percent of about one mill-ion tonnes of wheat seed sown annually in Western

Canada receives fungicide (MDA, 1982). And this has been the level for some

time (Freshwater, 1983, pers. cornm"). Translated onto a cropped hectare

basis, such quantities

12 million ha resuLts

are very small; clividing 10,000 t by a seeded area of

in less than one kg of wheat being treated. per ha. One

kg of wheat r{'ould receive no more than a few grams of chemical , and in energy
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terms the costs associated with such }evels are negligibte. As a result,

fungicides, like insecticides, v¡ere excluded from energy calculations. only

herbicides, applied.in quantities which have grown considerably since the

Iate I940s are of a magnitude that warrant energy accounting in prairie

producÈion.

Herbicides

occurring as a widespread and perennial problem in wheat agriculture

weed.s cause substantial production losses simply by doing what they do best

-- competing with the growing crop for limited soil nutrients and moisture.

when successful, weed populations lower yields, reduce crop quality, impart

bad flavour to the grain and increase both harvest and cleaning requirements.

The problem of undesirable plant species has, of course, existed ever since

farming first began. rn l{estern Canada weed infestations occurred shortly

after the soil was first broken and quickly intensified under the widespread

practising of short rotations and improper su¡mner-fallowing (Hay, IgB0).

At present there are some 100 weed species that affect Prairie wheat

production in econornic proportions, however, only about one-third are present

in frequencies greater than five percent (Thomas, Lgg2). Survey data

indicate that the normal Prairie grain field contains up to seven different

species, out of which two or three constitute major problems. The most

lmportant species affecting annual wheat production are wild oats r Çreên

foxtail, quackgrass, canada thistle, lambs-quarters, red root pígweed, wird

buckwheat, wil-d mustard, night-flowering catchfly and stinkweed.

Prior to the introduction of chemicals in Western Canada the principal

methods of weed control around the turn of the century were cultivation,

summer-falrowing, Lhe use of early maturing crops and the practising of

rotations with both grass and forages (Jackson, l_923) " Such techniques \,vere
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for the most part labour intensive, and the introduction of chemical control
in the mid-1940s offered an economical and highly effective alternative. The

specific use of inorganic compounds for weed control vras an offshoot of
scientific pÌant hormone studies in the mid-1930s, which led to the concept

of systemic growth regulation through the application and transl-ocation of
metabolizabl-e substance some ten years later (NAS, l_96g). Early herbicides

included 2,4-D (first manufactured for use as an insecticide and later found

to be more effective as a broad-reaf suppressant) and 2-methyl-4-

chlorophenoxyacetic acid (MCPA). fwo,4-D was first successfully

demonstrated in western canada in 1947, where it was appried to roughry

200,000 ha of Prairie cropland; l'lCPA became used shortly thereafter.
Functioning both as concomitants to and adjuncts of mechanization the

acceptance of these two chemicals and their subsequent diffusion throughout

the region was rapid. By the mid-1950s an estimated 25 percent of prairie

cropland (4.75 million ha) was receiving at l-east one field application
annually, and within the decade the figure had risen Lo 75 percent (15

mil-lion ha). By the late 1970s a full 85 percent of prairie cropland was

receivi-ng at least one application and another 50 percent at least two

applications from one or more chemicals chosen out of a broad array of newly

available compounds. Herbicides applied in western canada for each year in
the time series have been list_ed in Table g.l.

Consumptions of herbicides has gro\^'tì dramatically during the study

period, rising from 567 t to l9,0oo t between r94g and tggl. over this
period the early use of 2,4-D and tr4cpA, which together formed largest
component of tota] consumption until the late 1960sr Çâve \,ray to increased

usage of wil-d-oat herbicides. Amounting to less than 1,000 t in 196g wild-
oat herbicide consumption rose by 10,000 t in just 15 years. rn lggl it
accounted for 60 percent of total use" This pattern is interesting and
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underscores a development in weed-control practices which suggests that with

increasing usage of these more energetically and financially expensive

chemicals in the future, control practices will become more costly.

Agronomically the combination of cultural and chemical control practices

in the past have maintained weeds below l-evels capa-ble of causing significant

production losses -- about 15 percent in wheat (Hay, rggo). onry wild

oats, which seemingly unabated has infested close to 80 percent of prairie

wheat fierds for more than 40 years (Manson, Lg32; A1ex, 1965; Thomas , rgg2) ,

and green foxtail continue to be major problems. Yet is these two grasses of

the same Graminae family as wheat, plus a small number of the other lesser

but still difficult to control species, that have come to be the focus of

concentrated efforts. And it is precisely because of their taxonomic

rel-ationship and persistence that the more chemically selective -- and energy

intensive -- wild oat and miscellaneous herbicides are becoming applied in

ever greater quantities (Table 8.f). In the near future if no alternatÍve

methods of control are practiced, it is entirely possible that herbicides

could lose their economic advantages over other cultural and especially

mechanical- means of contro].

Herbicides, insecticides and fungicides are all energy intensive

commodities. Synthesized from a variety of petrochemical feed.stocks (e.g.

benzene, naptha, propane, ethane, methanol, etc.) costs range anywhere from

85 MJlkg for 2,4-D to as high as 454 tLJ/kg for glyphosate (Roundup). Data on

the energy requirements of the great range of pesticide materials that exist

are not extensive. In calculating the cost of herbicide inputs in Western

Canada Green's (1978) detailed accounting of some 14 commonly sold weed

controL products was used. Checking his results against other pubJ-ished

values, the average of 23 different herbicides, insectícides and fungicides

at 205 l\J/ks compared favourably with an average drawn from a broader array
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of chemicals (220 raJ/kg) calculated by van winkle et al. (19T8), and was

modestly lower than the aggregate figure (275 ¡tJ/kg) used by federal

reporting agencies (FEA/USDA , Lg:-6). 
,

- In the attempt to develop a clearer picture of consumptive practices in
western canada between 1948 and I981, the costs of the various herbicides

were arranged into three separate categories, each corresponding closely to

those of the reporting agency in Table 8.1. Derived values v¡ere equal to 95

MJ/kg for 2,4-D, J-35 MJlkq for MCpA and 240 trJ/ks for an average of the

miscellaneous and wild-oat chemicals. rntensities represent energy inputs on

a 100 percent active ingredient basis and do not include the energy costs of

application' formulation or packaging. Pull-type sprayers remain the most

popular vehicle for herbicide application, with aerial spraying accounts for

less than five percent of apptied quantities (Anon., l9g2) . As such,

attendant tractor fuel costs have been recorded elsewhere (see Chapt. V for

details). Formuration and packaging requires too little energy to be

incLuded. These values and other contributing data have been collected in

Table 8.2 to describe the energy costs of herbicide use in praírie wheat

farming over more than three decades of agricultural industrialization.

Herbicide consumption on a per hectare basis was calculated by dividing

total use from Table 8.1 by the area sown to alr principal crops in the

region for each period. The approach, while it crearry entairs no

differentiation between crops, nonetheless allows for an accurate estimation

of the amounts consumed in wheat production al-one. Recommended rates of

herbicide application depend principally upon the type and the severity of

the weed problem encountered, not upon the type of crop groldn. As a result,

rates for wlieat wil-l be very close or identical to what is recommended for

al-l- other cereal grains" of course, the type of crop wirJ. ultímately

determine the type of herbicide possible to use but in the case of wheat
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production in the Prairies, there are very few formulations with whích the

crop is not compatibte.

Similar to most other agronomic inputs on an areal basis, herbicide

inputs per hectare have Íncreased dramatically over the period of study. ïn

1948 several years after chemical-s first became availabl-e consumption was a

low 33 g/ha- over the next decade, with the diffusion and intensificatíon of
mechanized practíces' consumption rose quickly. Application rates tripted
between l-948 and 1958, and doubled again between 1958 and 1963. rncreases

were l-ess rapid during the 1960s, consumption was about 26o g/ha Ln

mid-1960s; Yet they picked up during the I97Os; rising from 366 q/ha in 1973

to 593 g/ha in L977 , and again to 800 g/ha by I9Bl. over these l-ast two

periods increases were equal to 62 percent and 35 percent respectively. The

energy intensities (TabJ-e 9.2, column 3) for each year in the time series

were computed by adjusting sunmary costs (those shown) to reflect the

proportional input of each three input categories. The results of this
calculation indicate that unit chemical costs have increased significantly.
Between 1948 and 198I the energy intensity of one kg of applied herbicíde
grew by more than 135 percent, rising from g5 to almost 2oo qa1/kg in just

over 30 years.

underpinning this shift is, of couïse, the changing mix of constituent
inputs. For example, 2,4-D and lr{cPA, the two most commonly usecl herbicides

until the mid-I970s, represent two of the least costly chemical products to
manufacture- on the other hand, the miscel-l-aneous and wild-oat herbicides,

represent many of the most expensive varieties. For example, d.icamba,

propachlor and diuron with energy costs respectivery of 295, 290 and 270

MJ/kg respectively are now widely used, as is the earlier mentioned

glyphosate with an intensity of more than 45O MJ/kg"
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Together the shift towards consumption of more expensive varieties and

the advent of higher application rates has lead to a total energy cost that

rose from just under 50 TJ to more than 2,800 TJ between 1948 and l9gl.

Prorated on a per hectare basis it is equaJ- to a 6O-fold rise in equivalent

energy consumption, from approximately 2.9 r4J/ha in l94g to 159 MJrlkg in

1981. In terms of overall production energy costs it ranks fifth, and over

the past decade aL 225 percent it has been the fastest rising of all inputs.

Chemical weed-control practices are most often cost efficient owing to

the large yield increases from a relatively inexpensive input. In lr/estern

Canada typical monetary returns in wheat production range from two to ten

times the initial dollar investment in herbicide (stobbe, rg74). At such

levels of return it can be expected that the use of agrochemicals wiII

continue to expand in the near future. However beyond the relatively

restricted confines of such economic rational, there are definite

environmental- and ecological side-effects which may mitigate an excessive

reliance solery upon this method of pest control in the future.

Chemical- compounds within the herbicide family have not been irnplicated

to the same degree as have the more environmentally persistent and damaging

chl-orinated hydrocarbons, or higrhly toxic organophosphates (Hance I L91g) .

Yet they are' nonetheless, dangerous substances and are the principal agents

involved in the many poisonings which occur every year in the prairie

Provinces. As one report indicated, acute poisonings and a variety of

cumulative ill effects have been reported in one out of every five operators

handling pesticides, with 2,4-D being identified as the most probl-ematic

(NRc, 1978)" of course, sirnpry following the recommended handling

instructions woul-d reduce operator injuries significantly but regardless of

precautions there wirl al-ways be some risk invol-ved in using toxins.
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Harm can be, of course, caused to the crop with irnproper applications

affecting growth, yield and nutrient composition, plus the nut-rient retention

ability and quality of the grain post-harvest (Kadum, 1981) , and to a great

variety of non-target organisms as well. Damage in these instances can be

the result of chemical transport through soir, vrater and air via the

processes of leaching, seepage, run off, volatilization and drift. In fact

one of the greatest dangers lies where the post-application action of these

chemicals is unknown (Galloway, T. 1982 pers. comm.). There are reports of

extended persistence: 2,4-D has been found to be stable in water for up to

eight years (Edwards, 1973) and found deposited in lake-bottom sediments more

than one year after application (Harlbert, Lgl5). (The laboratory specified

life-time of the chemical is reported to be no more than three to four

weeks. )

An associated problem of intensified agrochemical use through the 1970s

has been the appearance of chemicals in Prairie surface waters on a

widespread basis. In agriculturat regions 2r4-D has been found. present on a

year-round basis (Gunrner, 1979). In urban areas it has also been found, but

only in significant quantities during the May to September cropping season.

The problem here is one which resul-ts not only from cropping practices.

Maxirnum levels were recorded at one vlinnipeg sev\¡age plant which received

discharge directly from two upstream herbicide packaging plants.

Problems can also occur with the pests themselves in terms of

conditioned chemical resistance. The condition is most common with insects,

but the development of resistant species has been found in plant popuJ-ations

as well; albeit at much lower levers (Haas and streibig, 1992). rn fact,

what has come as a surprise to many researchers is that the weed species

which have developed resistance are so few. After 30 years of use no major

population has developed dominant strains of individuals genetically capable
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of resisting the phenoxyacetic herbicides. But, this is not to say a problem

may not arise in the future, for as herbicide applications increase so too

does the selective pressure for adaptation. 
,oa 

present some individuals

within the most cornmon Western Canada weed populations do display the genetic

component for resistance, but the incidence is rare (Le Baron and Gressel,

1982) .

What of herbicide use in the future? Researchers point out that no weed

species has ever been compJ,etely eradicated by herbicide use, and because of

this they advise that the best use of herbicide lies irr applying quantj-ties

which give good contror, but which at the same time are adequate in

maintaining a "predator-host" equilibrium. At this level the crop an¿ the

problem species are capable of competing naturally, and the potential of

plant resisLance is reduced (Gressel and Segel , Lgg2). Therefore in light of

this reconunendation we should expect to see a levelling off in future

chemical use where the judicious use of herbicide serves as an adjunct to

rather than a complete replacement of traditional- rnethodsr giving good

resul-ts while si:nultaneously permitting the use of a given herbicide for a

longer period (Johnson, 1980). At the same time we should expect research

into aÌl areas of associated problems to continue.

As noted earlier, chemicals are in most cases an efficient means of

control: they make possible weed control where cuLtivation is difficult;

they aÌlow the pre-emergent suppression of weeds that would otherwise compete

with the growing cropt they avoid crop damage from post-emergent

cultivation; and thelz reduce tillage requirements. Anc generally they show an

energetic advantage over the alternative mechanical practices (Hill, lgg2) "

Yet it is certainly not true in all situations. Energy savings themselves

and their magnitude will depend ultimately upon a host of site-specific and

local varia-bles (rangÍng from indigenous soj-l structure to the vagarities of
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daity weather), consisting of some over which the operator has co¡rtror and

some of which he hasnrt. rn comparing mechanical and chemical- contror
systems energy costs can be determined first by calculating the energy of
fuel- consumed in the tillage operation, and second by the fuer consumed in
the spraying operation plus the embodied energy cost of the chemicar applied.
The embodied energy cost of the tractor is a constant and the embodied cost

of the tillage implement can be assumed to cancel- out the cost of the

spraying apparatus.

considering the relatively minor quantities of fuel- consumed in a

spraying operation compared to that of a tillage pass chemical control- should

be expected to reduce associated energy requirements. And of course where

the energy equivalent of the fuel reduction is greater than the energy cost

of the chemical that will be the case. rn the Red River valley where a

tractor and drag harrow might consume seven 1 of gasoline in one field pass,

substitution with a spraying operation to give equal contror -- one pass

again (Anderson, 1980) -- can be expected to consume onry one-seventh of
that, or one lrzha with a much lower draft requirement. Adding on the cost of
a common herbicide treatment 2,4-Ð and difenzoquat (Anon., I9g2) will raise
the energy requirement by roughty 160 ¡a,Jrrha, to total I95 t"IJ/ha. Compared to
the cost of mechanical tiIlage, 25o MJ/ha, it is clear t-hat chemical tillage
is in this case less costly by a factor of one_fifth.

However, if the chemical cost is greater than the fuel reduction the

advantage is lost. For example, if another commonly used but more expensive

herbicide, glyphosate, is applied instead of the former combination, the new

cost for the spraying operation would sum to almost 500 MJ/ha, a value 2.5

times greater than the original, and twice that of the mechanical_ control
cost' Yet comparisons are not always so simple. other contributing factors
that would affect the energy costs in both examples are the requirement of
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more than one field pass with the tillage implement or the combining of the
spraying, primary tirrage and seeding operations. what should arso be noted

is that while the consumption figure of seven lrlha is for an average tractor
pulling an average implernent under average soil conditions, similar
operations can vary in fuel requirements by as much as an order of magnitude
(Firth and Promersberger, rg74). rncorporating these practical exigencies
qreatly complicates what may have otherwise been a straightforward
calculation- As with many other agronomic inputs and energy costs, such

variability is a fact of agricultural life. rn evaluating alternatives just
as in economics there is no definitive prescription for energy efficiency
that will hold true across all environments: there are onry options which

must be studied independently.

one pranning report. in lvestern canada indi_cated that und.er the
prevailing economic conditions of 1982 the input cost of chemical-s was up to
twice that of liquid fuels on a unit production basis (Kyle and Wiebe , Igg2).
under such conditions the monetary expense of increased herbicide use makes

the complete replacement of mechanical tillage in wheat production highly
unlikely. And at reast one study has found this to be the case under

experimental- conditions (Lindwall and Zentner, l9B3). of course, what this
indj-cates in the longer term -- where it is highly unlikely that the price of
chemicals (and their major industrial feecstock, hydrocarbons), wirt not rise
in a comparative fashion to fuels -- is that minimum til-lage may not be as

viable an energy conserving policy as is often posited.
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TABLE 8. I

PR.ATRIE HERBICIDE USE 1948-T981*

(AI1 quantities in tonnes of active ingredients)

Year 2,4-D MCPA
Chemicals

l"tisceLlaneous** Wild Oat Herbicides*** Total

1948

1953

I Oq.O

1963

1 968

I973

I977

1981

567

1, 705

1,590

3,315

4,245

3,273

3, 500

3,573

266

572

r ,2og

L,6L4

r,594

2 t022

37

40

160

304

7L4

I, IO2

2 ,232

26

726

1, 956

6,650

11, 250

567

I,742

1, 895

4,073

6,859

7,453

12,946

rg,o77

*De:rived from MDA
Canada, annual,

**Includes:

***rncludes: Asulan, Atrazíne, triarrate, difenzoguat, barban,
eradicane, diclofop, flampropmethyl, trifluralin.
of total varies.

1948-1981. Herbicídes Used Agricultural 1y fn Western
Manitoba Department of Agriculture, Winnipeg, ì,lB

TCA, Dalapon, 2, 4, 5-î, Dichloroprop, Dicamba, Bronoxynil,
Nitrofen, G'lyphosate, propaniJ-, Linuron and others. composition
of total varies year to year.

EPTC,
Composition
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TABLE 8.2

APPLICATION RATES AND ENERGY EQUIVAIENTS
OF HERBICTDE USE IN WHEAT PRODUCTION

Year

Al1 Crops Seeded
Açea*

(10' ha)

Herbicide
Appl ication

Rate (g/ha) 't*
Energy Intensity

(vr /kq)
Energy Equivalent

(la;¿u¡

1948

1953

1958

1963

1968

197 3

1977

198 I

r7,463

18, 595

17,967

18,914

20,926

20, 3 51

2L,665

23,854

2t q

93.7

105. 5

216.5

327 .7

366.2

592.9

799.7

85. 0

88. 3

94.6

98 .4

I24.7

148. 1

184. I

199. 3

2.76

8.27

9. 98

21.30

40. 86

54.24

109 " 17

159.40

*From Statistics Canada, I94g-1959. Field C rt
seasonal, Mínister of Supp1y and Services, Ottawa.

**calcurated as column r divided by totals from Tabre g.t

Series. Cat. 22-002,
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IX. TRÀNSPORT OF PRODUCTTON INPUTS

In process analysis the assignment of energy costs is largely defined by

the boundary conditions of study, and the approach taken here in the

assignment of transport energy costs was to include only the energy costs of

moving major production inputs to the farm--not the costs of shipping wheat

to market- The decision was based first on the problems associated with

determining the products final destination and, second, on proper accounting

procedure. rn the first instance, defining where the market boundary should

be established, one is forced to ma-]<e an arbitrary decision: is the d.elivery

point the raitway siding, the terminal elevator, the distant shore, the city,
or the consumer? rn the case of western Canada wheat is trucked, railroaded

and barged to countless locations in dozens of countries around the world, in
distances ranging from several hundred to several thousands of kil-ometers.

Choosing amongst them would only lead to great inaccuracies in associated

energy costing and, ultimately, would show litt]e about the practise of wheat

agriculture itself, especialty as it has developed over three d.ecades of
progressive mechanízation.

But more importantly is to question in the second instance: is it
appropriate that the wheat producers be charged with the raif company,s or

the freight liner's costs? For the purpose of this study, r think not. only

the downstream consumer should be assigned these transportatj-on costs, be it
the flour mill, the bakery or the family household. The wheat producer has

no control over these inputs and they are obviously not a part of his
production activity. As was noted in chapter v, fuel_ consumed by the

operator in perforrning farm duties included the associated energy costs of

delivering grain to its initial market delivery point, the country eJ-evator,

and as a result the costs of transpo::ting wheat to this point have been

already recorded. Past this point, energy costs become constituent parts of
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another industry, and as such nust be ignored in the construction of the

wheat agriculture energy budget. The costs of transporting productj-on inputs

to the farm, however, must be accounted for, and as this has not yet been

done it is to these that we now turn.

out of all productive factors included in the wheat production universe

only two: machinery and fertilizer, qualify for transport calculations.

Reviewing other major inputs we find that animal feed is basically an

"on-site" commodity; seed is typically home grown (less than one percent of

Prairie wheatland is sown with certified seed, the common practice is to just

hold back part of the previous year's harvest or simply purchase the required

amount from a neighbour); fuel costs are too small to be accurately estimated

(see Chapter V for details); and electricity has already been accounted for.

The emphasis here is on the transport of inputs of major proportions, and for

this reason herbicides too have been excluded.

Calculating energy costs involves a straíghtforward multiplication of

the quantities of material consumed (or their per hectare equivalent) and the

energy intensity of the mode of transport. Detailed estjmates of the cost of

transporting particular commodities are generally not avail,able, and. what

must be used are averages, composed of a wide range of materials, or

aggregates drawn from the total- expenditures of the transport system in

question. By their nature, such averages encompass costs proprated across a

variety of shipping distances, l-oad factors and. terrain. The results for the

Lwo major transport modes of rail and highway trucking for each year in the

time series have been assembled in Table 9.1.

For railway transport in Canada, calculations were made based on the

energy equivalent of all fossil fuels consumed by locomotives and maintenance

equipment. both in regular freight and work-train service. No costs were

assigned to the embodied energy of rolling stock nor to the specific costs of
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roadbed construction. To arrive at energy intensities of transport, total

fuel consumption was divided by total tonnage for each year. The data in

Table 9.I indicate that the energy cost of rail transport has declined 
ì

-substantially since the beginning of the study period. Beginning with an

average intensity for steam locomotives of approximately two I4J/kg in 1948,

costs feII to 0.3I MJ/kg in just two decades. Responsible for the fall was

not only the greater mechanical effíciency of the new diesel-electric

traction system (Iocomotives eguipped with the new system were introd.uced in

the early 1950s). but larger engine size, longer consists, fewer starts and

stops, improved rolling stock and reduced grades.

In the case of highway transport, estimates of energy costs were made on

the basis of fuel consumed by motor-carriers employed in hauling large

freight across the moderate to long distances typical of Western Canada. For

each year in the time series total fuel consumptíon was again divided by

total- tonnage hauled to yield energy intensities on a laJ/kg basis. The

energy costs for highway transport while they were originalJ-y much less than

the comparable railway mode show a surprising rise of intensity between 1948

and 1981. And this occurred in spite of the transition to more efficient

diesel tractor power. With an average intensity of 0.n lr'J/kg in 1948, the

figure for 1981, 0"53 l"\J/kg, is more than double the original value, and

almost twice as high as railway costs in the same year. Partially

responsible for the increase has been the trend towards a longer distance of

haul.

fn estimating the specific costs of transporting machinery it was

assumed the shipping of equipment from the manufacturer to the dealer was in

the majority of cases done by rail. Accountinq for costs past this point in

the distribution network, it was also assumed that almost every small town

throughout the Prairies has a farm implement dealership located close to a
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railway siding, and that it was the farmer himself who would either drive or

haul home the purchased equipment. The costs of this transport have been

recorded already. (on some occasions it would be the dealer who delivers the

machinery to the farm site, but this was considered to be practised too

infrequently to warrant inclusion). Thus the energy cost of transporting

equipment will be the direct multiplication of the mass of machinery worn out

in servicing one ha of wheatland and the intensity of rail transport in the

corresponding year. Ivlachinery vrorn out in service is the product of the full

complement per seeded ha and the yearly "wear-out factor" (l.ro 15) = 0.073,

from Chapter IV. The results of these calculations for each year in the time

series are listed in Table 9.2.

fn estimating the energy costs of fertilizer transport, the distribution

network is much the same as it is for machinery: dealerships are generally

in crose proximity to a railway siding, and it is again the farmer who

usualÌy transports the materials past this point. After consultation with a

nuriber of fertilizer manufacturers and distributors it was found that

fertilizer was just as likely to enter the distribution network by rail as it

was by truck. Therefore, in assigning costs, arl movements were split

between the two modes of transport; assuming one-half of the shipping would

be done by rail and the other by truck.

Determining the quantitÍes of fertilizer materials transported in each

year can be done two ways, either by summing all N-, p- and K- fertilizer

materials to total and then dividing by the corresponcling cropped area, or

by murtiplying the N-, P- anc K- fertilizer application rates by the

appropriate fractional- nutrient content. The latter was chosen for the

purposes of this study for it better describes what is an important

development in transport costs: that is, the increasing nutrient content of

applied material-s and falling shipping ratío. Between 1948 and 19Bl the
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total quantity of fertilizer materials consumed in l^Jestern Canada rose from

45,000 to I,914,500 t. At the same time the quantity of nutrients rose from

L4,2O0 to 816,700 t. Putting the two together, the average nutrient content

of applied materials increased from 31 percent in 1948 to about 43 percent in-

198I. Translated into shipping ratios (defined as the guantity of materials

divided by the quantity of nutrients) corresponding values are egual to 3.2

and 2.3 respectively; which indicate that over the study period the energy

costs of delivering nutrients to the farm gate have decreased. These

calculations and the final energy costs of fertílizer transport have been

assembled in Tables 9.3 and 9.4 respectively.

The total energ'y costs for the transport of production inputs are

presented in Table 9.5. Together such costs have tripled, rising from 14.8

l"lJlha in 1948 to 47.9 lal/kg in 1981. In the early years of study machinery

accounted for by far the majority of costs, however, by the late 1960s with

fertilizer use increasing, it accounted for falling proportions, and by the

final period, 1981, it accounted for no more than 15 percent of total energy

use. Overall, the actual contribution of transport energies to the wheat

production energy budget is smalf and, somewhat surprisingly, its input has

remained relatively constant: it constituted just under one percent in 1948,

and again just under one percent in I98I. In the future, with physical

inputs of machinery having apparently stabilized, changes in transport energy

costs wil-I most likely come about as a result of increased fertilizer usage.
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TABLE 9. I

ENERGY INTENSITIES OF RAILIJAY AND
HIGHWAY TRANSPORT

Year
Railway*
(MJ,/kg)

Highway**
(Mrlks)

1948

1953

I958

1963

1968

I973

l-977

1981

2. 01

I.52

0. 57

0.33

0. 31

0.32

0. 36

0. 35

o.23

o.24

o.26

0.28

o .42

0. 57

0. 6r

0. 53

*Raj-lway costs derived from statistics canada rg4g-rgg2. Rairway
Transport. cat 52-207, annual, l'linister of supply and serviGl

; and 53-222,
Ottawa.

**Highway costs estimated from statistics canada catalogues 53-D-20 It{otorCarriers, 1948- 1953; 53-211, 1958-1963;
53-212, Motor Transport Traff I3,
Motor Transport Traffic: Alberta, I958-1963

Ottawa.

Motor Carriers
1968- I 98I, Minister of Supply and Services,
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TABLE 9.2

ENERGY FOR FARI{ MÄCHINERY TRANSPORT

Year
Machinery Mass*

(kg,/ha)
Machinery Depreciation**

(kg,/ha)
Transport Cost***

(t-{J,/ha)

1948 75 5.5

I953 101 7.4

1958 L42 10.4

1963 170 12.5

1968 215 15.8

I973 275 20.2

I977 275 20.2

1981 275 20.2

*From Tabte 4.4.

**Machinery mass is murtiplied by a repair and maintenance cost (r.lo) anddivided by a service l_ife of 15 years.

***calculated as the mass of machinery worn out in one year and the energyintensity of railway transport from Tabl-e 9.I.

rl. 0

11. I
qo

4.I

Aq

6.4

7.2

7.O
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TABLE 9.3

THE NUTR]ENT CONTENT OF APPLIED
PR.AIRIE FERTILIZERS

Year
Fertilizer Material*

('000 tonnes)

Primary Nutrient Content**
('000 tonnes) average

P K (B)N

1948

1953

1958

1963

1968

I973

I977

1982

45.63

9L.24

72.46

260.2I

818. 92

88I. 19

L207.50

1914. 55

5.3

t1.0

10.8

42.7

I79.7

228.6

369. 5

6t7 .L

9

16.5

ll.5

39 .4 0. 01

103.0 1.9

8 3t

30

30

32

35

36

40

43

89.0 1.9

r11.5 2.O

168.8 30.8

*cal-cul-ated from: wcFA 1981 Annuar Retair Fertil-izer sales surve YtWestern Canada Fertilizer Association, Calgary, AB, and Statistics
Canada L948-L977. Fertilizer Trade , Cat. 46-207, annual, Minister of
Suppl y and Services, Ottawa.

**From Table 7.1.
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TABLE 9.4

FERTILIZER TRANSPORT ENERGTES

Year
Applied N, P, and K*

(kg'lha )

Transport Intensity* **
Multiplíer* * (MJ,/kS)

Energy Cost
(l"lJrzha)

].948

1953

t958

I963

1968

L973

I977

198t

0.9

7

4

9

17. 5

26.8

40.6

1. 13

0. 88

0 .42

0. 30

0. 37

0 .44

0 .49

o .44

3.2

4.8

?aì o

32.6

40.9

15. 6

9

6

1

4

1

I

4

2

.)

2

2

?,)

??

22

3.1

9

7

5

3

I6.6

*From Table 7.2.

**fnverse of fractional nutrient content from Table 9.3.

***A\¡erage of both rail and highway modes.
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TAtsLË 9.5

TOTAL ENERGY FOR THE TRANSPORT
OF PRODUCTION INPUTS

Year Machinery*
Energy Cost (MJ,/ha)

Fertili-zer* * TotaL

194I

19 53

1958

1963

1968

197 3

L911

198 I

11. 0

11. I
RÔ

4.1

4.9

6.4

7.2

07

3.8

4.8

1.9

4.6

16.6

20.9

32.6

40.9

I4.8

15.9

7.8

8.7

2L.5

27 .3

39. I

47 .9

*From Table 9.2.

**From Tabfe 9.4.
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X. WHEAT YIELDS AND THE ENERGY OF GR.AIN

As could largeJ-y be anticipated, the earliest attempts at sustained

wheat production in western canada met with initially poor and almost

disastrous results. Working under harsh conditions with methods that,

differed greatly from the mechanized practices of today, inhabitants of the

Red River settlement in 1812 toiled long hours with rudimentary implements to
sor{¡ no more than a few sacks of imported seeds in the hard prairie soils.
Plagued by insects and poor weather several complete crop failures were

endured L¡efore a successful crop was first produced, and it was another

decade before a truly satisfactory agriculture could be established. yet

upon esta-t'l-ishment some of the best yields in the history of prairie

production were recorded. Data are by no means precise, but estjmates for
1824 are that yields ranged from a low of 29oo kg/ha to a high of 45oo kg,¡ha

(l"lacEwan, 1980). Taking 3700 kglha as an average, then these returns are the

highest on record and, by comparison, were almost doubfe the yields received

with intensive management in 1981. The natural fertility of the newly-broken

Prairie soil-s supported good yields for a number of decades before declining
returns set in during the late 1800s. Mechanization brought with it
increases after 1948, but it did so only after yields had been suffering for
some time. A brief review of the statistical record during the late tg00s

and early 1900s gives a deeper appreciation on the nature of these changes.

The first systematic statistics on wheat production in western canada

record Manitoba yields in 1gg3 at approximateJ-y 1500 kg,/ha (statistics

Canada, 1981) . The year was not a particularly good one, and returns in the

years which immediatery followed averaged l9z5 kg,/ha (in rgBT), 1700 kglha
(in 1891) , and L875 kg/ha (in 1995). Not all yietds were this high but

during the first five years of regular statistics, between lgg3 and 1gg7,

returns averaged a healthy 1450 kg'lha" They fell moderately to about 1250
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kg/\a over the next decade, only to rise slightly in the early years of the

1900s. The fÍrst data on returns across all three prairie provinces were

collected in 1908, and over the next decade regional yields ranged from 940

to 1750 kg/ha. on the average, returns between 1908 and l9l7 equa1led

roughly L25o kg/na, they fell during the years that followed (averaging 6g5

in 1918, 625 in 1919 , 925 in 1920 and B5O in 1921) and rose marginat-Iy

between I921 and 1930.

However, thereafter yields plummetted in an extended period of extreme

1ows. For five years running yieJ-ds did not rise above 800 kg/ha, and in the

poorest year, 1937, they equal-Ied no more than an incredibty low 425 kg/ha!

Of course, during this period (the so-called "Ðirty Thirties") several

seasons of persistent drought served to severely depress production but,

after nearly ten years of perennially poor results, the trend was becoming

clear: yierds had been falring for some time and, over the long term, had

fallen noticeably since records were first kept.

Plotting yield data between 1908 and 1981 makes clear the curve of
gradual decline during thís period, and of subsequent increases afterwards

(Figure 10.1). rn fact, if the graph were extended to includ.e the late
1800s, the picture would become more dramatic. Underpinning the period of

decline were the continual rnining of soil nutrient reserves and the

practising of inappropriate agricultural techniques, which, in effect, did

little more than to exacerbate an already serious conditj-on by promoting

widespread erosion (Endman, I942r Nevrton et al., 1945¡ Hill, 1954¡ Marten and

Paul, 1974¡ CampbelJ and Biederbeck, I9g0). Using l_937 as a benchmark and

the initial year of recorded yield information, J.824, as a starting point,

comparison indicates that over the first century of ldestern Canada

agriculture wheat yields fell (3jOO-425) = 3275 kg/ha, or on average about 30

kg/ha/year.
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The great increase in wheat yields after 1937 (or more precisely after

the mid-I940s when mechanization began its clearly recognizabte diffusion)

has been accompanied by the use of higher-yielding cultivars, improved soil

management' fert.ilizer applications (which increaseC more than 4O-fold

between 1948 and 1981) and the use of chemical herbicides (which rose from a

virtually non-existent use in 1948 to cover more than 85 percent of prairie

cropland in the mid-1970s). Between 1948 and 1981 yield.s increased by almost

100 percent, rising from roughly 1000 to 2000 kS/ina, or if we use 1937 again

as a benchmark, almost 500 percent, which is itself equal to 1575 kg/ha or 35

kg/ha/year. Putting it another way, under industrialized practices lzields
have increased at a rate 15 percent faster than they were originally lost .

Ïncreases which have occurred during the period of study, while they are

impressive, have not always been smooth: this is clearly refJ-ected in the

hill and valley configuration of the graph in Figure lO.I. Located in one of
the world's most variable climates, Prairie wheat production has always been

influenced by weather: yields are extremely erratic, and. the difference

between good and bad years dramatic. The best example r could find of this
were the l"fanitoba returns of 1900 and l-901: in l-901, at close to lgO0 kg/ha,

wheat yields were almost three hundred percent higher than what they had been

one year previous! Other examples include: 1938 where yields were up 111

percent over 1937 ¡ L942 where l¡ields were 83 percent greater than 1941; 1954

where yields were 48 percent lower than 1953 (and g5 percent lower than the

following year 1955); and 1"961 where yields were 50 percent below those of
1960 (and 100 percent l_ower than those of L962). The variability of wheat

yields over the extended period 1909-198I is shown in Figure I0.2. Comparing

yield and climatologic data, it is found that in each and every instance good

and bad weather correlates directly with high and lor¿ returns. And amongst
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all weather factors it is, of course, precipitation which fluctuates most and

which has had the greatest impact on Prairie production (Staple and Lehane,

19s4) .

Climatic studies of !{estern Canada indicate that in at least one year in

ten precipitation can be expected to fall bel-ow two-thirds of the long term

average (Fraser, 1980). Moisture stress under the influence of strong

Prairie winds and hot suÍìmer temperatures is high much of the time and, while

drought is normaLly associated with poor rainfall during the growing season,

its occurrence during the winter months (which in Vtestern Canada is often)

has a significant impact on the next year's yields. Translating the

variability of precipitation into yields, it has been estimated that the

probabiJ.ity of grain yields being at least ten percent above or below long

term averages is one in three (Sakamoto et al., 1980) . The probability of

two such returns in consecutive years is one in five. Again tooking at the

varia-bility pattern in Figure I0.2 it is clear that 50 percent differences

from one year to the next are not uncommon, and that on several occasions the

differences displayed have been al-most as great as the yierd itself !

However, \^¡hat is al-so evident from this Figure is that over the past 25 years

or so' variances hatte more often than not been positive and have shown

decreasing amplitudes. In fact, if we were to disregard the severe drought

of 196I, these changes correlate well with the diffusion and intensification

of mechanization since the mid-1950s.

U1timately, the apparent strength

some debate over

of the relationship between moisture

and yields has led to the exact causes of the increased

returns and reduced variati.on of the past two-and-a-half decades of

industrialized agriculture.

of corn agriculture in the U

The case is certainly not as clear-cut as that

ù which is conducted under Less stressful

climatic conditions in the more humid mid-west. As one U"S. Department of
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Agriculture study concLuded, technology in the form of better varieties of

corn and improved cultivation and fertilízation practices had reduced

variation in yields in both good and bad weather during the years Ig29-Lg6Z

(USDA, 1965). Yet, ín Western Canada several authors have noted that the

relatively benign weather patterns and reduced moisture stress of the 1960s

and 1970s have had. a substantial impact on rising levels of production (l'lcKay

and A1lsopp, L977¡ Mack, 1977¡ Treidr, Ig77), and accorcling to a survey of

half a century of grain farming in Saskatchewan, after weather had been

accounted for advances in technology showed littte influence on wheat yield

trends in terms of either productivity or variation (Robertson, Lg74).

On the other side of the debate authors have implied that yield gains

from fertilizer have been substantj-a1, the contribution of chemical weed

conÈrol significant, and the increases from improved management and moisture

conservation large (Hedlin and Rigaux, rg76¡ Fergn:son, rg17). Higher

yielding wheat cuLtivars have also been implicated as supplying up to a 15

percent improvement (Leslie, 1980). understandably, the precise

quantificatíon which would back the argument cannot be obtained -- how could

it be scientifically measured? Unravelling the complex mechanisms of

increased ]'ields and decreased variation makes for intriguing research that

would clearly have important ramifications: for example, by contributing to

estimating optimum level-s of inputs for greatest economic efficiency under

variable climatic conditions, but unfortunately further inquiry is beyond the

scope of this study. Perhaps it will suffice to say that whatever the level

of applied technology, the availability of moisture will always have a

deciding infruence in dryIand wheai production, creating periodic

disturbances and making wheat yields unpredictabLe -- a discomforting

reminder of man's struggle with nature.
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Returning to the wheat yield increases of the 1948-198I and lookíng to

the future, it is tikely that further increases are in order. Coming as a

resurt of hÍgher l-eveLs of productj-on inputs and improved technology,

estimates suggest that a conservative rise of 15 percent (consisting of five

percent each from improved varieties (Leslie, 1980), more effective pest

management (Turnock and Samborski, I9B0) and better weed control (Hay, lggo))

is e¡rtirely possible by the rnid-I99Os. In dealing with such a complex and

evolving process as agriculture though, it is inherently diffÍcult to

forecast future levels of production with great confidence, but assuming

predictions are realistic wheat production coul-d reach 2300 kg,rha.

Before proceeding to a sì:nìmary of production inputs and the calculation

of energy efficiencies, it is important that we have a relevant figure for

the energy content of the wheat grain to begin with. To derive a reliable

value it was necessary to first survey the pubJ"ished figures and then average

them before arriving at a best estimate. These figures, assembled in Table

10.1' show the enthalpy of the harvested grain -- not the metabolizable

energy content which is a somewhat dimensionless -- and range from a low of

Ll .2O MJ/kg to a high of 19.9O taJ/kg on a d.ry weight basis. Adjusting for

the typical 13.5 percent moisture content of marketed wheat the corresponding

values range, respectively, from 14.88 to 17.22 MJ/kg. The averages to be

used in downstream efficiency calculation are 18.32 lal/kg on a dry weight

basis, and 15.85 v'J/kg at harvest. These values refer specifically to hard

wheat, but with little more than one percent difference between it and the

softer varieties and with the spread of published values for hard wheat aLone

at 15 percent, calculated averages can be appl.ied to a1I varieties without

error.

Applying the 15"85 MJ/kg energy value for wheat against returns for each

year in the time series gives the energry yields per hectare shown in Table
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r0.2. over the study period grain energy returns have increased

dramaticalty by more than doubling between 1948 and 198I. All the data in

Table 16.?, has been calculated on a three-year moving average basis in the

attempt to smooth out yearly variations. This was considered legitimate for

while the yields fluctuate tremendously from year to year, the application of

agronomic inputs will change litt1e. In terms of future returns, if wheat

yields reach 23OO kg/ha by the mid-1990s, then the energy yields will be 36.5

GJ/ha, or 5 GJ higher than whaÈ they were in 1981.

with this information at hand it is now possible to reflect on the

growth of labour productivity in wheat agriculture.. Referring back to the

data of Table 2.L, we reca1l that labour inputs fell over the study period

from 10.0 hrlha in 1948, to 7.2hr/ha in 1958, and to 5.5 hrlha in 1981.

Combining these values with the crop yields that were increasing over the

same period gives the mass and energy productivities of labour presente<l in

Tab1e 10.3. Prorated over time and rising from 95 kg,/manhour (I,498

I'íJ,/manhour) in 1948, to 353 kg,/manhour (5,597 ÌaJ/manhour) in 198I, the

increase in productivity over the entire study period was 375 percent, or 11

percent annually. The increases were, of course, most rapid in the earliest

years of transition, virtually doubling between L948 and 1953 when the

diffusion of machinery and modern inputs was at its height, but they

continued to be sLrong even while the system intensified in the years that

followed, inc:reasing just over nine percent annually between 1958 and 1981.

Comparing the values we noh? have for modern wheat production in Vlestern

Canada with other less industrialized systems, it is possible to show again

the great differences that exist between agricultures in various stages of

evolution (see Chapter I for details). Using as an example Chinese

agriculture in the mid-twentieth century (after Buck, 1937) where, with few

inputs an estimated 500 hours of labour was required to produce an average
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wheat crop of I100 kg/ha, the necessary computations reveal productivities of

2.2 kq and 35 ¡{J per manhour respectively. Employing mid-nineteenth century

Prairie production as an example of an animal-based system, where horse and

oxen supplied the majority of power, sóme 80 manhours of input and 1600 kg/ha

of harvested grain yields productivities of about 20 kg/manhour and 317

l"IJ/manhour. Comparing both of these systems with the productivities just

calculated for the mechanized system in 1981, we find that in terms of mass

returns outputs rise from 2.2 kg/manhour in the system relying solely on

human labour, to 2O kg/manhour in the system relying on animals and human

Iabour, to 353 kgrlmanhour in the highly industrialized example. In terms of

energy' outputs increase from 35 MJ/manhour, to 317 MJTmanhour, to 5597

MJ/manhour in each system respectively. Such values, of course, must be seen

as just proper orders of magnitude, not as precise quantifications; but even

sor reveal-ed differences are impressive. At such ler¡els it is easily

understood how the industrialized farmer can feed so manyr but this is only

half the story, what remains to be carculated are the energy costs of

industrial productivíties, and it is to the sumrning of all productive inputs

in Chapter XI that we now turn.
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TÀBI,E 10. 1

THE ENERGY CONTENT OF WHEAT GRAIN

(AI1 values in MJlkg)

Dry Weight Basis 13.5È Moisture Basis

19.9C

18.67

17.51

L7.20

18.32

Averege Values-

17 .22

16. 15

I5.15

14.88

15.85

Sources: Miller, D. F. 1958. Composition of Cerea1 Grains and Forages.
NAS-NRC, Washington, DC, pp. 5O2.

Inglett, G. E. L974. Vùheat: Production and Utilization.
AVI Publ. Co., Wesport, CT, pp. 385

NAS 1982. United States - Canadian Tables of Feed Composition.
National Academy of Sciences, Washington, DC, pp. 54.

NAS 1971. At1as of Nutritional Data on United States and
Canadian Feeds. Nation Academy of Sciences, !{ashington, DC,
pp. 7I7.
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TABLE 10.2

WHEAT YIELDS AND ENERGY RETURNS

Year
Average Vlheat

YieLd (kg,/ha) *
Energy Content

of Grain (M¡,zkg)
Energy Return

(u;7¡u1

1948 945 I5.85

I953 1406 15.85

1958 1189 r5. 85

1963 L496 15.85

1968 152 3 I5. 85

I973 15 95 15.85

L977 199 t 15. 85

198l L942 15. 85

*calculated as three year moving aveïage from statistics canada,
l-948-l-981. Field crop Reporting series, cat. 22-oo2, seasonal,
M:.nrster of Supply and Services, Ottawa.

L4,979

22,295

18,845

23,712

24,L4O

25,29L

3r,557

30,781
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TABLE 10.3

INCREASES OF LABOUR PRODUCTIVITY IN
PRÀIRIE Ì^IHEAT FARÌ"IING

l_948- 198L

Year
Labour Input
Manhours/ha*

Wheat Yield
kg/Lra**

Productivity
kgrlmanl:our I'IJrlmanhour

1948

1953

19 58

r963

1968

I973

Igt7

198 I

10.0

8.1

7.2

q¿

5.6

6.0

5.7

5.5

945

1406

1189

L496

L523

1595

1991

L942

95

L74

165

)11

272

266

349

353

L ,4gg

2,75I

2,6L7

4,390

4, 311

4,2L4

5, 536

5,597

*From Tab1e 2.1.

**From Table :-.O.2.
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XI. THE ENERGY COSTS OF PRODUCING WHEAT: SUMMARY

Calculation of Energy Requirements

As stated in the opening chapter, the primary objectives of this

invest'igation were threefold: (1) to perform a rigorous longitudinal

analysj-s of wheat production and to obtain accurate time-series accounting of

alI major direct and indirect energy inputs, (2) to supplement and broaden

our understanding of the industrial efficiencies of modern agricultural

systems, and (3) to assemble empirical information on Canada's number one

agricultural activity. From the data generated in previous chapters we are

now in a position to estimate the energy costs of producing wheat, calculate

the impact of process improvement and technological change, compute the

conversion efficiencies of production and identify the potential for future

conservation.

Keeping within suggested IFIAS (I974) guidelines, the energy intensity

or unit energy requirement of wheat, is defined as the sum of fossil

fuel-derived energies expended in the process of producing the crop yietd

divided by the physical crop output. The product, the unit of energy per

unit of mass, is measured in I"lJ per kg. rn the attempt to maintain

comparability between studies, the syrnbol, for energy intensity used here, is

the same as in Smil and his cotleague's (1983) comparable study of corn

production in the u.s.: trrrr. solar energy inputs were excluded from

calculations as were all- inputs ])'ing beyond the previously defined system

boundary. A summary of all production inputs and corresponding energy

requirements are shown in Table 11.1.

Before proceeding with final calculations we have yet to determine the

explicit energ'y requirements of both seeds and draft animal feed. To do this,

however, we must first know the energy cost of wheat grain or, more

precisely, the energy intensity of the system itself" rn terms of the seed
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or grain (the two here are used interchangeably, strictly speaking the

correct term for grain is caryopsis, the dry indehiscent fruit of cereals

that contains one seed). Pimentel et aI. (1973) and pimentel and Terhune

(I977) calculated their energy cost as the energy contained within the

caryopsis- However it should be poinLed out that such an approach is clearly

iIlogical. Process analysis is defined as the empirical investigation of

energies sequestered in the provision of goods, processes and services, an¿

is the sum of the fuel energies supplied to drive al-l the process stages

within the system boundary. Using fertilizer as an example, it is not the

energy content of nitrogen which is important, it is the energy equival-ent of
the non-renewable resources that went into its synthesis. Apptying this same

logic to seeds, it is not the particular chemical energy of the grain which

is the object of investigation, it is the energy that went into growing it.
of courser energy contents are sometimes j-mportant , for example in studies of
heterotrophic metabolism and chemical conversion efficiencies, but

methodologically if we were to use the energy content of seed as an input

in process analysis the derivation of I would be impossible: one would be,

in effect, comparing the energy content of seed with the energy content of

seed! Surprisingly, Pimentel while ari\¡are of the criticism (pimentel, I9g4)

continues to use this approach in his agricultural stud.ies (for exampl-e see

Dazhong and Pimentel, I9B4).

The same rational hol-ds true for draft animal feed as well: the energry

cost feed (calculated in wheat-grain equivalents) depends on the value of ï,

the energy intensity of the system. Therefore, both animal feeds and seed.s,

can be calculated according to the same formulas:

7 = E/Q (1)

and

E I.Q (2)
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where Q is the physical quantity of feed or seed (in kg) and E is the amount

of fossil- fuel-derived energy needed to produce Q in each case. The value

for I, however, remains as yet unknown. Therefore, to solve for I and find

the E cost of both feeds and seeds at the same time, we must fÍrst subtract

the quantities of each seed and feed from crop yields (in essence treating

the two inputs as feedback costs) and divide the remainder into the energy

requirements of all other inputs (E_^. ) listed for each year in the in Table

11. 1.

Algebraically the energy intensity for the wheat crop is:

t = taoaut/Qy (3)

\,ühere Uaot.I is the sum of all- fossil fuel-derived energy inputs to wheat

agriculture and Q, is the crop yield. From the preceding discussion it is

clear then that:

u"oaul = E"..d, + Ef""d" * Euoi (4)

Combining Equations (4) and (2) with Equation (3) we obtain:

f = (Euoi * r.Q=."d" * t'Qr".¿=)/ey (5)

Solving Equation (5) gives:

1 = Euoi/ (Qyieta - Q"."ds - Qfu.d") (6)

With this formula we are now prepared to solve I for the system; except

that we do not yet have values fot Q"uud". The quantities of seed consumed

in Prairie wheat agriculture for each year in the time series are shown in

Ta-b1e II .2. Specific seeding rates were obtained from the division of total-

seed requirements by areas sown to wheat. Over time mechanization has had

l-ittle impact on seeding requirements: hybridization, in spite of years of

experimental breeding and wheat crossing, \47as stitl in the I980s not a

practicar reality. seeding rates were 106 kg/ha in 1948, 99 kg/ha in l95g

and 92 kg/ha in 198I. on averagie seed requirements account for about five

percent of annual production by weight. The majority of wheat seed is
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home-grown witir the producer simply holding back part of his previous years

harvest, or purchasing the required amount from a nearby neighbour.

Certified seed,.which is perhaps slightly more demanding of inputs than home-

growrl varieties is typically sown to less than one percent of prairie

wheatland (MDA, 1982¡ SDA, l-981) .

Thus in Western Canada the energy cost of seed reguires no adjustment

for additional production requirements. If the energy intensity of seed

production were higher than this would alter the calculation procedure. For

example, in u.s. grain corn agriculture the extra care that goes into

producing hybrid seed raises subsequent energy costs by a factor of three

(smil et a1., 1983). The energiy intensity of seed in Equation (r),

therefore, wourd be 3.r, not r al-one as for wheat. rn Table r1.3 it is

simply the physical quantities of wheat seed which have been recorded along

with draft-animal feed and all- other energies needed for the solving of

Equation (6), the energ-y intensity of the wheat production systern.

Having calculated I for each year in the time series it is now possible

to derive the explicit energy costs for both seeds and feeds from Equation

(2). The results of these calculations are shown in Table 11.4. In the

early years of the study period each input commanded a sigrnificant

proportion of the system's energy budget. In 1948, the energy equivalents

of feed (390 ¡'IJ,zha) and seed (369 ¡,lJÆa) placed them, respectively, third

and fourth in overall rankings. Ho\.¡ever, with the replacement of draft

animal-s by machines in the early 1950s, the cost of keeping animals Celined

rapidry, falling to 130 MJlha in 1953 , L25 MJlha in 1959 and 69 MJlha in

1963. After 1963 animals were no J-onger contributing to Prairie agriculture,

and the cost of their upkeep is correspondingly zero in each of the last four

intervals. Seeds, on the other hand, have shor¿n varia-bte costs largely as a

result of the system's changing energy intensity. Energy costs fell from 369
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MJ/ha in 1948 to 240 t"tJlha in 1953 (a year of good weather and high yieJ.ds) ,

rose to 427 l4J/7-¡a in 1958 and remained between 350 and 450 MJ/ha for the rest
of the study period. They have therefore maintained a fairly high ranking in
the energy budget. rn t98I seeds were fifth in overall requirements.

The item by item listing of all inputs in Tabte 11.1 indicates that the

sum of non-renewable fossil-fuel energies sequestered in prairie wheat

production rose between 1948 and L977 by (9964 - 2533) = 643I MJlha. Over

the 20 year period this 250 percent increase prorates to approximately 222 r,IJ

or 9 percent per annum. The two productive factors most responsible for
change have been, not surprísingly, machinery and its attendant power source

liquid fuers. Together they have dominated a1r inputs, consistently

accounting for close to three-guarters of process requirements for over three

decades. Energy equivalents of fuel use in L977 were more than 2.5 times

l-948 levels, while the indirect costs of machinery tripled. over the same

period. The costs of these two items show the increase of greatest

magnítude, but the largest percentage increases lie with the consumption of
electricity and chemical fertilizer. Between I94B and 1977 each rose by two

orders of magnitude. over the past decade the energy equivalent of nitrogen

increasecl the fastest among all inputs and by 1981 it surpassed machinery to
become the second highest requirement of the production system. Between l-977

and 1981- al-one nitrogen's energy cost rose by 40 percent. The input did not,
however, contribute to the falling of total production costs over the same

period. The reduction of energy costs from 8964 MJ/ha in 1977 to g366 t"1J/ha

in 1981 was armost entirely accounted for by reduced fuel use"

Energy costs are, however, only one part of the analysis. Compensating

for the apparent one-sided increase of production costs have been rising
production outputs: wheat yields approximately doubl-ed frorn t0O0 to 2000

kg/ha over the 1948-198] period. Equating input costs with output costs
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alIows the derivation of the welL-known energy efficiency ratio that is often

considered to be the most telling characteristic of any energy conversion

process.

E¡¡ergy Ratios

The determination of the energy efficiency ratío is basicatly an

extension of the calculations used earlier to determine production

intensities. The ratio of grain energy output to fossil-fuel derived energy

input is obtained from the equation:

f, = (Qyiera 'c) / (ayierd'r)

= C/I

where c is the energy content of wheat (15.85 taJ/kù. performing the

calculation for each year in the time series gives the eight separate

efficiency ratios shown in Figure II.t.

Graphed ratios are, of course, the outcome of changing production

intensities and yields. rnitially high at 4.6 and 5.7 in 1948 and 1953

respectively, ratios fetl to 3.7 in 1958, rose to 4.4 in 1963 and varied

between 3.5 and 3.0 over the rest of the period. Vagarities of weather

underpin some of the high and low values recorded (1953 for example was a

year of bumper crops' 1963 was al¡ove normal, and 1973 was below normal);

however, even this cannot disgn:ise what appears to be an obvious trend:

decJ-ining efficiencies since 1948. This outcome shoul-d not real1y come as a

surprise though. The Prairie wheat production system of the late 1940s and

early 1950s rvas still dependent on both human and animal muscle power for

most of its labour requirements. Very little of the wheat crop received

fertilízer, there were virtuarly no pesticides being applied and rural

el-ectrificati-on had only just begun. l"lechanization was only just beginning

to diffuse throughout the region at this time, it was not until I95B that it

could be said the new mode of production \,Jas clearly entrenched" Compared. to
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the final years of the time series (when inputs of fuel were double,

machinery triple, herbicides ten times, and fertilizers and electricity tO0

times whaÈ they were originalty, and where the inputs of human and animal

labour had been reduced to inconsequential quantities) it is largely

predictable that efficiencies would be lower. To conclude from this

evj-dence, however, that industrialization of agricul-ture has brought lower

efficiencies is only partry true, and in effect shows littIe.

As was indicated at the outset the purpose of this study was not to

discover whether industrialized production systems are more or less effícient

than semi- or non-industrialized ones -- we already know from more focussed

studies on the topic they are more efficÍent -- rather it was to discover

what had happened within the industriatized system itself. To accomplish

this we must compare years after 1958, when the transition to mechanized

farming was virtually complete. rn so doing we find out that efficiencies

have actually changed little with tjme. The 1981 val-ue of 3.5 was within

five percent of that for 1958, 20 percent below 1963, identical to that of

1968, and 15 percent above the poorest value recorded in 1973. Considering

the complex nature of an inquiry of this kind, these ratios in fact show a

surprising regularity. Moreover. if an adjustment is made for the exogenous

arid unaccountable influence of weather, it becomes apparent that the energy

efficiency of modern fossil-fueLed farming has remained virtually constant

over more than two decades of intensifying practice. Mechanization has not

brought with it irreversible declines as is the impression given by pimentel

et af. (L973) and Pimentel and Terhune (L977) .

fn energy analysis only similar systems are truly comparable. Changing

input variables and different process conditions will greatly affect the

outcome of results. Yet efficiency ratios are themserves prone to

misinterpretation. The comparison of grain energy to the sum of fossil-fuel
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derived energies implies that the two energies are in some way exchangeable

(Spedding et al., 1981; smil et a1., 1983). But clearly, food energy and

fuel energy cannot be traded off: the express purpose of agriculture is to

develop a nutritionall-y balanced and palatable foodstuff composed of

proteins' lipids, carbohydrates, micronutrients and fibre. Onty where the

grain is to be used as a fuel or feedstock in specific energy transformations

(direct combustion, gasification and fermentation) would it be logical to

divide the chemical energy of the product by the sum of nonrenewable energies

that went into its production.

Moreover, it is somewhat obvious that agricufture is not primarily

concerned with maximizing the gross conversion efficiency of sunlight into

pJ-ant mass (natural systems do this much better), rather its object is the

redirecting of plant mass into recoverable portions. rndustrial agriculture

has evolved as a highty successful system based on the application of large

doses of energy aimed at reducing environmental stress and mitigating those

factors which are limiting to plant growth. rn the conditioned agroecosystem

naturaf photsynthesis is arlowed to channel maximum quantities of

photosynthate to select target tissues. Therefore, perhaps the best way to

express the efficiency of wheat agriculture is by calculating ratios

comparing mass grain outputs to unit energy inputs. This was done and the

results of these mass-energy ratios expressed on a kg/GJ basis for each year

in the time series are shown in Ta_ble I1.5.

The best conclusion to be drawn from this analysis is that the energy

efficiency of lvestern Canada wheat production has remained about the sanne

during nearly two and a haff decades of industriat modernization.

Historically rising fossil fuel- subsidies have been offset by higher grain

yieJ-ds. These findings support and reinforce the concl-usions reached by Smil

et af. (1983) under similar circumstances for corn production in the U"S.
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Together, the findings of both analyses suggest that industrialized grain

agriculture has not suffered from efficiency declines, rather it has

performed quite respectably.over time and under the impetus of higher input

prices it will most like1y do even better in the future. In fact, if the

noticea-ble irnprovements made after 1973 are part of a trend (between 1973 and

198r efficiencies rose from 3.0 to 3.5, or from 192 to 22r kg per GJ of

energy input) then such a process is already underway.
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FIGURE 1I.I

ENERGY EFFICIENCY RATIOS
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YEAR

TÀBLE II.1.

SUMMARY OF PHYSICAL INPUTS AND EQUIVA],ENT ENERGIES

(411 quantities (Q) aïe in kglhaa. all energies (E) are in MJ,/ha)

1953 1958 1963 1968 I973PRODUCTI\rE
FACTOR

1948 r977 1981
a E a E o E a E a E a E a E a

FUEL
MÀCHINERY
NITROGEN
PHOSPHORUS

POTÀSSIUM
HERBICIDES
ET,ECTRICITY
SEEDS
ANIMAL FEED
TRANSPORT

1895
583

29

0
3
3

2622
4 763
765

9
0

18
929

b
10.
0-
0.
0
0.

15.
99
29

3 268
4 lltO
762
76

0
r10
9 r05

b
L2.5

0
o.2

2A.r
I03

l'

3388
TL47

2LL
a1

o
21

t:

9

3935
8 1387
9 818
652
tt.
341
4 301

4598
2 1755
5 927
946
1l
454
6 47Q

5046
2 L654
5 t445
258
IT
6 I09
3 611

3896
1513
2023

7A

9
I59
un?

b

0.3
0.5
0
0
o.7

b
20
72

4
0
0

63
83

0

b
I5

9
5
0
0

4L
76

:II6

b
7

0
I
0
0

a7
47

b
20
20

6
0
0

79
95

0

b
20
30

8
I
0

85
92

:

2
7

4
5
I
3

106
,r1

484015

SUM OF ENERGIES 2533

22

35L2 4569 4995 6557

other fuel, lubricating oil and greases in variable proportions

7A7A 4964 8366

lelectricity reco:de<J as kWh/ha.
"guantities of diesel fuel, gasoline,
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TABLE 1I.2

SEED REQUIREMENTS AND SEEDING RATES
OF PRÀIRIE WHEÀT

Year
Seed Rçguirements*

(lO- tonnes)
Area ^Sown* 

*
(tor ha)

Seeding Rate
(kg,/ha)

1948

1953

1958

1963

1968

l-973

r977

1981

I,006. 68

898.49

838.24

1,09g. ol

913 .08

702.94

935. 37

I, 115. 04

9,452

LO,268

I ,450

10,618

rr,967

8,4I9

9,794

12 tI2O

106

ót

99

103

76

83

95

92

*From Statistics Canada 1948-t9BI. Grain Trade of Canada.
Cat 22-2OI , annuaL , l'Iinis ter of Suppty and Services, Ottawa.

**From Table l.l.
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TABLE II.3

ENERGY TNTENSITIES OF PRAIRIE I^THEAT PRoDUcTToN
l-948-1981

Year
Sum of Energies*

(MJlha)
Yield* *
(kg,/ha)

Feed* * *
(kg,/ha )

Seeds t
(kg,/ha)

Intensity
(Mr /kg)

1948

1953

1958

1963

1968

1973

L971

1981

2533

3512

4569

4995

6557

7878

8964

8366

945

1406

1189

L496

1523

15 95

1991

1942

LI2

47

29

19

106

87

99

103

76

83

95

92

3 .48

2.76

4.3I

3.64

4.53

5. 21

4.73

4.52

*From Table 11.1.

**From Tab1e I0.2.

***From Table 3.2.
t*From Table II .2.
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TABLE 1I.4

ENERGY COST OF DRAFT ANTI{AL FEED AND SEEDS

Year (¡aJ,/ha) (MJ,zha)

1948 390 369

1953 r30 240

1958 I25 427

1963 69 375

1968 344

r973 432

r977 449

1981 4L6
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TABLE 1]-.5

RÀTIOS OF WHEAT OUTPUT TO ENERGY TNPUTS
1948- 1981

Year
l¡lass-Energy Ratio

(kq/cr)

1948

195 3

1958

1963

1968

197 3

r977

1981

287

362

232

275

22r

L92

2I2

22I
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XII. CONVERSION EFFICIENCIES AND THE ENERGY COST OF BREAD

Solar Conversion Efficiencies

Categorically different from the energD/ efficiency of growing wheat, is

the process of converting the su,n's radiant energy into edible plant

phytomass. Calculated on the basis of solar insol,ation and chemical grain

energy, conversion highlights the magnitude of thermodynamic loss and

portrays the very small energy efficiencies of field agriculture. Moreover,

by including the losses incurred in raising grain-fed livestock and the

metaboric conversions of individuals it gives some idea of the

thermodynamic costs of maintaining a somewhat luxurious North American diet.

In the prairie region of Western Canada annual- globaÌ solar radiation

under comparatively cloudless skies ranges from roughly 46 TJ/ha in

Edmonton, Alberta to 5I "IJ/ha in Swift Current, Saskatchewan (Hay, l97B).

Such values are, of course, Ìower than comparable insolation in equatorial

regions (averaging 58-73 TJ/ha/yr), and would not normally support intensive

agricultural, but seasonal variation is great. Typical ranges of 7.5 IJ/ha

in July to 1.0 TJrzha in December in the Prairies show more than a sevenfold

difference (equatorial means for comparison are steady at about 4.8-6.1

T.lÆalmonth). From earl-y May until late August the 6.6 TJ/ha monthly average

totals roughly 50 percent of the annual mean, and establishes a short but

adequate growing season. Using the annual mean of Winnipeg, Manitoba, 49.2g

TJ/ha, as the starting point in downstream cal-culations, 45 percent or 22.26

TJ/ha falrs on the wheat field during its 100 day production cycle.

To begin calculations lve must first separate sunlight into its active

components. On average only about 45 percent of full sunlight consists of

photosynthetically active rad.iatio¡r (PAR) between the wavel-engths of 400 and

700 nanometers (Yocum, 1964) " Out of the amount that is directly invol_ved in

the reduction of carbon dioxide into the products of photos]¡nthesis, and
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which hits the prant, roughly lr percent is not intercepted by the plant

canopy and another 11 percent is reflected away: the resuÌt, only 78 percent

of PAR is capable of being utilized by the plant (Horliday , 1976).

Total net primary production of the curtivated r¿heat crop is

proportionally divided between the grain and other plant parts. On a dry

weight basis an average crop wÍIl yield 2,ooo kg of grain, 4,000 kg of shoots

and leaves (coupland, 1973) and 2,000 kg of roots (Bray, 1963). on the

basis of 18.3 lal/kg for grain (Chapter X), L9.2 ILJ/kg for residues (Buchanan,

1982) and 13.7 MJ/kg for roots (Coupland and Van Dyne, 1979) total crop

energy is equal to 140.8 GJlha. Dividing this figure by the amount of

radiation reaching the field during the season gives a conversion efficiency

of (140.g x 109¡ + 22.2ø x tor2r) = 0.633 percent. sofving for the

conversion efficiency of graín alone gives 0.165 percent. Annual sunlight

efficiency values will, of course, be less: for whole plant and grain onÌy

they are 0.286 percent and 0.074 percent respectively. Calculating for only

the PAR utilized by the plant during the season, efficiencies wirl, of

course, rise; to t(l¿o.g x to9¡)/(22.26 x tor2,: x 0.45 x 0.79)l = l.BO

percent for the whole plant, and 0.469 percent for grain only.

How does this compare with the potential efficiency of photosynthesis?

From the above figure of PAR at 45 percent of furl spectrum, and an

interception rate of 78 percent, then only (0.45 X 0.78) = 0.35 of the

total sunlight falling on a fieÌd can be used in photosyrrthesis.

Photosynthesis begins with the absorption of light in minute packages or

quanta by the photosyntheticatly active pigment chlorophyll, located in the

green l-eaves of the plant. Each quantum is capabJ-e of exciting one

chlorophyll molecule, which through an electron transferral process involving

water and co, supplies the electrons required to convert co, into

carbohydrate and other ce11 substances. The electron transport pathway is
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such that two sequential photochemical acts and eight quanta of light are

required to reduce one molecure of cor. Reducing one more of co, to the

level of carbohydrate where the energy input is assumed to come from useful

light with a wavelength of 550 nm (the mid-range of the pAR spectrun)

requires an estimated 1t765.2 kJ (Good and 8e11, 1980). Dividing the energy

content of the product into the process requirement yields a maximum

conversion efficiency of (47j.5 kJ + I,j65.2 kJ) = 0.2j, or 27 percent.

From a conbination of the value for usabLe sunright (35 percent) and the

thermodynamic effíciency of photosynthesis (27 percent) it is clear that

maximum conversion efficiency can be no higher than 9.5 percent. (To

emphasize the importance of this upper limit on efficiency, it must be

stressed that regardless of anthropogenic engineering of plants, nothing

whatsoever can be done to affect its level until- evol-ution develops an

entirely new mechanism of photosynthesis.) Hovrever, to arrive at a value

specifically for wheat we must account for the fact wheat utilizes C, carbon

assimilation in its photosynthetic process. Therefore, the 9.5 figure must

be reduced one-third to account for photorespiration losses, and one-third

again to compensate for the production costs of respiration, resulting in a

new value of only 4"2L. In other words. the proportion of incident solar

radiation conservable as chemical energy in the wheat plant is limited to

about four percent.

At this lever prairie wheat production is approximately (4.26 i o.zao) =

14.9 times below the theoretically possible. (For the efficiency of grain

production alone we are 58 times below it.) However, all of these

caLcul-ations are based on the availability of sunlight as being the only

limiting factor in the growing environment, and under natural conditions

limitations of cor, moisture and nutrients wil-1, affect prant growth in

dramatic ways. Tn the field, low efficiencies of assimilation are common.
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They range from highs of about 0.95 percent for sugarcane in Hawaii to lows

of 0.18 percent for soybeans in canada (Good and Berl, r9g0). under one of

the highest yielding wheat agricuLtures .in the world, conversion efficiencies

in the Netherlands, are no more than 0.35 percent. This is about 20 percent

above the Vtestern Canadian average. However, it shoul-d be noted that

agronomic differences between the regions (e.g. in the Netherlands, wheat has

up to a 300 day production cycle as opposed to the 100 days which is more

typical of Western Canada) distorts values and. makes internatÍonal comparison

largely irrelevant. Under the prevailing climatic conditions it is extremely

unlikely that Praj.rie conversion efficiencies would ever match those of the

Netherlands yet at the same time they compare favourably.

rn practical terms comparison to the natural grassland ecosystem makes

for a much more relevant inquiry. Using d.ata from the Matador experimental

site in southern Saskatchewan, Prairie vegetation yields annually close to

29'oo) ks/ba (Coupland and Van Dyne, 1979). Multiplying the biomass by its

average energy content, 15.57 MJ/kg, gives an eguivarent 450 GJ/ha.

Calculating for the conversion efficiency of sunlight produces (450 X tO9,t *
11

49.29 x lo"J) = 0.91, a ratio three times larger than that for wheat, and

three times closer to the theoretical maximum of 4.0 percent. Out of total

biomass production by native grasses, however, only about 25 percent is above

ground. Thus, of a total production of 29,000 kg, j,25o kg is recovera_ble.

This compares to the 6,000 kg of above ground parts produced in the wheat

agro-ecosystem. Multiplying for energy yields in this case gives (7,250 kg X

15.57 ttJ/kg) = ].l-2.9 cJ for grasstand production and (6,000 kg x lB.9 MJ/kg)

= r13.4 GJ for wheat production. Thus, on an above ground basis,

assimilation rates conversion efficiencies are virtually identicaf for the

two systems. However, the distinguishing characteristic of the anthropogenic

system is, of course, its grain yie1d"
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Animate Conversion Efficiencies

Wheat grain once it is harvested enters the human food chain primarily

through two routes¡ (1) indirectly through the feeding of livestock, and (Z)

directly in the consumption of bread and other flour products. Determination

of the energetics of each of these consumption routes is a logical extension

of solar efficiencies.

Wheat grain fed to animals is converted to live weight at relatively low

but widely differing rates. Data colrected by the u.s. Department of

Agriculture (USDA, 1981) indicate that consumptions per unit of production

(measured as the mass of wheat required to produce one kg of rive body

weight) vary from 20-25 kg for sheep and lambs to 5-6 kg for chickens.

Converting these requirements into mass efficiencies gives ratios ranging

from four percent for sheep and lambs to 20 percent for chickens. Using beef

cattle (which supplies most of the meat to North American consumers) as the

standard, feeding with 2000 kg of wheat harvested from the average prairie

hectare in 1981 will produce with an average 6.9 percent conversion

efficíency approximatety 138 kg of live weight.

Live weight is, however, much different from the fínal meat product, and

an adjustment must be made for the waste contained in bone, fat, tend.ons,

ligaments and inedible trimmings. The dressed weight eguivalent for beef in

the late 1970s was 59 percent (USDA, t979) , while the yield of boneless meat

trímmed to retail cut is itself equal to 73 percent of dressed weight.

Assuming the average food energy in raw retail cuts is 11.0 IvIJ/kg (Watt and

Merrill, 1963) the assocíated yield wilL be (138 kg X .59 X .73) = 59"4 kg,

or (59.4 kg x 11.0 M.l/kg) = 658 MJ: a sum equal to just 2.1 percent of the

energy conserved in the grain.

Nutritj-onal uniqueness is not a characteristic attribute of mankind, and

metaboli-sm between indir¡iduals varies greatly. However, as a gross average
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an estimaLed 21 kJ of food energy is reguired in the formation of one grarn of

body weight (schutz, 1979). Thus, the consumption of 658 t'lJ wiJ-l deposit

(assuming complete digestion) 24.4 kg of l-ean wet body tissue. With an

energy eguivalent of approximatel-y I MJÂg (Brobeck, 1968), the content of

this deposition will equal 195 MJ. Comparing this value with the original

radiant energy received in Western Canada, we find that in a full system

sequence of growing wheat, feeding cattle, and eating meat, solar

efficiencies are no more than (I95 x to6oTrra + 49. 29 x hoI2l/ha) = 0.0004

percent.

An obvious conclusion from these calculations is that the luxury of

consuming 100 kg of meat annually in the North American diet (Statistics

Canada, 1981) commands a high thermodynamic price, one which could be, of

course, reduced by eliminating the heterotrophic link and consuming grain

directly. I"leat has always been an integral part of the North American diet,

but only over the past few decades has its consumption risen to such high

levels. G1oba1Iy, wheat suppJ-ies more protein than any other individual

product of plant or animal origin, and is only slightly behind rice in

supplying the greatest amount of energy to the human diet (Silano et al.,

198I); however, in Canada wheat plays a secondary role on both accounts.

Canadian consumption of animal flesh per capita is virtually double that of

wheat, supplying greater percentages of protein and equal amounts of energy.

In direct consumption wheat comprises 80-85 percent of aIl cereal intake and

is the grain of greatest importance.

In computing the conversion efficiency of direct consumption the

starting point again for calcul-ations is the 49.29 TJ/ha input of fu1l

spectrum year-round sunlight for the Prairie region. Assuming the final

product for our investigation is standard white bread, baked. commercially

with fl-our of an 80 percent ext.raction rate. the yield bread from a 2000
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kg/ha crop wirl be approximately 21c0 kg, at a sÈandard flour to bread

conversion raLe of I:1.3. The nutritive content of bread depends mainly on

the flour from which it is made and the amount of water present (Aykroyd and

Doughtly, 1970). Enriched white bread in North America with small amounts of

skin-milk powder' sugar and fat added and with a 36 percent moisture content

has some 11.3 MJ of metabotizable energy per kg (Vtatt and Merrill, 1963). In

the human diet consuming 2100 kg of bread, equalling 23.75 GJ, and converting

it to body mass at the same rate as before results in the deposition of BB0

kg of body tissue with an energy equivalent of 7,O4O MJ. Dividing this value

into the energy of falling sunlight gives a conversion efficiency of 0.014

percent. A ratio 35 times better than that already obtained for consuming

meat! The various solar conversion efficiencies associated with each mode of

consumption have been assembl_ed in Table 12.I.

Clear1y, with savings of at least an order of magnitude, the dropping of

the animal link would make energetic sense, but the comparison of animal to

vegetal products j-n such a direct manner is simply not valid. Wheat grain

has a lower amino acid score than beef and consequently offers only an

incomplete source of protein, supplementation with proteins from other

sources is a necessity for proper nutrition. Adding complimentary plant

foods with comparable system efficiencies would maintain the wheat only

conversion ratio and at the same time providing a well-bal-anced diet.

However a complete replacement of meat by plant foods is unrealistic.

WheaÈ consumption per capita has rernained virtually static in Canada

since the mid-1950s at about 55 kg. At the same time consumption of beef and

other meats has risen st.eadj-Iy from less than 75 kg per person in 1953 to

almost 100 kg per person in 1981. The increased energetic cost of obtaining

this additional quantity of meat is dramatic. For example, if consumption

levels were to fall- back to characteristic 1950 }evels, savings in feed would
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be the equivaletit- of 25 kg of dressed meat. The enerqv value of dressed meat

in Canada is roughly 11.O laJ/kg which, when prorated, is equal to 2:.5 MJ per

person per year. Takíng an average energy conversion efficiency of wheat to

dressed animal weight at 2.8 percent, it would require gt82O t"lJ of grain

energy or (9 ,820 ¡4J + 15.85 MJlkg) = 620 kg of wheat to produce a

corresponding amount.

However, in food energy terms the compensating requirement must be

met. Substituting for 275 MJ of meat would increase bread consumption by

(275 w + 11.3 MJrzkg) = 24 kg, or flour consumption by rg.7 kg, or wheat

grain consumption by 23.4 kq (after milling losses have been accounted for).

Subtracting this quantity from the ajcove savings yields a difference of (620

kg - 23.4 xs) = 595 kg of wheat. I'tul-tipJ-ying 595 kg by the corresponding

energy intensity of wheat in 1981 , 4.5 MJ/kg (see Chapter XI for details),

results in a product of 2t678 MJ. such saving would be, of course,

substantial: it is equal to 77 I of gasoline, 15 9a1 of diesel oi1 or about

half a barrel of oil. The most telling characteristic, however, is at the

nationar leveI. with a population of 24.343 million in 1981, totar

conservation would equal 1,875 million I of gasorine, 365 million gaì- of

diesel oil or 10.65 mill-ion bbls of crude oil. In strict energy terms each

of these inputs equal roughly one-half the total energiy from atl

non-renewable fossil fuel resources it took to produce the 1981 crop. Fut

another wal¡' reducing meat consumption to 1950 levels would free up more than

one-half current annual production! And in all tikelihood would in no way

affect our nutritional status. clearly, it has been through the great

excesses of commercial production (where we consume no more than one-t.enth of

what is produced) that the predominantly meat-based diet has arisen"

Production, Processing, Distribution and the E nergy Costs of Bread

Before going on to identify the many roads open to future conservation

measures at the producer level, it is of course imperative that we place the
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production process itself in proper perspective. Growing wheat on the farm

is only the first step in a long series of events leading to the retail sale

and consumption of finished products. Identifying tbe associated energy

intensitíes of each step in a typical production, processing and distribution

sequence allows for a detailed estimation of cumuÌative costs: up to and

including the energy requirements of bread. However, here the concern is

with quantities of fossil-fuel derived energies, not as was in the preceding

section, conversion efficiencies.

Having already established the energy intensity of production during the

earry 1980s, the value 4.5 lal/kg serves as the starting point for

calcul-ations past the farm gate. The cost of transporting wheat grain from

the farm to its initial collection point. is an integral part of the

operator's production energy requirements, and as such is subsumed in the 4.5

t't¡/kg intensity. Assuming, however, that the grain must be moved from the

êlerz¿le¡ to the fl-our miIl, a rail- transport cost of 150 km at 0.36 IaJ/t-km

(Chapter 9) was assigned. The cost for one kg of wheat is therefore 0.05 MJ,

which has been recorded in Table 12.2 along with aII other requirements in
the production, processing and distribution system. Once in the mill, the

primary energy costs of grinding wheat are in fuer and er-ectricit), use. From

manufacturing census data (Statistics Canada, l97la) it was estimated that

the PER of flour milling is equal to 1.47 MJ/kg. This value was found to be

in close agreement with a more detailed value of 1.2 MJ/kS reported by Beech

an<1 Crafts-Lightly (1980) for flour prepared in British mil1s. The cost of
packaging the flour in paper sacks and transporting it 50 km to bakeries

where carcuiated, respectively, at o.38 l'{J based on 40 kg size sacks

weighing 325 g and a kraft paper cost of 46.8 I4J/kg from Berry and Makino

(1974), and 0.14 MJ based on trucking costs of.2.75 MJ/L-km computed from

fuel consumption data (Statistics Canada, l-g72) . From fuel- and el_ectricity
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use data (Statistics Canada, I97Ib) the energy requirement of bread baking

was estimated at 10.45 l4J/kg. This value can be compared to the almost

identical LO.2 W/kg computed f.rom input-output tables constructed by

Deachman and Hamilton (1978). Intensities includes not only the specific

energy costs of baking bread but also overhead costs such as power for

lighting, fuel for delivery vans and so on, and, as a result, obviates the

need for calcul-ating the energy costs of transporting bread to retail

outl-ets. The packaging of bread in polyethylene bags, to which was assigned

a cost of 0.80 MJ/kg, \.¡as estimated from Berry and Makino (1974) .

Once in the retail outlet, bread must be purchased and taken home by

consumers. Ignoring the embodied energy cost of the automobile, if a person

were to take a car and drive 2 km to pick up a loaf of bread. from the grocery

store the equivarent energy cost of gasorine consumed at an average

consumption rate of 17 IrlI00 km (Statistics Canada, 1984) would equal 1I.5

MJ. However, rarely would one make such a trip for bread alone. Assuming a

more realistic scenario, if the price of a foaf of bread of this size (g2.00)

were to be assigned to a grocery bill of say 950.00, a proportionate energy

cost would be 0.5 MJ. At this point the full sequence of energy costs from

production to home deÌivery sums to a total of 18.29 MJ/kg. This cost is

somewhat surprisíng, for actual production costs amount to no more than

one-quarter of total requirements (an easy way to remember this is to noLe

that the energy costs of all requirements past the farm gate are virtually

identical to the human metabotizable energy content of the grain, 13.g

II,t /kg) .

By far the largest energy input in the sequence belongs to the baking of

bread; at 10.45 MJ/kg it is mor:e than double the energy costs of wheat

production, and comprise more than one-half of total- requi.rements. put into

perspective then, the energy costs of growing wheat are relatively small.
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And if the goal of energy analysis is to pinpoint J-arge consuming sectors,

then efforts aimed at systern conservation may benefit more by focusing on

other areas. As an example, Beech (1980) reports that baking in Britain

consumes an average 7.0 l,IJ of non-renewable energies per kg of bread

produced. The savings in this case are clear: if intensities could be

lowered to a comparable level in Canada, reductions would anount to

three-quarters the energy costs of production atone! Clearly any efforts

aimed at reducing energy costs are worthwhil-e, yet we must concentrate first

where returns are greatest.

One more step in the sequence remains to be quantified: that is, the

energy cost of toasting our daily bread. Assuming an average size toaster of

1150 watts takes 90 seconds to brown bread two pieces at a time, associated

energy consumption will equal 51.75 kJlslice, or 2.O lal/kg at 40 slices per

Loaf. Adding this amount to the already determined sequence requirement of

L8.29 r{J/kg' yields a new value of 20.29 MJ/kg (ttris cost was not included in

Table 12.2 as it was considered to represent an activity only sometimes

practÍsed). At this level the fult non-renewable energy reguirement of

morning toast is approximatery 1.5 tímes iÈs chemical energy content.

There is one additional cost which is undoubtedly incurred by society at

large but which has not been incorporated in production costs so far. Having

made the decision not to incfude the energy cost of labour in Chapter 2, I

have untiÌ now ignored the important contribution of public research.

However, because of its considerable magnitude mention of its associated

energy costs -- which can be calculated from input-output tables -- are

warranted" In 1971 the estimated cost of wheat research to the Canadian

taxoaver was I'l - 'l mi'l I i nn dnl'l:rc /7a¡#n¡v I oo?\ ñ,.v.i *- ¡L^Þ \aÇirL¡¡Ër, Laoj). UìJfì-ng -uÍì€ Sâi_n€ _yeAl-,

tJre government consumed 374.4rs pJ (Hamil-ton & Deachman, r97g) in the

process of expending 18"368 billion dollars on goocs and services (statistics
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canada' 1973). Dividing energy consumed by dollar expended gives an energy

intensity for pubtic research of (374.4L5 x t015J i fe.368 x lO9 aollars) =

20.38 l{J,/do11ar. MultipJ-ying total research expenditures by 20.38 },IJlg gives

226.21 'IJ. Dividing this total- by the area sown to wheat in 197I , i.642 x

to6 ha, produces a cost of 29.60 MJ/ha: dividing it by the r3.Bg0 x to6 t ot

wheat produced in that year gives a corresponding intensity of 0.016 ¡4¡i/kg.

At 0.016 M.lrrkg, the calculated energy intensity of research is so small

that it does not warrant inclusion in sequence requirements. However, on an

areal basis the situation is different -- costs are significant. At 29.60

IaJ/ha, they are greater than the energy cost of transporting al-l major

production inputs, and five times greater than the calculated energy inputs

of farm labour itself!

I"lechanization has brought with it many things amongst which the transfer

of energy costs off the farm and onto support industries is important. I

have attempted to include as many transfers as possj-ble in this analysis; yet

many are hidden and are, like the energy cost of any farm input, ultinately

beyond the control and interest of the farmer himself. Wheat production is

an economic enterprise guided by income and monetary expenditures; these are

the major concerns of the operator and determine the choice of production

strategies. rn the last chapter then, v¡e turn to a consideration of these

costs and the 1ikely direction of future change.
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TABLE 12. I

VIHEAT SYSTE},I CONVERSION EFFICTENCIES

System Stage Product
Assimilation of
Sunlight* (8)

Growing wheat

Human consuming
bread

Livestock consuming
feed

graín

body mass

retail cuts

.47 4

.014

.0015

Human consuming
beef body mass .0004

*original- input of radiant energy is equal to 49.29 TJ/ha
annually at full spectrum.
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TÀBLE T2.2

I^IIIEAT PRODUCTION, PROCESSING ANÐ DISTRIBUIION
ENERGY COSTS

Sequence Stage Energy Requirement
(ttr¡q7

Production

Transport to milL

Flour nilling

Flour packaging

Transport to bakery

Baking bread

Bread packaging

Car pick-up

Total

4.50

0. 05

L.47

0. 38

0. 14

10.45

0. 80

0.50

L8.29
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XIIT. ENERGY, MONtrY AND THE I¡,IPETUS FOR CHANGE

As was pointed out earlier (in Chapter XI) the performance of wheat

agriculture in Western Canada during modern times has been quite respectable.

Ïnputs of productive factors have risen dramatically, as coul-d be expected.,

but at the same time increasing yields have served to offset growing energy

costs to produce relatively constant efficiency ratios. However, anticipated

increases in the real cost of inputs such as fuel, fertilizer, electricity

and herbicides, wiJ-I most likeIy lead to changes in the cropping practices of

the 1990s.

An itemized comparison of the energy inputs shows some of the major

shifts that have occurred in wheat farming between the late 1950s and early

I980s (Table 13.I), and in relative terms they have been significant. The

shares of fuel and machinery have become much less prominent, while those of

nitrogen, phosphorus and herbicide have become much more. In absolute terms,

the energy used to fabricate and fuel the larger more powerful machinery fel1

by 30 percent, the energy costs of nitrogen grew by a factor of r?, the cost

of phosphorus by a factor of nine, and that of herbicides by nine and a half.

Putting it another way, the direct energy inputs accounted for a greater

percentage of total requi-rements in the I980s, than they dicl two and a half

decades earlier.

Underpinning these changes were, of course, the level- of physical inputs

themselves. Since the late 1940s the adoption of industrial inputs has

followed a predictable pattern of increase: initial market penetration, slow

then rapid acceptance (as the new technology's economic advantages become

apparent over a wide segment of the market), and slow again as the market

becomes saturated. Yet in all cases while the magnitude of inputs has risen

(except for animal feeds which by 1963 \^¡as no longer a productive factor)

improving process technology has contributed to holding the cost of these
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inputs down. Betv¡een 1958 and L981 the energy intensities of both nitrogen

and farm machinery fel1 by almost 25 percent. Applied against actual amounts

consumed' this reduction manifests a budget saving of 15 percent or I125

¡'lJlha.

Future changes will not be as dramatic as those of the past -- we witl

not likely see the birth of a radically new agriculture in the I990s -- but

they will be nonetheless significant, and most J-ikely affect the input of

non-rene\dable resources. Any attempt at foretelling the future is, of

course, wrought with uncertainty, and predicting wheat agriculture in precise

quantitative terms where so many intangible variables affect even its daily

operations would create false expectations. The more preferable route,

therefore, is to review the devel-opments of the past few years and offer a

trend forecast. In the case of Western Canada, however, even the results of

this process must be interpreted with caution, for here, under the influence

of an incredibly variable climate, environmental conditions are largely

beyond the control of the producer. rrrigation is not widespread and out of

economic necessity inputs must be kept below levels optimum for maximum

production.

As noted in Chapter rV machinery had been around some time before it

became widely employed; as late as 1936 its economic advantage over

animal power was still not cfear (Grest, 1936). This situation soon changed,

however, as both the machinery and the fuel required to run it rapidly

diffused over the 1948-1958 period. By 1958 nearly aÌl- farrns had one or t\,,/o

tractors and a full complement of disks, harrows, seeders, fertilizer

spreaders, packers, and combines. Since that time the power and size of

machinery and implements has g'rown, but by the early 19?Os the increases \¡¡ere

entering a period of s]ow down. over the l-ast three intervals of the time

series, machinery mass and power were either leveling off or slowly
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declining, and after 1977 fuel consumption alone fell 20 percent. Field

sizes in the meantime were stilI growing appreciably -- a development which

would suggest that a saturation point had been reached and that machinery was

being applied more efficiently in 1981. Electricíty, which experienced its

most rapid diffusion during the rural electrification process, was reaching

virtually all farms by the late 1960s, and since that time increases per

service have been falling off.

The adoption history of fertilizers and pestícides is quite unlike that

of the power-related inputs. Increasing use accompanied industrialization,

but at a slower rate and, unlike the levefling off of machinery, fuel and

electricity consumption during the late 1970s, physical quantities of

fertilizer and pesticides continued to rise, and at a much faster rate than

at any other time during the history of modern practices. Nitrogen rose

quickly from ranking third behind fuel and machinery in 1977 to become the

second most intensive-energy input by 1981, and should be expected to rise to

even greater levels in the future. Using the U.S. corn crop as an example of

what could be expected to happen, the diminishing returns to fertilizer

inputs and the formation of an urunistakable logistic curve which have

accompanied its intensified use over time (see Smil- et aI., 1983) have not

set in for wheat production in Canada. At an average application rate of 30

kg/ha amounts are still far short of the recommended minimum, 50 kg/hra, and

far below the point where returns could be expected to diminish. Recalling

the growth curve in Figure 7.1, the formation of a logistic curve has not

occurred -- there was a slow-down in the rate of applÍcation increase between

1977 and 1981-, but it is likely that rates will pick up again as they did

once before in the early 1970s.

Summer fallowing, a practice which substantially reduces fertilizer

requirements where employed (and increases them where not) is now being used
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less extensively than in the past. Causes of this have been largely

economic, and the farm operator in the attempt to maintain positive cash

flow, will like1y keep even more of his land under production in the future,

increasing both the demand for chemical fertilizers and the associated energy

costs. "Mining" of the soil is also a physical factor which must be taken

into account in future scenarios. Continued removal of soil nutrients will

alone necessitate higher application rates without any significant change in

sunmer fallowing practises.

The errergy intensity of applied nitrogenous fertilizer wilI likely fal1

over the next decad.e as a result of contínued process improvements. However,

Little benefit should be expected to come from a less intensive fertilizer

mix: greater use of urea, the most energy-expensive variety, will offset any

savings that could be expected to come from increased utilization of

anhydrous ammonia, the least energy-expensive variety. Application of

phosphorus and potassium will increase slightly, and part of the increased

cost will be offset by more efficient industrial technology.

Herbicide use underwent historic expansion between the mid-1970s and the

earJ-y 1980s, and as tltere is yet no sign of abatement of the weed problem the

trend wil-l- likely continue for some time to come. Contributing to increased

costs for this input will be a continued shift towards more expensive

chemicals (needed to control persistent species) and a movement towards

reduced mechanical tillage. The result: herbicide use and energy costs

corild easily double over the next decade.

Cl-early, fertiJ-izer and pesticide use are deter:mined by the physical

realities of crop production and in the future their applications will depend

on evolving field conditions. The same is true, of course, of all productive

factors; yet producers operate under definite financial constraints and we

must first review the changing economic fandscape in the attempt to identify
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those changes that will affect production most drarnatically and be the

targets of future conservation efforts.

Financial Costs

Historical- statistics on the selling price of Canadian wheat have been

availa-ble for at least 75 years and are listed for the postwar decades in

Table I3.2. Canada'a contribution to the world trade of wheat is important,

but owing to the presence of other large exporters (the United States,

France, Australia and Argentina) and an export to production ratio which is

high, prices received by farmers are subject to fluctuations of the

internationar marketplace, and only to a much resser degree by loca1

production costs (and by extension the climatic influences of good and bad

year:s). Adjusting by the appropriate deflator, prices have been recorded in

constant as well as current dollars using 1945 as the base year. From the

data it is clear that there is no consistent pattern of price change or

increase, rather what is reflected in more than three decades of prairie

farming are wide fluctuations. In 1948 the price of wheat in current dollars

was roughly ten d.ollars per tonne higher than what it was in 1953 (a year of

extremely good weather and abundant yields). Prices rose slightly in 1964

only to fall back to 1953 levels by 1968. Under the influence of a world

wheat glut prices did not rise again until t.973 | at which time they tripled

in a matter of one or two years. fn constant d.ollars the 1973 price of 77.I2

dol-lars per tonne was the highest price ever paid for wheat. However, by

1977 the price was the second lowest in the study period, and in 1981 prices

were below what they had been more than three decades earlier. The total

farm value of wheat in constant dollars even with íncreasing yields did not

surpass postwar level-s by a large margin until the early 1970s, and only then

on a temporary basis.
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Throughout most of the study period farmers were paying relatÍve1y

stable prices for inputs. The price of fuel did not change dramatical1y and

the cost of nitrogen fertílizer in the early 1970s was less in constant

dol-l-ars than what it had been 20 years eârlier. Figure 13.I shows relative

price changes (expressed as a percent of prices prevailing in the base period

1948) of the major farm inputs between the late 1940s and the early 1980s.

In terms of major inputs, only machinery underwent increases in the l_948-1973

period; it was not until 1973 that the costs of petroleum products,

fertilizer and pesticides rose decisively. Between 1973 and 1981 the price

increase of petroleum products equalled 290 percent, of fertiLizers 360

percent and of pesticides 260 percent. Other input costs rose substantially

as well (such as farm rent, building repairs, hired farm labour and.

eJ-ectricity) but none was as significant as the fossíI-fueI d,erived inputs.

The case for conservation is, of course, apparent when we compare these

costs with the changes that have occurred in the price of wheat. Sound

business rationale predicates that to remain solvent a productive enterprise

must equate input requirements with revenue; yet the most startling

development of the past decade has been the growing divergence in exactly

those two factors. Increasing yields have partial-ly offset lower wheat

prices but they are not enough: clearly, some changes in cultural practice

will be needed to raise production efficiencies.

A breakdown of actual production costs for Prairie wheat farms in the

years 1958 and 1981 are availabl-e. Compiled jointly by Statistics Canada and

the Canadian Department of Agriculture (Fitzpatrick, 1967) the earlier survey

lists commercial- wheat farm variable operating expenses at $33.25 /ha. Of

this, expenditures on machinery and fuel accounted for by far the largest

proportion at approximately $15"50 /hao or just under 50 percent of total

amounts. rn the same year fertilizer costs summed to g0 "60 /ha, and
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pesticides to 0.75 ç/ha, accounting for, respectively, l.j percent and.2.2

percent of total costs. On a comparable economic basis, the l'lanitoba

Department of Agriculture (¡DA, I981) estimated tg8I variable operating costs

at 203.00 $/ha, equal to roughly double those of 1958 in constant dollars.

Machinery and fuel costs in this more recent appraisaL summed to 37.00 g/ha,

or 18 percent of expenses, while fertilizers accounted for a substantially

greater 65.25 Ç/}:a, or 32 percent. Pesticides were higher with an estimated

input cost of 40.90 $/ha, representing 20 percent of the total. yíeIds over

this period increased by roughly 60 percent, (100 percent woul-d have been

required to meet the higher expenses). fn terms of tot.al production costs

(including both fixed and variable expenses) changes were such that in l95B

producers had little trouble in meeting expenditures with revenues. However,

in 198t a breakeven point of 2500 kg/ha necessitated returns 25 percent above

average.

Having said this, it should also be stressed that producers have been

aware of changing production economies. If we recall the energy gains of the

post-1973 period (see Chapter XI), the move towards greater efficiency is

already underway: between 1973 and 1981 production efficiencies (measured as

crop energy yield divided by the non*renewable energy subsidy) rose by more

tlan 15 percent. After decades of tittle change the improvements of the }ast

few years mark only the beginning of a long and complex series of energy rrse

adjustments and transformations.

Energy analysis is, of course, no substitute for financial accounting.

But under unavoidabÌ]' íncreasirrg energy costs and the uncertainty of future

energy supplies, economi.c choices will undoubtedly reflect physical realities

in the targeting of conservation efforts. There are countl-ess avenues and

options open, all of which can be easily met before the turn of the century

without the l-oss of yield or need for agricultural re-structuring. In fact,
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many consist of applying just good cotnmon sense. Western wheat production

has performed well in the past and there is little doubt it can't do better

in the future. A brief review of options for conservation -- some already

being practiced and some not -- Índicates where future changes will probably

Iie.

Fuel, and l"lachinery

Fuel for field machinery and farm trucks, after a fall of more than 20

percent in use since L977, was still the most important energy input in 1981,

and its consumption can be further reduced in several ways. Replacement of

gasoline-fueled tractors, combines and trucks by diesel-fueled ones reduces

energy consumption by an average of 25 percent for identical tasks. In 198I

about two-thirds of Prairie tractors were diesel powered (Stat.istics Canada,

1983) and they consumed roughly 50 percent of all motive fuels. Converting

these units alone to diesel power woul-d. reduce energy consumption about IO

percent. Farm implement dealers are aiding in this process by promoting a

new line of four-wheel drive tractors in the lower 100 to 120 horsepower

range which will facilitate conversion in what was previously a gasoline

dominated area (Newman, 1984). Trucks, especially in the one-harf ton

category, offer additional conversion potential as do combines and

self-propelled swathers.

Design changes for higher efficiency in combustion, coolingr po\arer

transmission, air conditioning, hydraulic and po\,ver take-off systems, and

lighter components coul-d result in substantial long-term savings (Councit for

Agricultural Science and Technology, 1975). Of more immediate importance,

however, is the extension of both gasoline and diesel fuel use by improved

maintenance, improving mechanical efficiency and equipment longevity, and a

streamlining of operational practices. Savings are possible by the matching

of tractor pol¡/er to load requirements, operating tractors in the gear up
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throttle down mode, installing radial tires and maintaining proper ballast,

and better control over field operations, such as depth of seeding and

tilJ.age (USDA/FEA, L977; Mathews , r.9'75¡ Zoerb and. Kushwaha, 1984). The

cooperative employment of machinery (Scott, L952) as well as the purchasing

of custom work would trim on-farm eguipment manifests. One author has also

indicated that the use of smaller implements offers a potential fuel- saving

over standard equipment through the reduction of turning loss and overlap

(Pa1mer, I984).

There are many fuel-conserving measures, many of them small and not

necessarily additivet yet cumulative effects can be impressive. Àn excellent

example of a seemingly minor but ímportant conservation measure is the

reduction of wastefuJ- idling time. Assuming that a tractor engine idles just

ten minutes daily (a tíme which can be used up easily by just climbing down

from the machine to open farm gates and close garage doors), the annual total

is 61 hours ¡ for a 7S-horsepo\der diesel, tractor this means about 1I0 I of

fuel a year (USDA,/FEA, L977), enough to farm just over one hectare of wheat.

In farm business activities unnecessary trips can be deleted or combined

with others, and, of course, an efficient automobile is a far better user of

gasoline than the pick-up truck for trips into town. FueI savings can come

from a combination of field operations, such as once-over techniques of

tiliing, seed and fertilizer application, or the complete elimination of some

passes. In terms of cultural practices themselves, it appears that the

conventional three year wheat-wheat-fallow rotation offers both an economic

(Zentner and Carnpbell, 1984a) and energetic (Zentner and Campbe1l, I984b)

advantage over the shorter two year or continuous cropping alternatives "

Zero-tilfage and its less extreme forrns of conservation tillage have met

with only límited success in Western Canada. In the Late 1970s, being

practiced on no more than an estimated one-tenth of one percent of Prairie
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cropland (J. Forbes, zero-Tillage Assoc., 1984, pers. comn.), and in spite of

its often cited benefits of reduced fuel and machinery costs, improved

erosion control, greater moisture retention and increased yields (Donaghy,

L973¡ Stobbe , L977; Sing et al., L979) the necessity of increased herbicide

applications has made adoption econonically unattractive (Zentner and

Lindwall, 1983) .

The wider implications of zero-tillage -- increased pest populations,

greater susceptibility to disease, chemical carry-over, resistance and a

shift in weed species (Uintle, 1983) -- appear to have dampened early

expectations. As one author sLated in a cogent and outstanding review on the

topic, the espoused virtues of the system may have been premised more on

fashion than fact (Gersmehl, I977). The adoption history of zero-til]age,

limited by a poleward gradient of soil temperatures, a westward gradient of

moisture problems. an equatorward gradient of weed efficiency, and such

factors as pride in workmanshJ-p, perception of acceptable risk, and problem

of inadeguate farm size and labour underutiLization, suggests that its

practice will only be viabLe in a smal1 part of the North American continent;

amounting to no more than an estimated ten percent of midwestern U.S. farm

land. Given present technology, market conditions and regulations, Gersmehl

comments prophetically that the "no-till revolution is a thing of the past,

not a wave of the future". In fact, if we are to accept the findings of a

Statistics Canada survey (Statistics Canada, 1983) farmers in !,lestern Canada

appear to be moving away from zero-tillage -- not towards it -- by increasing

their nurnber of fíeld operations.

A somewhat distinct but currently topicar neans for decreasing

dependence on petroleum products altogether is the extension or replacement

of gasoline and diesel fuels with alcohol from grain. rn selected processes

involving fe::mentation, gasification and hydrolysis it is possible to turn
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wheat grain, chaff, straw and even screenings into ethanol, methanol, biogas,

and synthetic natural gas. Yet a number of key issues in the biomass debate

must be addressed, foremost of which is whether or not the plant should be

used as an energy feedstock (someÈhing that, of course,'energy analysis alone

cannot answer). The question ís argued at some length by Brown (1980) for a

variety of food crops, especially the more productive Cn species of sugarcane

and corn, but as a photosynthetically inferior C, species wheat is not among

them.

The case against using Prairie wheat for an energy feedstock, however,

is clear. Straw residues, chaff and screenings are only of limited use in

fermentation processes owing to their high fibre eontenti no commercial

technology for the hydrolysis of cellulose presently exists. And if one did,

the initial product market would likely be the chemical not the refinery

inclustry (Bungay , L982). Thermochemical production of gaseous fuels via

gasification is not competitive on a small scale without expensive

densification, and on a larger scale a steady supply of phytomass for

feedstock cannot be ensured. In the Prairie region as a whole there ís a

deficit of wheat residues for adequate erosion control, only in a few locales

is there any surplus of straw in excess of essential soil requirements

(Canadian Resourcecon, 1982), and even they are not perennial. The best use

of crop residues is to put them back into the ground in the attempt to

rebuild soil tilth and offset future fertilizer requirements. With

occasional bumper crops, part of the excess straw coul-d supplement space

heating requirements by direct combustion, where labour and time are

pl"entif ul.

With regards to the wheat grain itself, it makes little energetic sense

to pump a host of fossil-fuel derived energies into its production, exhaust

the soil of nutrients, ship it to a processíng plant, synthesize ethanol and
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subsequently distribute the product for commercial consumption -- when the

same ends could be met through widespread conservation of those fuels

originally in short supply. one of the key contentions of the gasohol

debate, in fact, is whether or not the fuel actually produces net energy.

The limiting factor in alcohol production is grain starch content. fn

Chapter XI it was cal-culated that the intensity of non-renewable energies

consumed in the farming process is a]¡out 4.5 MJ/kg. At a theoretical

conversíon ratio of 0.565 kg alcohol per kg of starch (Miller, 1969), wheat

will yierd approximately 0.281 kg or 0.36 1 of product per kg; thus, each r

of alcohol acguires about 12.5 Þ,u of farming energies.

The largest share of ethanol's energy cost is in the distiltation

process rather than the growing of the grain. Current distilIery practices

consume about 2t ì4J per 1 of alcohol produced (Chambers et aI., 1979¡ Parker,

19Br). summing the embodied energy cost of the grain and processing

requirements gives a total consumption of 33.5 MJ/I, a value roughly 1.2

times the energy content of the alcohol itself. This is, of course, only a

rough average calculated across a whole range of growing intensities and

processing requirements; farm scale production -- a process which u.s.

experience has shown can be expensive, time consuming and frustrating

(Schulte and Splinter, f983) -- typically leads to higher distillation costs

(CDA' 1980). From this lower efficiency, consumption on average rises to

about 38.0 ¡{J per } of product. The possibility of pure wheat-derived

ethanol- as a conmercial fuel is thus (on both accounts) definitely an

energy-losing proposition. In fact, losses of low-entropy fuels would be

avoided by simpll' not producing ethanol- at alMarm conservation measures

would reduce the energy costs of wheat production and by extension atcohol

production, but with such hígh processing requirements it is unlikely their

magnitude would be sufficiently large to offset losses.
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Fertilizers

Increasing consumption of nitrogen over the past decade has boosted

fertilizer into becoming the second highest energy input in recent times.

The potential for savings with this input, while it may not be as great as

for fuel and machinery, remains nonetheless substantial. Under current

conditions of soil nutrient "mining", fertilizer applications of nitrogenous

compounds will undoubtedly ríse in the future. Regional averages for

nitrogen are sti1l less than hal-f recommended levels, and as a resul-t energ-y

cost reductions will lie with improvements in field efficíency, and, of

course, with continued advancements in process technology.

The principal target of past processing efforts has been a lower cost

for ammonia. However, while the drop in energy requirements of its synthesis

over the past few decades has been impressive, there does not appear to be

any commercially feasible technological breakthrough that will dramatically

reduce it below todayrs best plant energy intensity of 29 lrtJ/kg (Mud.ahar and

Hignett , L982). This prediction is physically reinforced by the fact that

the PER of new plants has come very close to what is believed a practical

minimum for production efficiency (IFrAS, 1975). As the principal feedstock

for virtually all nitrogenous fertilizers, downstream products wifl as well

reflect this reality in their cost.

In existing plants appreciable savings can come from implementing many

general measures for energy conservation, such as the updating of operation

procedures, increased equipment maintenance, ínstallation of more efficient

hardware components where possible, the use of heat and electricity

cogeneration and power recovery turbines (FnA, L974), and operating at

battery linit performance levels. Nearly a decade after these

recommendations were first published there is still- much room for improvement

in the chemicals and aIIied products industry (DoE, 1983). Alternative
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sources of fuel and feedstock (naptha, fuel oil or coal) would not lower the

energy cost of ammonia synthesis per se, but at the national leve1 savings

are anticipated as older less efficient processing plants retire. Under the

current structure of the Northern American fertilizer industry the average

PER of plants nor¿ in operation is about double that of the units just coming

onstream. Yet, in spite of this, the evolution towards efficiency wiJ-I be

slow: the world's fÍrst ammonia synthesis plant in Germany shut down only in

L982, after more than 75 years of service (Chementator , L982). The average

age of plants in North America is l-ess than half that.

By the mid-I990s cumulative savings could result in a 15 percent

lowering of average energy requirements. Reflected in the unit cost of N,

intensities could be as low as 48.5 MJ/kq. Little change is foreseen in the

mix of applied Prairie fertil-izers: energy savings resulting from a shift

towards greater use of anhydrous ammonia will likely be mitigated by

increased urea applications. The cost of l{estern Canada nitrogen may thus be

somewhere in the range of 55 MJ/kg in 1996. Energy savings are possible in

the production of phosphatic fertilizers, through increased use of crushed

phosphate rock, and general conservation measures, but such measures

translate into no more than minor savings in the overall budget. In terms of

potassic fertilizers, no fundamental changes are envisioned in potash mining,

and again realized savings would have littfe effect on system requirements.

Future applícation rates of each of the macro-nutrients will be higher

than what they are today. A conservative estimate of Western Canada inputs,

would be N at 40 kg/\a, F at 10 kg,rha, and K at 2.5 kglha in 1996. The most

important conservation options open to producers involve optimizing the rate,

timing and methods of application. Few operators have their fields tested

regularly by soil analysis for specific nutrient requirements (Ewanek , J.,

Tomasiewicz, D. J., Goettel, A. W.r pêrs" conm", 1984) and of those which do,
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50 percent or more ignore the recommendations (Corry, 19Bl). Savings here

coufd easily reach 20 percent. Applying nitrogenous fertilizers as close to

the period of plant uptake as possible qould improve field efficiencies by as

much as 30 percent (Ridley , I976). Broadcast fertilízation should in most

instances be replaced by soil incorporation (Racz, 1980), and in the case of

phosphatic fertilizers, dressing with large doses every few years could

offset yearly requirements with no loss of efficiency and appreciable energy

savings (Karlowsky, I98I).

Reduced use of inorganic fertilizer through increased crop rotation,

intercropping with nitrogen-fixing forages or perennial grasses, and the

planting and plowing under of green manure crops all offer theoretical

potential. However, such practices are often beyond the reach of the

operator who is forced by financial constraints to reduce rotations or

continuous crop. The application of organic v¡astes offers some potential,

although it could only be modest owing to the relative absence of tivestock

farms in the region, and the fact that the less concentrated and

guickly-decomposíng manure cannot be considered a direct replacement for high

quality fertilizer.

Herbícides

Herbicide use, like that of nitrogen fertilizer, underwent dramatic

intensification over the past decade. Between 1973 and 1981 applications

doubled while attendant energy costs tripled. The input is low on the list

of wheat system energy requirements, but if an extrapolation from current

trends is realistic, energy use equivalents could be expected to be at least

double their present levels by 1996: the result of both increased quantities

and higher unit costs. Over the 33 year time span of this study the evolving

mix of applied varieties has led to the doubling of input intensities, and it
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is quite J-ikely that more selective and energy expensive types will be

required to combat persistent weed species in the future.

Detailed information concerning the processing of pesticides is scarce,

however, it is probable that the industry itself will enploy general'

conservation measures and replicate the modest efficiency gains sho\,¡n by the

entire chemicals and allied products sector. The prime target of operator

savings will again be, as in the case of fertilizer inputs, field efficiency.

l"lisapplication of chemícals costs wheat producers a great deal of money

annually and come from actions that are largely avoidable. Vlastage is

typically the result of use without established need, incorrect choice of

chemicals and exaggerated levels of usage. One recent survey in the Great

Plains area of the U.S. showed that more than three-quarters of farmers using

pesticides applied incorrect amounts, with errors ranging from 60 percent

under to 85 percent over recommended rates (Dickey et al., 1981) . Both

conditions result in not only energy waste but have the potential of causing

significant ecologicaf and health damage. As was suggested earlier,

education should be the prime area for operator awareness.

A more endemic problem is, of course. the method of application itself.

Herbicide sprayers are extremely inefficient" fn Western Canada it is

estimated that no more than ten percent of post-emergent chemical-s actually

hit their target (Green, 1983). Controlled droplet application could

partially offset the problem and improve the effectiveness (Finney, L979) ,

but ultimately the only permanerrt solution lies with making a shift to

pre-emerge¡rt varieties: something which is neither always technically

feasible nor ecologically sound. owing to potential soil leaching and

chemical carryover.

Electricity

Although electricity is often thought of as minor energy consumer in

grain production (where irrigation is not widely practiced) its input to
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farming reguirements can be significant, as this study has shown. At 85

kwhrzha its energy cost ranked fourth in the l98I budget. Confined to use in

nìany secondary farm practices, reduction can come about from many simple

changes of habit, such as the turning off of shop lights when not in use, and

from minor adjustments in mechanical operations. Electricity used by small

motors that power grain augers, fans and compressors, can be saved by

installing higher efficiency units, matching unit output with maximum

requirement, and utilizing variable speed regulators (l'lonette and Tripone,

Ì983).

As was noted in Chapter VI, electricity generated from Prairie windmitls

supplied a substantial amount of energy to farms before rural electrification

began in the late 1940s. The low pov¡er density and high demand for

generating space of these units makes them ill-suited to urban settings, but

the prevailing winds and broad, sparsely populated Prairie land.scape makes

them well-suited to agricultural use. A renewed application of this simple

technology is an attractive possibility for many small-scale applications.

Some potential exists for reducing electrical energy demands in terms of

Iow-temperature and in-storage crop drying with irnproved solar technology.

Solar collectors can offset electricity consumed in grain drying by up lo 25

percent under average Western Canadian conditions (Fraser and l4uir, 1980);

however, the use of commercially produced systems is targely restricted. by

cost ineffectiveness (Muir, 1980). The alternative: low-cost home-made

varieties (with an a\zerage pay-back period of five years), have been meeting

with some success, and their use can be expected to spread in the future

(Heid and Trotter, 1982). Taken individualJ-y the potential for energy

saving from these changes are smarl, however, together they can lead to

modest reductions: by 1996 a fall of 15 percent in electricity requirements

is entirely possible.
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Future Energy Costs

In the energy savings just described, the year 1996 (15 years down the

road from the last entry of the study period) was used a a convenient

forecast horizon. Attaining these savings in each and every instance was

considered to be entirely feasible as an extension of current trends,

(especially in the area of continued process improvement) and demand no more

than minor conservation efforts. The estimated changes in wheat energy

inputs by 1996, listed in Table 13.3, should be seen therefore as consertive

estimates. While I have given some indícation of the changes that likely to

come about over the next few years, predictions are not rigid: the system is

far too complex and too susceptible to a host of unaccountable variables,

ranging from unpredictable weather and unpredictable crude oil prices to

unpredictable political intervention to be precisely quantified.

Underpinning the 1996 forecasts are a drop in fuel, machinery and

electricity inputs, a rise in fertilizer, farm chemical and transport

consumption, and a fall in the energy intensity of all inputs except

herbicide. Together these changes will result in a decline of the sum of

energies from 8366 ¡AJlha in 1981 to 7561 MJlha. Assuming no major

breakthroughs in breeding techniques occur -- hybridizatíon after years of

intensive research has not yielded a conmercially profitable wheat (AIlan,

1980) and genetic engineering is presently far too futuristic to be seriously

considered as a viable alternative (Johnson, l-982) -- gradual increases

should result ín wheat yields of 2300 kg/hra. Accounting for the feed.back

requirement of seeds (85 kg,iha) and dividing the remainder by the energy of

all other inputs, gives a 1996 mass-energy ratio of 290 kg of grain per GJ of

invested energy, nearly a 25 percent improvement over the 1981 vatue.

A more optimistic forecast of future energy inputs could easily tift the

mass-energy ratio above the 325 kg/Gl level and, under conditions of
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excellent weatherf even match those of the 1948-1958 transition period.

Above allrit must be stressed Èhat no scíentific or technorogical

breakthroughs are needed to achieve thisi no untried processes and approaches

have to be tested and adopted. In fact it could be argued that with stronger

conservation measures truly impressive performances could be had. With

attention to operational detail, sound management and slightly greater inputs

of labour (much of it during the off-season), one large farm in central

Saskatchewan is presently returning an average of more than 700 kg of wheat

per GJ of invested energy (Tab1e 13.4). This is more than three times the

calculated 1981 value, and over two-and-one-half times the 1996 estimate!

Looking ahead leaves only an insignificant probability that the

efficiency of wheat agriculture will not get better. Over the next few years

the non-renewable energy consumed in Prairie wheat production will almost

certainly assist the photosynthetic process in a more efficient way than at

any other time since modern fossil-fue1 subsidized farming became entrenched

in the mid-1950s. However it is imperative that we avoid misleading

impressions and place wheat agriculture's energy use in a wider perspective.

rn 1971 the energy consumed in producing that year's crop of 13.BgI

mÍIlion t, at an energiy intensity of 4.75 MJ/kg, amounted to an approximate

65.935 PJ. During the same year with an output valued at 4.929 billion

dollars and an energy use coefficient of 35.59 MJ/dollar (Deachman and

Hamilton, 1978) Canadian agriculture eonsumed in both direct and indirect

inputs some f75"423 PJ of non-renewable fossil- fuel resources. Comparing the

two figures, wheat production accounted for about 38 percent of total

agricul-tural energy consumption" Extending this analysis one step further,

it is found that agriculture itself accounts for only about three percent of

the nationvide energ]¡ total; and as a result wheat comprises just over one

percent of the country's aggregate energy use" This is less than one-third
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the equivalent of all electrical energy expended for home operation of

stoves, refrigerators, d.ishwashers, toasters, kettles, can openers and other

household gadgets, and less than one-sixth the energ-y cost of the almost 20

billion litres of gasoline burned annually in passenger automobiles.

Yet as an even better exampJ-e, the wheat producer can grow and harvest

the nation's largest field crop, and one of its top export earners, at less

than one-ha1f the energy density (til/n2) of mowing and watering a

well-manicured suburban lawn (FaIk, 1976). Over the past decade the energy

efficiency of producing wheat has improved after years of relative constancy,

and there are many ways by which it can be improved further in the future:

but it would be rather unfair to overl-ook the many truly energy-wasting

facets of the North American lifestyle ç'hile focusing on agricultural

in general or wheat production in particular as exigent drains on our finite

energy reserves.
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TABLE 13.1

CHANGES IN THE ENERGY TNPUTS TO PRÀIRIE

VIHEAT PRODUCTION BETWEEN

1958 AND l98t

ïTEl'1
Relative Shares*
1958 1981

Absolute Changes
1981/1958

Fuel

Machinery

Nitrogen

Phosphorus

Potassium

Herbicide

Electricity

Transport

7L.5 46.6

24.3 18. 1

0.I 0.9

0.65

0. 75

T7.28

9"00

r.4 24.2

0.r

o.2 1.9 9. 50

2.3 7.6 3.30

o.2 0.6 3.00

*Ca1culated on the basis of input totafs of 4,569
MJ/ha in 1958 and 8366 MJ/ha in 1981.
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TABLE 13.2

AVERAGE FARM PRICE AND TOTAL FARM VALUE
OF PRAIRIE VIHEAT PRODUCTION IN CURRE|IIT

AND CONSTANT DOLIÀRS

Year

Average Farm Price
(doIlar,/t)

Current* Constant**

Total Farm Va1ue
(níllions of dollars)

Current* Constant**

1948 59. 81 59.81 579

800

492

I,225

836

¿r5l¿

I,957

4,396

579

1953 48.66 38. 48 633

1958 48.65 35.45 359

1963 64.02 43.79 838

1968 48.85 28.66 49L

197 3 164. 61 71 .L2 1205

t977 r04.00 34.L6 643

198 I I84. 39 4L.L2 980

*Statistics Canada, The Grain Trade, Cat. 22-2OL, annual, Ì948-198I,
Minister of Supply and Services, Ottawa.

**Measured in 1948 dollars according to the purchasing power of the
Canadian dollar from Statistics Canada, The Consumer Price Index,
Cat. 62-001, monthly, 1945-1981, Minister of Supply and Serr¡icesr
Ottawa.
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TABLE 13.3

ESTI¡'ÎÀTED CFTANGES IN I^IHEAT AGRTCULTURE
EFFICIENCY 1981-1996

Productive
Factor

Percentage Change
Quantity Energy fntensity Total

Energy Input
1996 (MJlha)

FueI

Machinery

Nitrogen

Phosphorus

Potassium

Herbicide

Electricity

Transport

-23

8

+35

+8

+67

+67

-15

+10

+3 .E1J

15

+20

+15

+55

+100

15

+10

2922

l-286

2428

90

I4

318

544

53

7 655

8

I

2

4

+20

Sum of Energies
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TA.BLE 13.4

ENERGY COSTS OF A IOOO HECTARE FAR},I
IN CENTRAL SASKÃTCHEh'AN*

Input Item Units
Quantity

per hectare
Unit Energy
Intensity

(MJ)

Input Cost
(¡,tJ,¡ha)

FueI

l,lachinery

Nitrogen

Phosphorus

Potassium

Pesticides

Electricity

Seeds

Transport

1

kg

kg

kg

kg

k9

kv¡h

kg

k9

44.5

7.6

2.O

18.0

92.O

36.5

87.0

180. 5

7.5

15. 85

L,626

665

359

l-37

124

2,gLg

34,Lr2

11. 7

740 kg/cJ

8

Sum of Energies

Yield

Energy efficiency

Mass-energy ratio

2l-59

*Inputs per hectare according to 1981 survey data. Energy intensities
are identical to those used throughout this study.
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APPENDIX

WEIGHTS, MEASURES AND CONVERSION FACTORS

Energy

BasicUnit=ljoule

1 joule = 0.000 OOO 217 78 kilowatt-hours
= 0.000 000 372 505 horsepower-hours
= 0.000 947 8 Btu
= 0.000 238 85 kilogram-calories

I kilogram-calorie = 4 186.7 joules
= 3.968 3 Btu
= 0.001 163 kilowatt-hours
= 0.00I 559 horsepower-hours

I British thermal unit (Btu) = I 055.04 joules
= 0.000 293 07 kilowatt-hours
= 0.000 393 01 horsepower-hours
= O.252 0 kilogram-calories

I watt-second = I 000 joules

I kilowatt-hour = 3 600 000 joules
3 600 kilowatt-seconds
I.34I 0 horsepower-hours
3 412 Btu
859. 85 kilogram-calories

Power

Basic unit = I watt = I joule per second
= 0.001 341 horsepower

t horsepower = 745.7 watts
= I0.688 kilogram-calories per minutes

1 kilowatt = I 000 watts
= 1"34I horsepower

Linear

Basic unit = I metre = 3.281 feet
= 39.37 inches
= 1.094 yards
= 0.0006214 mil-es
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Area

I hectare = 10 000 square metres
= 2.47I acres
= 107 600 square feet

Volume

I litre = 0.028 38 bushels (U.S. dry)
= 1 000 cubic centimetres
= 61.02 cubic inches
= O.22O gallons (British imperial)
= 0.878 quarts

Weight

1 gram = O.O3521 ounces
= 0.002205 pounds

I kilogram = 1 000 grams
= 2.2046 pounds
= 0.001 tons (metric)
= 0.000 984 2 tons (tong)
= 0.001 102 tons (short)

Miscellaneous

I kilometre per hour = O.62L4 miles per hour
1 tonne per hectare = 0.445 973 short tons per acre
1 kilogram per hecÈare = 0.892 191 pounds per acre
I gram per hectare = 0.OL4 274 ounces per acre
I section = I square mile

= 2.588 988 square kilometres
= 640 acres
= 259 hectares

1 bushel wheat = 60 pounds
= 27.216 kilograms

l- tonne per hectare = 14.869 I bushels wheat per acre
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International Svstem (Sr) Prefixes

Factor Prefix Symbol

IO

10

10

10

10

IO

10

10

t0

10

IO

10

10

l0
10

10

t8

15

I2
o

6

3

)

1

exa

peta

tera
giga

mega

kilo
hecto

deka

deci

centi
miI li
micro

nano

pico
femto

atto

E

P

T

M

k

h

da

-1

-2

-J

-6

-9

-l-2

-15

-18

d

m

n

p

f
a


